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Making a timely and accurate diagnosis is crucial for effective 
treatment and positive clinical outcomes. This cannot be 
any truer for vascular disorders. MicroRNAs (miRNAs) were 
discovered back in 1993 [1]. They are a class of single-
stranded non-coding RNAs constituted by 16 to 27 (an 
average of 22) nucleotides [2]. Transcription of miRNA 
precursor genes is regulated by genomic DNA methylation and 
histone modifications, which, in turn, vary across pathologies 
[3]. All around the globe, research teams are actively exploring 
the possibility of using miRNA as a diagnostic biomarker for a 
broad range of health conditions. Although it is not yet common 
practice to use miRNAs as biomarkers of eye diseases, such 
as retinal vessel occlusion, the ongoing research into their role 
in systemic vascular pathology suggests that they are potent 
diagnostic tools. 

MicroRNA and systemic vascular pathology

There is a huge body of evidence that miRNA expression is 
changed significantly in systemic and localized vascular 
pathologies; the amassed data suggest tremendous 
diagnostic potential for miRNA and, specifically, circulating 
miRNA [4]. Circulating miRNA levels reflect physiological and 
pathological changes in the body, including cardiovascular and 

neurodegenerative disorders. For example, miR-1, miR-133b, 
miR-145, miR-208b, miR-499, miR-133a, and miR-208a are 
diagnostic biomarkers for coronary artery disease [5].

Patients with atherosclerosis have significantly elevated 
miR-122, miR-21, miR-130а, miR-211с and low miR92а, miR-
222, miR-126 in their blood [6]. In addition to their diagnostic 
potential, these miRNAs and their inhibitors can be used to 
treat atherosclerosis [7]. 

Ischemic stroke and myocardial infarction are the most 
severe complications of atherosclerosis. Multiple studies 
conducted on animal models and human patients indicate a 
link between the levels of circulating and tissue microRNAs and 
ischemic stroke or its effects. In the acute phase of ischemic 
stroke, miR-124 and miR-21 are elevated whereas miR-221 
concentrations decline; elevated miR-145 and miR-210 are 
predictors of a more favorable outcome [8]. Changes in miRNA 
levels are also reported in patients with myocardial infarction; 
specifically, such patients demonstrate a sharp decrease in 
miR-375 expression [9].

Hypertension is the most prevalent cardiovascular condition. 
It is a risk factor for many vascular disorders, including eye 
disorders. A Russian study investigated the profiles of miR-126, 
miR-155, miR-221, and miR-222 in hypertensive patients and 
healthy volunteers. Increased dispersion was observed for all 

Moshetova LK, Usharova SA    , Turkina KI, Sychev DA, Saburina IN

MICRORNA AND VASCULAR PATHOLOGY OF THE EYE

Since the discovery of microRNAs just a few decades ago, our knowledge of these molecules and their potential as diagnostic biomarkers and therapeutic targets 

has significantly expanded. There is an ongoing discussion in the scientific community about the possibility of using microRNA for the diagnosis of cardiovascular 

diseases. It has been shown recently that levels of some microRNAs vary in vascular eye disorders, such as age-related macular degeneration and diabetic 

retinopathy. However, despite serious advances in our understanding of microRNA’s role in eye pathology, we still do not know whether it is possible to use 

microRNA as a biomarker for central retinal vein occlusion. Perhaps, the discovery of such candidate microRNAs will help in making the timely diagnosis and 

improve the quality of medical care in patients with retinal vein occlusion. 
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Л. К. Мошетова, С. А. Ушарова    , К. И. Туркина, Д. А. Сычев, И. Н. Сабурина

МИКРОРНК И СОСУДИСТАЯ ПАТОЛОГИЯ ГЛАЗА

С момента открытия первой микроРНК несколько десятилетий назад представления о данных молекулах как о биомаркерах и потенциальных 

терапевтических мишенях различных заболеваний значительно расширились. В современном научном обществе активно обсуждают возможность 

применения микроРНК для диагностики сердечно-сосудистых заболеваний. Более того, ряд недавно проведенных исследований доказывает, что 

уровни определенных микроРНК варьируют и при сосудистых заболеваниях глаза, включающих возрастную макулярную дегенерацию и диабетическую 

ретинопатию. Однако, несмотря на прогресс в исследовании роли некоторых микроРНК в диагностике ряда офтальмологических патологий, информации о 

возможности использования микроРНК в качестве биомаркеров окклюзии центральной вены сетчатки на сегодняшний день нет. Возможно, что поиск и 

идентификация данных молекул смогут облегчить постановку диагноза и улучшить качество оказываемой медицинской помощи.

Ключевые слова: окклюзия сосудов сетчатки, микроРНК, биомаркеры, сосудистая патология, ретинальные сосуды
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miR-126 miR-155 miR-21

Vascular disorders

Atherosclerosis microRNA expression decreases [6] [6]* microRNA expression increases [6]

Ischemic stroke microRNA expression decreases [36] [36]* microRNA expression increases [36]

Hypertension microRNA expression increases [10] [10]* microRNA expression increases [38]

Coronary artery disease microRNA expression increases [10, 24] [10, 39]* microRNA expression increases [38]

Eye disorders

Diabetic retinopathy microRNA expression decreases [17–19, 22] microRNA expression increases [31] microRNA expression increases [40]

Age-related macular 
degeneration

microRNA expression decreases [23–25] microRNA expression increases [13] microRNA expression increases [35]

Table 1. Expression of candidate microRNAs in different pathologies 

studied miRNA in all hypertensive patients, as compared with 
healthy individuals. MiR-221 prevailed in hypertensive patients, 
whereas miR-126, in healthy volunteers [10].

Thus, the levels of some circulating miRNAs change 
in patients with systemic vascular disorders and therefore 
might be a potent candidate diagnostic biomarkers. Because 
systemic vascular disorders and vascular eye disorders have 
the same pathogenesis, there might be microRNAs that could 
act as biomarkers for conditions associated with impeded 
retinal blood flow. So far, no qualitative and quantitative miRNA 
analysis has been conducted for retinal vessel occlusion but the 
available data on changes in microRNA profiles accompanying 
vascular eye disorders suggest this research field holds great 
promise. 

MicroRNA in age-related macular degeneration

Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is the primary 
cause of irreversible central vision loss in elderly people. 
Choroidal neovascularization (CNV) leads to increased vascular 
permeability, fluid exudation, and irreversible damage to 
photoreceptor cells, causing vision decline. Being a complex 
progressive disease, AMD is linked to genetic (including 
complementary) and environmental factors [11]. Some miRNAs 
associated with complementary factors were found to change 
their regulation function in the blood and ocular tissue of 
patients with AMD. A PCR-based study of 384 miRNAs in the 
blood plasma of patients with AMD revealed that characteristics 
of 16 miRNAs were significantly changed in such patients and 
10 other microRNAs were expressed only in individuals with 
exudative AMD [12].  A team of Italian researchers studied the 
expression profiles of different microRNAs in patients with or 
without AMD and in rats with experimentally induced retinal 
pathology. The levels of miR-9, miR-23a, miR-27a, miR-34a, 
miR-146a, and miR-155 were significantly different between 
diseased and healthy individuals. The most pronounced 
differences were observed for miR-27a, miR-146a and miR-
155, suggesting they might have potential as biomarkers and 
therapeutic targets for treating AMD [13]. 

MicroRNA in diabetic retinopathy 

The possibility of using microRNAs as biomarkers is being 
considered for diabetic retinopathy (DR), another serious visual 
impairment arising from a vascular disorder. DR is a common 
microvascular complication of diabetes mellitus (DM), which 
is currently recognized as a global epidemic. DR results from 
damage to microvessels following prolonged exposure to 
hyperglycemia. Progressive retinal ischemia triggers expression 

of hypoxia-inducible growth factors, including VEGF, which, in 
turn, stimulate retinal neovascularization [14]. Consequently, 
the blood-retinal barrier breaks down, leading to vascular 
leakage and retinal edema [15]. The analysis of circulating 
miRNAs isolated from serum and plasma samples of patients 
with and without DR revealed changes in the expression of 
many miRNAs in patients of different age, with different DM 
types, different time of onset, etc. [16]. There were reports of 
quantitative and qualitative changes in the profiles of miR-126 
[17–19], miR-150 [20], miR-155 [21], and miR-200b isolated 
from patients with DR. Of all those miRNAs, miR-155 and miR-
126 had the highest clinical relevance [22]. A research group 
from China compared serum levels of miR-126 in patients with 
DR and healthy volunteers by means of real-time PCR and 
found statistically significant differences in miR-126 expression 
between the two cohorts. According to the analysis of blood 
serum samples collected from patients with proliferative (PDT) 
and non-proliferative (NPDT) diabetic retinopathies, miR-126 
levels varied across patients with retinal pathology depending 
on its severity. MiR-126 concentrations were declining as 
proliferative retinal pathology was progressing. The researchers 
were able to determine the diagnostic thresholds for miR-126 
that could be used to predict the risk of PDT and NPDT and 
detect borderline conditions at high risk of transformation into 
PDT. The researchers pointed out that miR-126 could be used 
as a biomarker of retinal endothelial damage and early stages 
of PDT [17]. 

Using this information, we shortlisted a few microRNA 
candidates that in our opinion have the best diagnostic and 
prognostic potential as candidate biomarkers of retinal vein 
occlusion (Table). 

miR-126

MiR-126 is one of the key pro-angiogenic microRNAs that 
regulate expression of some growth factors, including 
VEGF and FGF [23, 24]. MicroRNA expression profiles were 
studied on several animal models of human vascular eye 
disorders, including oxygen-induced retinopathy (DR-type 
neovascularization) and laser-induced CNV (wet ARMD). 
MiR-126 concentrations declined in the choroid of mice with 
laser-induced CNV [25] and also in the retina and choroid of 
rodents with oxygen-induced retinopathy [26]. Besides, 
mice with decreased miR-126 concentrations had signs of 
damage to the peripheral choroid [27]; stimulated elevation of 
miR-126 was shown to inhibit retinal neovascularization and 
breakdown of the blood-retinal barrier in mice with oxygen-
induced retinopathy [28]. These findings suggest that miR-126 
might be an important biomarker mirroring the condition of 

Note: *— Changes in microRNA expression depend on the character of the pathology.
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the choroid in various pathologies and a potential therapeutic 
target for developing new approaches to the management of 
eye disorders. 

miR-155 

MiR-155 is a proinflammatory microRNA that is specifically 
expressed in atherosclerotic plaques and proinflammatory 
M1 macrophages [6].  Retinal miR-155 expression undergoes 
significant changes in wet ARMD, experimental oxygen-
induced retinopathy [29], light-induced retinal degeneration 
[30], and streptozotocin-induced DR [31]. Its deficit leads to 
the shrinkage of vascular areas and neovascularization in the 
rodent model of oxygen-induced retinopathy [29]. Besides, 
miR-155 was proved to regulate the levels of complement 
factor H in ARMD [32], maintaining its role in the angiogenesis 
and inflammation in a range of eye disorders. MiR-155 is 
an important biomarker that reflects the unfolding of the 
proinflammatory cascades accompanying the progression of 
vascular disorders. In addition, this miRNA is being investigated 
as a potential therapeutic target in eye pathology.

miR-21 

MiR-21 is known to be linked to tumor formation and 
neovascularization [33]. Its expression changes in cardiac 
pathology [34]. MiR-21 plays a crucial role in the pathogenesis 

of ARMD. It participates in the regulation of retinal vessel 
growth, which can be inferred from high miR-21 expression 
in retinal endothelial cells. Increased miR-21 expression was 
detected in the experimental mouse model of laser-induced 
CNV. In another study, stimulation of miR-21 expression 
inhibited proliferation and migration of cultured endothelial cells 
through targeted inhibition of certain proteins that affect the 
dynamics of actin networks [35]. This indicates the diagnostic 
and modulating potential of miR-21. 

CONCLUSIONS

There is a paucity of research studies looking at the expression 
profiles of miRNA genes in eye pathology. Nevertheless, the 
available data suggests that miRNAs might hold great promise 
as potent diagnostic markers of eye disorders, such as retinal 
vein occlusion. The comprehensive analysis of their expression 
will help to conduct minimally invasive screening, provide 
adequate treatment and take timely prevention measures. It 
is important to develop microRNA panels and determine their 
threshold values that signal the risk of complications in patients 
during or after therapy. 

Further basic and clinical research on complex 3D organoid 
and spheroid models is needed to better understand the 
role of individual microRNAs or their clusters and to evaluate 
their diagnostic and therapeutic potential in retinal vascular 
pathology. 
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NEW IN VITRO MODEL TO EVALUATE KINETICS OF ANTIMYCOBACTERIAL DRUG RELEASE FROM 
BIORESORBABLE POLYMERIC CARRIERS

Sustained-release drugs against tuberculosis are a promising approach to therapy since they positively affect patient compliance with long regimens, especially 

when it comes to the multidrug-resistant form of the disease. Conventional UV-visible spectroscopy does not work well with multicomponential culture media 

used for growing M. tuberculosis. The aim of this study was to develop a method for evaluating the kinetics of anti-tuberculosis drug released from bioresorbable 

polymeric carriers suitable for screening a wide range of encapsulated prolonged-release drugs and identifying the best performing candidate. While studying 

the growth dynamics of the laboratory susceptible strain M. tuberculosis H37Rv in the presence of different levofloxacin concentrations (from 0.03 to 0.4 µg/ml), 

we developed a model, which is essentially a set of 2 parallel experiments evaluating the kinetics of drug release into the culture medium. The results of these 2 

experiments conducted on 3 encapsulated forms of levofloxacin loaded onto bioresorbable polymeric PLGA carriers (particles sized 50 µm and 100 µm and the 

matrix) revealed that release kinetics of the drug largely depended on the type of polymeric carrier. The best encapsulation of the antibiotic and its gradual release 

into the culture medium was observed for the matrix. All experiments were run in 3 replicates. The obtained data were analyzed using descriptive statistics.  
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С. Н. Андреевская1      , Т. Г. Смирнова1, Е. Н. Антонов2, Л. Н. Черноусова1, С. Э. Богородский2, Е. Е. Ларионова1, В. К. Попов2, А. Э. Эргешов1

НОВАЯ МОДЕЛЬ IN VITRO ДЛЯ ОЦЕНКИ ВЫСВОБОЖДЕНИЯ ПРОТИВОТУБЕРКУЛЕЗНЫХ 
ПРЕПАРАТОВ ИЗ БИОРЕЗОРБИРУЕМЫХ ПОЛИМЕРНЫХ НОСИТЕЛЕЙ

Создание противотуберкулезных препаратов пролонгированного действия крайне перспективно, так как позволяет сохранить приверженность больных 

к лечению при длительных курсах терапии, особенно при химиотерапии туберкулеза с множественной лекарственной устойчивостью. Традиционно 

используемый для оценки кинетики выхода препаратов из полимерных носителей метод УФ-спектрофотометрии не подходит для применения 

в многокомпонентных питательных средах для культивирования микобактерий туберкулеза. Целью исследования было разработать метод оценки 

высвобождения противотуберкулезных препаратов из биорезорбируемых полимерных носителей, позволяющий проводить скрининг большого числа 

инкапсулированных пролонгированных форм противотуберкулезных препаратов и отбирать наиболее перспективные композиции. При изучении 

динамики роста лабораторного чувствительного штамма M. tuberculosis H37Rv в присутствии серии концентраций левофлоксацина (от 0,03 до 0,4 мкг/мл) 

была разработана модель, представляющая собой два параллельно проводимых опыта, позволяющих оценить кинетику высвобождения препарата в 

культуральную среду. Все эксперименты проводили трехкратно, при оценке использовали методы описательной статистики.  Результаты, полученные 

в этой модели для трех инкапсулированных форм левофлоксацина в биорезорбируемых полимерных носителях из полилактогликолида (частицы 50 и 

100 мкм и матрикс), показали, что кинетика накопления препарата в среде существенно зависит от вида полимерного носителя. Наиболее перспективен 

из них матрикс, который хорошо включает в себя левофлоксацин и достаточно равномерно высвобождает его при инкубации в питательной среде. 

Ключевые слова: микобактерии туберкулеза, модель in vitro, левофлоксацин, биорезорбируемые полимерные носители, пролонгированное высвобождение
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Over the past decade, the global incidence of multidrug-
resistant tuberculosis (MDR-TB) has been on the rise [1]. 
Difficult, lengthy treatment regimens often discourage patients 
with MDR-TB, undermining their compliance with therapy. 
A promising solution to this problem would be sustained-
release anti-TB drugs (ATBD) encapsulated in bioresorbable 
polymer microparticles ensuring targeted delivery and 
controlled release of the active ingredient from the polymeric 
carrier into surrounding tissues over a prolonged period of 
1–4 weeks [2]. The use of supercritical fluid technologies 
(SCF) can create versatile environmentally friendly micronized 
systems completely free from organic solvent residues [3]. 
The release time of the drug from the polymer carrier depends 
on the properties of the polymer matrix (microcapsule): its 
composition, dispersion and morphology. In some cases, the 
active ingredient is concentrated on or immediately below the 
surface of the carrier, which results in a rapid uncontrolled 
release of the encapsulated drug. This initial burst release poses 
a serious problem for the application of polymeric carriers since 
it can have a toxic effect on the body [4–6]. 

UV-visible spectroscopy is employed to estimate the kinetics 
of drug release from polymer microparticles or matrices. This 
technique can measure drug accumulation in a phosphate 
buffered saline incubated with a polymeric drug carrier [4]. 
However, given that many microorganisms and specifically 
Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MTB) are fastidious and require 
enriched, complex culture media to support their growth [7], 
which impedes spectral analysis, UV-visible spectroscopy 
produces only rough estimates and cannot be used to evaluate 
drug release kinetics under near-natural conditions. 

The aim of this study was to design an in vitro model for the 
evaluation of ATBD release kinetics from polymeric carriers in a 
culture medium suitable for MTB growth.

METHODS

Levofloxacin (LFX), a compulsory component of MDR-TB 
treatment regimens, was chosen for encapsulation into the 
bioresorbable carrier. 

The plan was to adapt our experimental model for work 
in an automated BACTEC MGIT 960 system. Advantageously, 
BACTEC MGIT 960 can be used to work with highly effective 
standardized and ISO9001-certified reagents and conventional 
protocols [8]. In ВАСТЕС MGIT 960, culture is performed in 
special mycobacteria growth indicator tubes (MGIT). At the 
bottom of the tube, there is a bound fluorophore under a semi-
permeable membrane. Fluorophore release and emission of 
light of a certain wavelength are directly proportional to oxygen 
consumption by bacterial cells in the tube: the more vigorously 
dividing cells there are, the more oxygen they consume, causing 
brighter fluorescence. Time to culture growth in the presence 
of a tested drug is an important parameter allowing to infer 
the antimycobacterial effect or the lack of thereof. Significant 
(over 3 days) growth delay of M. tuberculosis cultured in the 
presence vs. absence of an antimycobacterial drug means 
partial death of the mycobacterial population induced by the 
tested drug. 

Encapsulated LFX formulations 

Bioresorbable carriers for LFX (Sigma-Aldrich; USA) were 
fabricated from Purasorb PDLG7502 poly(lactic-co-glycolic 
acid) (PLGA, inherent viscosity: 0.2 dl/g; by CorbionPurac, 
Netherlands). High-purity oxygen dioxide (99.998%; NiiKm; 
Russia) was used without additional purification. PLGA was 

combined with LFX (10% wt., i.e. 100 mg of LFX per each 
900 mg of the polymer), compressed in cylindrical molds, 
plasticized with supercritical CO

2
 and foamed while lowering 

the actual CO
2
 pressure to the atmospheric pressure. The 

obtained matrices were chilled with dry ice and cryoground in a 
rotor mill to generate microparticles with an average size of 50 
and 100 µm; details are provided in [4].

The precalculated amount of the polymeric microparticles 
with encapsulated LFX was incubated in a Middlebrook 7H9 
broth at 37 °С for 66 days; samples of the broth containing LFX 
released from the carriers were collected at predefined time 
points. 

MTB culture

The tests were conducted on the susceptible laboratory strain 
M. tuberculosis H37Rv from the collection of the Central 
Research Institute of Tuberculosis. For our experiments, we 
used suspensions of well-separated M. tuberculosis cells 
harvested in the log phase for which CFU were counted.  To 
prepare the suspension, the culture grown in a Lowenstein-
Jensen medium was passaged at 37 °С in a Dubos broth 
(Difco; USA) supplemented with 0.5% BSA for two cycles 
of 14 days each. Then, 20 µl drops of 10-fold serial dilutions 
of the suspension filtered through a 5 µm pore size filter 
(Millipore; USA) were transferred to Petri dishes coated with 
Dubos agar (Difco; USA). The dishes were cultured at 37 °С; 
the initial suspension was stored at 4 °С. After 3–4 days, 
mycobacterial colonies were counted under an inverted 
microscope (Olympus; USA) operated at ×200 magnification. 
The suspension of mycobacterial cells (500 µl) standardized to 
CFU was seeded into MGIT tubes containing a Middlebrook 
7H9 broth (BD; USA) supplemented with OADC. Automated 
detection of mycobacterial growth was performed in BACTEC 
MGIT 960 (BD; USA).

Evaluation of bacteriostatic activity by BACTEC MGIT 960

The bacteriostatic activity of the tested formulation was 
evaluated based on the presence of mycobacterial growth 
in a MGIT tube containing the drug. Earlier experiments in a 
BACTEC MGIT 960 system conducted on MTB cultures with 
varying CFU numbers had revealed that a reduction in CFU by 
less than 75% (75% growth inhibition) caused at least a 3-day 
delay in mycobacterial growth; a reduction by at least 90% 
caused an 8-day delay; by 99%, a 16-day delay; by 99.9%, a 
21-day delay, etc. [9]. The experiment described in this paper 
was conducted according to the manufacturer’s protocol and 
lasted for 42 days. All grown colonies were subject to species 
identification. Acid-fastness was tested by means of Ziehl–
Neelsen staining. If a positive MGIT tube contained acid-fast 
bacteria, a rapid immunochromatography assay (BD MGIT TBc 
Identification test) was performed following the manufacturer’s 
instructions. To monitor the presence of nonspecific bacteria 
in the BACTEC MGIT 960 system, the bacterial suspension 
was cultured in blood agar. Microbial growth registered after 
24 h of incubation at 37 °С indicated nonspecific bacterial 
contamination of the studied sample. 

Statistical analysis

The obtained data were analyzed using descriptive statistics. 
All microbiological experiments were conducted in 3 replicates. 
Statistical analysis was carried out in Microsoft Office Excel 
2019 (Microsoft; USA).
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Table 1. Growth dynamics of M. tuberculosis H37Rv in the presence of levofloxacin

LFX concentration, µg/ml Growth onset (days), Mean ± SD Growth delay relative to control, days Growth inhibition, %

0 (drug-free control) 6.07 ± 0.06 – –

0.03125 6.08 ± 0.12 no –

0.0625 6.20 ± 0.27 no –

0.125 7.69 ± 0.09 1.62 25

0.15 16.92 ± 1.14 10.85 90

0.20 24.76 ± 3.21 18.69 99

0.25 there is no growth of culture 100

0.3 there is no growth of culture 100

0.4 there is no growth of culture 100

RESULTS

Since our plan was to estimate the accumulation of the drug 
in a culture medium based on the dynamics of MTB growth 
in a BACTEC MGIT960 system, we decided not to place the 
polymeric carrier directly into the MGIT tube for a number of 
reasons. First, the polymer could have impacted fluorophore 
fluorescence and skewed the results of the experiment. Second, 
with such experimental design, we would have been able to 
estimate only final concentrations of the tested formulation after 
complete drug release, but not its concentrations within the 
first few hours or days of incubation.

Therefore, the polymeric carrier loaded with the drug was 
added into a Middlebrook 7H9 broth (the same culture medium 
as in MGIT tubes). Samples of the broth (100 µl) containing 
the released antibiotic were collected at equal time intervals. 
The amount of encapsulated LFX taken for incubation in 
Middlebrook 7H9 was precalculated to ensure that once 
the antibiotic was completely released from the carrier, its 
concentration in 100 µl of the culture medium equaled its 
minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC) in an MGIT tube after the 
addition of the same volume of culture medium into the tube.

LFX loaded into the polymeric carrier can be distributed on its 
surface or throughout the entire carrier volume. So, we assumed 
that the superficially localized drug would be easy to remove 
from the carrier by vigorous washing. The polymeric carrier was 
washed in Middlebrook 7H9 multiple times. Briefly, the polymeric 
carrier placed into a centrifuge test tube was immersed in 30 
ml of a sterile culture medium, vortex shaken and centrifuged 

at 3,000 g for 5 min at room temperature; the supernatant was 
removed. The washed carrier was ready for further experiments. 
Considering that the antibiotic could be localized to the surface 
of the carrier, the amount of the tested drug was doubled in the 
experiments involving the washed carrier (vs. the unwashed 
carrier) to ensure the probability of a bacteriostatic effect in 
cases when some of the antibiotic had been eliminated from the 
surface of the carrier. In the experiment involving the unwashed 
carrier, 6.3 mg of the polymer loaded with LFX (0.63 mg) was 
incubated in 30 ml of the culture medium. For the experiment 
involving the washed carrier, 12.6 mg of the carrier loaded with 
LFX (1.26 mg) was incubated in 30 ml of the culture medium.

Thus, the proposed model is essentially a set of 2 
experiments run in parallel evaluating LFX release into the culture 
medium from washed and unwashed polymeric carriers. Drug 
release kinetics can be elucidated by comparing the results of 
the 2 experiments. For example, if a rapid bacteriostatic effect 
is observed in the medium incubated with the unwashed 
encapsulated LFX formulation but no bacteriostatic effect 
is observed in the aliquots of the medium incubated with the 
washed formulation, it means that the drug (or most of the drug) 
is distributed on the surface of its polymeric carrier. A delayed 
bacteriostatic effect observed for the washed vs. unwashed 
encapsulated LFX formulation would suggest that some amount 
of the drug was evenly distributed throughout the polymer carrier 
during synthesis, while some amount of it remained on the surface 
of the carrier. If the unwashed LFX formulation has a delayed 
bacteriostatic effect on MTB in comparison with the unwashed 
formulation, the drug is evenly distributed in the polymeric carrier 

Table 2. Growth inhibition of M. tuberculosis H37Rv exposed to LFX released from a polymeric carrier

Note: * — calculated based on the growth delay relative to the control drug-free culture; ** — determined from the dose-response curve (see Figure); *** — hereinafter 
(in the experiments involving matrix washing): accounts for the drug amount washed from the carrier surface (% of the washed formulation = % of the unwashed drug 
released into the medium within 3 h); unwashed — indicates the experiment without carrier washing, washed – indicates the experiment involving carrier washing; – — 
the amount of released LFX is not enough to achieve the desired bacteriostatic effect (< 0.125 µg/ml).

Incubation 
time

Growth inhibition, %* LFX concentration in the medium **, µg/ml (amount released, %)

Particles sized 50 µm Particles sized 100 µm Matrix Particles sized 50 µm Particles sized 100 µm Matrix

unwashed washed unwashed washed unwashed washed unwashed washed unwashed washed unwashed washed

1 h 90 0 90 0 0 0 0.15 (60) – 0.15 (60) – – –

3 h 90 0 99 0 0 0 0.15 (60) – 0.20 (80) – – –

1 days 99 0 99 0 0 25 0.20(80) – 0.20 (80) – – 0.125 (25)

3 days 99 0 99 0 0 25 0.20 (80) – 0.20 (80) – – 0.125 (25)

7 days 99 0 99 0 0 90 0.20 (80) – 0.20 (80) – – 0.15 (30)

10 days 99.9 50 99 0 0 90 0.225 (90) 0.135 (67.5***) 0.20 (80) – – 0.15 (30)

16 days 99.9 50 99 0 0 99 0.225 (90) 0.135 (67.5) 0.20 (80) – – 0.2 (40)

22 days 99.9 50 99 0 0 99 0.225 (90) 0.135 (67.5) 0.20 (80) – – 0.2 (40)

29 days 99.99 75 99.99 25 25 99.9 0.235 (94) 0.145 (72.5) 0.235 (94) 0.09 (90) 0.125 (50) 0.225 (45)

45 days 99.99 75 99.99 25 90 100 0.235 (94) 0.145 (72.5) 0.235 (94) 0.09 (90) 0.15 (60) 0.25 (50)

66 days 99.99 75 99.99 25 99 100 0.235 (94) 0.145 (72.5) 0.235 (94) 0.09 (90) 0.2 (80) 0.25 (>50)
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and released gradually (bear in mind that the amount of the 
washed LFX formulation was doubled in comparison with the 
unwashed, so the bacteriostatic effect was faster).

Effects of different LFX concentrations on the growth 
dynamics of M. tuberculosis H37Rv

To determine the amount of encapsulated LFX formulation 
necessary for exploring the kinetics of drug release into a culture 
medium, we studied the effects of different LFX concentrations 
on the growth of an MTB laboratory strain. Briefly, after CFU 
were counted, the mycobacterial culture was incubated with 
LFX taken at a range of different concentrations from 0.031 to 
0.4 µg/ml in a BACTEC MGIT 960 system. A drug-free MTB 
culture was used as a control (Table 1). For the strain used 
in our experiment, LFX MIC was 0.25 µg/ml. Based on the 
obtained data, we constructed a dose-response curve (Figure) 
subsequently used to determine the amount of LFX released 
from the polymeric carrier into the culture medium. 

Evaluation of kinetics of LFX release from bioresorbable 
polymers into culture medium based on growth dynamics 
of M. tuberculosis H37Rv

Following the procedures described above, we studied 3 
encapsulated LFX formulations differing in the carrier type: a 
PLGA matrix and particles sized 50 µm and 100 µm. A drug-
free MTB culture and a MTB culture containing samples of the 
medium incubated with the intact PLGA matrix (without LFX) 
were used as controls. The results are provided in Table 2. 

An immediate bacteriostatic effect was observed for PLGA 
particles sized 50 and 100 µm in the experiments involving the 
unwashed formulation; the bacteriostatic effect was delayed 
in the experiment involving the washed polymeric carrier. This 
suggests that at least 60% of the antibiotic was concentrated 
on the polymer surface: after 3 h of incubation, the unwashed 
carrier released 0.15–0.20 µg/ml of LFX into the culture 
medium, which was enough to inhibit the growth of 90% of the 
mycobacterial population. 

By contrast, LFX encapsulated into the PLGA matrix had a 
delayed bacteriostatic effect on the mycobacterial population 
in the experiment without carrier washing (with carrier washing 
on day 1 and without carrier washing on day 29); this suggests 
that LFX was evenly distributed throughout the matrix and was 
released gradually. Besides, the experiment with the washed 

matrix shows that some amount of the drug was concentrated 
just below the surface: 25% of LFX was released on day 1, 
causing inhibition of 25% of mycobacterial cells; then the 
drug was gradually released until 50% of it was present in the 
medium on day 45; complete inhibition of mycobacterial growth 
was observed for LFX concentrations of 0.25 µg/ml (MIC).

No differences were observed between the growth of 
cultures with added aliquots of the medium incubated with 
the drug-free matrix and the growth of untreated cultures, 
indicating adequacy of the proposed model.

DISCUSSION

The proposed model and the experiments described in 
this study can be used to evaluate the release kinetics of 
anti-TB agents in a culture medium in vitro based on the 
inhibition of M. tuberculosis growth. Previous in vitro studies 
of antimycobacterial activity looked at the kinetics of liposomal 
formulations that were not meant for gradual drug release 
but merely facilitated delivery of the tested drug to the target. 
Those experiments relied on a classic in vitro design and aimed 
at evaluating the efficacy of encapsulated formulations vs. pure 
active substance and assessing the immediate toxic effect of 
the liposome on mycobacterial cells [10–12]. In vitro models 
were also exploited to study sustained-release drugs against 
bacteria other than members of the Mycobacterium genus, 
such as Staphylococcus aureus; they involved constructing 
time-response curves for cultures grown in the presence of a 
polymer carrier with an encapsulated antibiotic [13]. 

The antimicrobial effect of encapsulated anti-TB drugs was 
mainly studied in in vivo models. Experiments on mice and 
rabbits demonstrated high anti-TB activity, prolonged effect 
and reduced toxicity (as compared to traditional therapeutic 
formulations) for PLGA-based microparticles loaded with 
rifampin [14], isoniazid [15, 16], ethionamide [17], rifampin 
+ isoniazid [18], and rifampin + cycloserine [19]. Using 
experimental animals for testing long-acting encapsulated 
formulations makes the laboratory part and data analysis much 
easier, because in this way the pharmacokinetics of the drug can 
be studied under natural conditions. On the other hand, in vivo 
models are costly and, for ethical reasons, cannot be employed 
for screening studies involving a wide range of carriers and active 
ingredients. Developing a model for evaluating the growth of M. 
tuberculosis at different time points in the presence of the drug 
released into the medium is a promising approach since such a 

Figure. An LFX dose-response curve for the susceptible H37Rv strain of M. tuberculosis 
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model would allow testing more than one combination of carriers 
and encapsulated drugs and identifying the best-performing 
candidate for future in vivo experiments. 

The analysis of the obtained data offers an answer to the 
question of whether the drug- loaded carrier should be prepared 
for the experiment (washed before the experiment to remove the 
active substance localized to its surface) and allows determining 
the amount of the drug needed for the in vivo experiment, given 
the preparatory washing and the release kinetics. 

CONCLUSION

The proposed in vitro model allows conducting screening 
studies of encapsulated, sustained-release formulations of 

anti-TB drugs. This approach helps to select the most promising 
formulation with smaller amounts of the drug concentrated on 
the carrier surface and ensuring its gradual release through the 
experiment.

Tests of 3 different formulations of LFX encapsulated in 
bioresorbable PLGA carriers revealed that release kinetics of 
the tested drug largely depended on the type of polymeric 
carrier. The best encapsulation of the antibiotic and its gradual 
release into the medium was observed for the matrix.

The proposed model can be used in screening studies 
investigating the antimycobacterial activity of encapsulated 
LFX or other encapsulated drugs. Such screening conducted 
before an in vivo experiment will reduce its costs and offer a 
solution to some ethical issues.
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Д. А. Каштанова1,2      , Н. С. Клименко3, И. Д. Стражеско1, О. Н. Ткачева1, Е. В. Старикова4, О. Е. Глущенко4, Д. А. Гудков4, Е. Н. Ильина4 

АНАЛИЗ МИКРОБИОТЫ ДОЛГОЖИТЕЛЕЙ МОСКВЫ С ИСПОЛЬЗОВАНИЕМ 
ВЫСОКОПРОИЗВОДИТЕЛЬНОГО СЕКВЕНИРОВАНИЯ 

Старение населения ставит перед медицинским обществом задачу изучения здорового долголетия, предрасполагающих к нему биомаркеров и 

характерных особенностей. В настоящей работе рассмотрен один из таких факторов — микробиота кишечника. Целью исследования было изучить 

состав микробиоты кишечника долгожителей и провести сравнительный анализ с группой относительно здоровых более молодых лиц, проживающих на 

территории г. Москвы. В одномоментное исследование были включены 20 человек в возрасте 97–100 лет, средний возраст 98 ± 1 год, в качестве группы 

сравнения была выбрана группа из 92 человек 53 ± 13 лет. Для участников исследования обеих групп проводили секвенирование V3–V4 вариабельных 

участков гена 16S рРНК микробиоты кишечника. Для первичного анализа, фильтрации ридов и идентификации операционных таксономических единиц 

использовали QIIME 1.9, для реконструкции метаболических путей — алгоритм PICRUSt. Статистический анализ проводили с использованием языка 

Python v. 3.2. При межгрупповом сравнении были обнаружены значимые различия в микробиоте долгожителей и относительно здоровых лиц: в составе 

микробиоты первых были достоверно более представлены Bifidobacterium (р = 0,026) и Coprococcus eutactus (р = 0,026), в то время как у относительно 

здоровых лиц выявлено больше Bacteroides (р = 0,003) и Prevotella (р = 0,002). Потенциал синтеза масляной кислоты был выше в группе долгожителей 

(р = 0,048). Состав микробиоты кишечника долгожителей оказался неожиданно благополучным, с большей представленностью полезных бактерий. 

Кроме того, можно говорить о возможном наличии у долгожителей более выраженного «противовоспалительного» потенциала микробиоты кишечника 

ввиду лучшей способности микробиоты синтезировать масляную кислоту. 

Ключевые слова: микробиота кишечника, долголетие, масляная кислота, старение, системное вялотекущее воспаление
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GUT MICROBIOTA ASSESSMENT IN MOSCOW LONG-LIVERS USING NEXT GENERATION SEQUENCING 

Demographic aging poses a challenge to the medical community, pressing for research into the biological factors promoting longevity and its features. Below, we 

look at the gut microbiota as one of such factors. The aim of this non-longitudinal study was to profile the gut microbiota of centenarians and to compare it with 

that of relatively healthy, younger Moscow residents. The study recruited 20 people aged 97–100 years (mean age 98 ± 1 year); the control group consisted of 92 

individuals aged 53 ± 13 years. For each stool sample, the variable V3–V4 regions of the microbial 16S rRNA gene were sequenced. Primary analysis, read filtering 

and taxonomic identification were conducted in the QIIME 1.9 environment; reconstruction of metabolic pathways was aided by PICRUSt. Statistical analysis 

was performed by means of Python v. 3.2. A few differences were detected between the gut microbiota of centenarians and younger individuals: Bifidobacterium 

(р = 0.026) and Coprococcus eutactus (р = 0.026) were more abundant in centenarians, whereas Bacteroides (р = 0.003) and Prevotella (р = 0.002) were better 

represented in younger participants. The potential for butyric acid synthesis was higher in the group of centenarians (р = 0.048). Surprisingly, the gut microbiota 

of centenarians was more diverse and surprisingly beneficial for advanced age. Besides, the gut microbiota of centenarians might have more pronounced anti-

inflammatory potential due to its ability to better synthesize butyric acid. 
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The gut microbiota plays a crucial role in human health and 
disease. It is thought to be involved in the processes associated 
with aging. For example, it affects glucose metabolism [1], 
atherogenesis and cardiovascular health [2]. A link has been 
established between the gut microbiota and negative aging 
outcomes, such as frailty and other geriatric conditions [3]. It 
is hypothesized that the gut microbiota “ages” together with 
its host. As the host progresses into senescence, the diversity of 
microbial community inhabiting the gut declines, the abundance 
of opportunistic pathogens (Clostridium difficile, C. perfringens, 
and Escherichia coli) increases, whereas the number of beneficial 
microbes, including Lactobacillus, Bifidobacterium, and 
butyrate-producing bacteria essential in reducing inflammation, 
drops [4]. With age, endotoxins rise, whereas the levels of butyric 
acid decline [5]. Thus, the aging microbiota can drive low-grade 
inflammation underlying age-associated diseases. 

Longevity is a unique model of aging. Long-lived individuals, 
who effectively realize their biological potential, have a delayed 
onset of age-related pathologies. Their gut microbiota is quite 
diverse and contains high levels of beneficial bacteria [6, 7]. In 
spite of advanced age, they manage to retain the pro- and anti-
inflammatory potential of their microbiota. This might be the anti-
risk factor for aging that the modern science is still searching 
for. Until recently, no research studies were conducted in Russia 
exploring the composition of the gut microbiota in long-lived 
individuals. The aim of this paper was to study the composition 
of the gut microbiota in such individuals and to compare it with 
that of younger Moscow residents without chronic conditions 
and of centenarians from other countries.

 
METHODS
 
Twenty participants were recruited for the study. The only 
inclusion criterion was age of 97–100 years (mean age 98 ± 1 
year). Exclusion criteria were as follows: antibacterial therapy, 
chemotherapy or probiotic therapy within 3 months before stool 
collection. All participants underwent a physical examination 
and a geriatric assessment; complete medical histories were 
taken. The Mini Nutritional Assessment (MNA) was used to 
identify malnourished individuals. The control group consisted 
of 92 individuals aged 25 to 76 years with no severe somatic 
pathology at the time of the examination. The demographics 
and clinical characteristics of the control group are described in [8].  

For each stool sample, the variable V3–V4 regions of the 
microbial 16S rRNA gene were sequenced using a MiSeq Illumina 
sequencer (Illumina; USA) following the manufacturer’s protocol. 
Libraries were prepared using a Nextera XT Index Kit (Illumina) and 
the 16S Metagenomic Sequencing Library Preparation protocol 
provided by the manufacturer. Metagenomic data analysis was 
carried out in the Knomics-Biota system [9]. Primary analysis, 
read filtering and taxonomic identification were conducted in 
the QIIME 1.9 environment [10]; reconstruction of metabolic 
pathways was aided by PICRUSt [11]. Statistical analysis was 
done with Python v. 3.2. In the group of long-lived individuals, 
the results were adjusted for multiple comparisons and sex using 
MaAsLin [12]; for intergroup analysis, adjustments were made 
for multiple comparisons, age and sex. All samples (n = 112) met 
the quality criteria for the number of mapped species > 70%.  

 
RESULTS
 
Composition of gut microbiota in long-livers

Symbiotic bacteria were the most abundant microorganisms 
in the gut microbiota of centenarians; many of them were 

butyrate-producing bacteria from the Christensenellaceae and 
Ruminococcaceae families and the Ruminococcus genus. All 
samples were close to the enterotype Ruminococcus [13]. 
They can be arbitrarily divided into clusters with low silhouette 
width. In terms of composition, all samples in this group were 
relatively similar to each other. The mean alpha-diversity value 
(the Shannon index) was 6.3 ± 0.59. The phylum distribution 
of bacteria looked interesting. In the group of centenarians, the 
Bacteroidetes phylum was lowly abundant, amounting to 7.8% 
of the gut microbiota, whereas Firmicutes made up 78.7% (Fig. 1). 
Clinical characteristics of the studied cohort of centenarians are 
provided in Table 1. 

Comparison of gut microbiota composition in centenarians 
and younger individuals 

The composition of the gut microbiota in relatively healthy 
younger participants was not out of the ordinary typically 
observed in healthy individuals. According to QIIME 1.9, 
Bacteroidetes made up an average of 20.23% of the gut 
microbiota, Firmicutes amounted to 73.4% (Fig. 1). Differences 
in the abundance of Bacteroidetes were significant between 
the groups (adj. p < 0.002; MaAsLin). 

In younger participants, the Shannon index was 7.56 ± 0.49, 
which was higher than in the group of centenarians; however, 
the difference was insignificant (p = 0.10). 

The intergroup comparison at the genus and species levels 
produced a few remarkable findings. According to PCoA (Principal 
Coordinate Analysis), the samples collected from centenarians 
and healthy younger participants were different (Fig. 2). 

A more thorough analysis allowed us to identify the 
differences in the gut microbiota of centenarians and other 
study participants. There were significantly more beneficial 
bacteria, including Bifidobacterium and Coprococcus, in the 
samples obtained from centenarians (Table 2). 

The differences show on the MDS plot were confirmed by 
the MaAsLin analysis. The microbiota composition of healthy 
younger participants abounded with the bacteria representing 
2 enterotypes: Bacteroides and Prevotella (Table 3). 

Reconstruction of metabolic pathways

The analysis of metabolic pathways revealed that in long-lived 
participants, butyric acid synthesis through acetyl coenzyme 
A conversion was more prevalent than in younger individuals 
(adj. р = 0.048; lda = 3.35); other butyrate synthesis pathways 
did not differ significantly between the groups (Fig. 3). 

Fig. 1. Phylum distribution of gut microorganisms in the groups of centenarians 
and relatively healthy younger participants
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Fig. 2. A multidimensional scaling plot of gut microbiota samples obtained from 
centenarians (red dots) and relatively healthy individuals (blue dots).  
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A possible association between a healthy diet and the 
microbiota composition/the potential for metabolite synthesis 
was analyzed in the group of centenarians. The analysis 
established an association with the prevalence of metabolic 
pathways. The MNA score was associated with the potential 
synthesis of a few types of vitamin B, especially В12. The higher 
was the score, the higher was the potential activity of some 
metabolic pathways, as demonstrated by MaAsLin (Table 4). 

 Thus, we have described a few characteristic features of 
the gut microbiota in centenarians and discovered that their 
microbiota was able to effectively synthesize butyrate through 
acetyl coenzyme A conversion. 

  
DISCUSSION

The tremendous role of microorganisms inhabiting the human 
body is indisputable. Still, our knowledge of these inhabitants 

is very limited. The majority of currently known microbes were 
discovered not so long ago owing to the advances in next 
generation sequencing. The possible mechanisms underlying 
their effects on the human body remain understudied. Studies 
in humans are still scarce and mostly non-longitudinal. However, 
understanding the unique features of the gut microbiota 
in centenarians might be helpful in preventing conditions 
associated with its disturbances, including age-related diseases. 
The most important outcome of our study is the obtained profile 
of the gut microbiota of centenarians; its composition was found 
to be very beneficial for advanced age. Most studies looking 
into the “aging” gut microbiota demonstrate that the number of 
pathobionts increases with advancing age, while the number of 
beneficial bacteria declines [4]. This pattern, however, was not 
confirmed for healthily aging individuals. 

Until recently, such studies were conducted abroad. One 
of them reported high levels of Bifidobacterium in a group of 

Table 1. Clinical characteristics of the centenarian group 

Note: HSCRP — high-sensitivity С-reactive protein; CIMT — carotid intima-media thickness; IQR — interquartile range; IADL — Instrumental Activities of Daily Living; 
MMSE — Mini-Mental State Examination; MNA — Mini Nutritional Assessment; МОСА — Montreal Cognitive Assessment.  

Factor Median IQR

Body mass index, kg/m2 25.10 5.66 

“Age is no barrier” local scale (0–7 points) 3.00 1.25 

Systolic blood pressure, mmHg 155.00 32.50 

Diastolic blood pressure, mmHg 78.00 9.00 

Heart rate, beats/min 69.00 9.00 

Geriatric depression scale 6.00 7.25 

IADL 16.00 9.25 

MNA 22.75  7.00 

CIMT, mm 1.31  0.25 

Glycated hemoglobin, % 5.79  0.50 

HSCRP, mg/L 2.06  3.91 

Triglycerides, mmol/L 1.04  0.34 

High-density lipoproteins, mmol/L 1.43  0.48 

Low-density lipoproteins, mmol/L 3.55  1.18 

Hand grip strength, kg 17.00 6.38 

МОСА 11.50 18.00 

MMSE 23.00 25.00 

Fig. 3. Metabolic pathways for butyric acid synthesis in the groups (the mean 
prevalence of the pathways is plotted on the Y axis) 
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Table 2. Microorganisms found to be more abundant in the gut microbiota of centenarians 

 Relatively healthy М, % Relatively healthy IQR  Centenarians М, % Centenarians IQR  p adj. p

Bifidobacterium 1.904 2.598 2.278 4.724 0.013 0.026 

Bifidobacterium longum 0.472 0.887 0.779 2.041 0.021 0.043 

Coprococcus eutactus 0.211 0.326 0.610 1.457 0.012 0.026 

Table 3. Microorganisms found to be more abundant in the gut microbiota of relatively healthy participants

  Relatively healthy М, %  Relatively healthy IQR  Centenarians М, % Centenarians IQR  p adj. p

Bacteroides 9.917 10.418 3.999 6.011 0.001 0.003 

Prevotella 6.505 10.129 1.811 6.352 0.001 0.002 

Dialister 2.104 3.066 0.129 0.392 < 0.001 0.001 

centenarians over 105 years of age, in comparison with middle-
aged individuals; this trend was observed in supercentenarians 
but not in their younger peers [6]. Interestingly, according to the 
same study Akkermansia and Christensenellaceae were also 
more abundant in centenarians. This sparked the hypothesis 
that maintaining a healthy microbiota might contribute to longevity. 

In our study, pathogens and opportunistic pathogens were 
poorly represented in the gut microbiota; no difference in their 
abundance was observed between the group of long-lived 
individuals and younger participants. Moreover, Bacteroides 
and the Bacteroidetes phylum in general were poorly 
represented in the microbiota of centenarians. By contrast, 
a Japanese study [7] reports that the level of these bacteria 
increases in very old people. 

In addition to having a beneficial composition, the gut 
microbiota of centenarians seems to affect the rate of aging; 
using the advanced tools for metabolism reconstruction, we 
were able to identify a few possible mechanisms underlying this 
effect. One interesting finding was discovery of high potential 
for butyrate synthesis in the gut microbiota of centenarians. 
Butyric acid is an anti-inflammatory agent [14, 15]; the ability 
of the gut microbiota to maintain its synthesis might slow down 
aging. In a recent experiment, butyric acid was administered 
to mice, leading to an increase in fibroblast growth factor 

21 (the pleiotropic hormone); this elevation was found 
to correlate with the activation of AMPK and SIRT-1 and 
decreased activity of the mTOR signaling pathway [16], i.e. 
had a “rejuvenating” effect. We hope that further studies 
will be more conclusive and establish the cause and effect 
relationships. That said, we think that our finding reflects the 
main trends of healthy aging. High metabolic activity of the 
gut microbiota (vitamin synthesis) observed in centenarians 
who scored highly on the diet assessment scale should 
be interpreted with caution. Although vitamin transporters 
were detected in the colon [17], it is still unclear how critical 
is vitamin synthesis by the gut microbiota to maintaining 
sufficient levels of vitamins in blood. 

 
CONCLUSIONS

Next generation sequencing gives us a chance to expand our 
knowledge of the microbial communities inhabiting the human 
body. This study shows that healthy old individuals over 97 
years retain normal profiles of their gut microbiota. Maintaining 
healthy levels of symbiotic bacteria and high potential for 
butyrate synthesis might contribute to longevity by keeping the 
balance between pro- and anti-inflammatory potential of the 
gut microbiota. 

Table 4. Associations between MNA scores and the prevalence of metabolic pathways for vitamin synthesis by the gut microbiota

Vitamin synthesis pathway Coefficient adj. p p  

B
12

 0.002048 0.009 0.001 

B
7
 0.000681 0.043 0.015 

B
1
 0.000588 0.048 0.024 
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Kiryanov SA    , Levina TA, Kirillov MYu

SPREAD OF VARIANTS WITH GENE N HOT SPOT MUTATIONS IN RUSSIAN SARS-COV-2 ISOLATES

SARS-CoV-2 is a RNA coronavirus of the β-CoVs family responsible for the pandemic of the severe acute respiratory syndrome (COVID-19). It is hypothesized 

that the viral genome of the contemporary predominant founder clones is likely to be evolving in geographic-dependent manner. Thus, strains of different origin 

may be characterized by different mutation patterns. The study was aimed to perform the mutational and phylogenetic analysis of the Russian SARS-CoV-2 

genomes at different time periods and in various regions, as well as to characterize the mutational profiles of isolates using the bioinformatics approaches. The 

mutation accumulation was compared in 86 SARS-CoV-2 whole-genome sequences from Russia and 220 from Europe and North America in order to reveal the 

characteristic gene variations, the possible positive selection patterns. Along with the known mutation variants in the structural proteins genes, typical for isolates 

of European origin, several additional mutations including the synonymous mutation in gene M (C26750Т) characteristic for Russian isolates were revealed. Double 

mutation R203K and G204R in the nucleocapside gene which previously emerged in Europe began spreading and rapidly (within a month) became the dominant 

form in Russia. The results obtained indicate that the viral genome of most Russian isolates evolves with accumulation of new mutations associated with increased 

viral transmission. Data on the SARS-CoV-2 genome specific mutation patterns might be used for the detection of the virus, as well as for tracking and controlling 

of its spread. 
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С. А. Кирьянов    , Т. А. Левина, М. Ю. Кириллов

РАСПРОСТРАНЕНИЕ ВАРИАНТОВ С ЧАСТЫМИ МУТАЦИЯМИ В ГЕНЕ КАПСИДНОГО БЕЛКА N 
В РОССИЙСКИХ ИЗОЛЯТАХ SARS-COV-2

SARS-CoV-2 представляет собой РНК-вирус семейства β-коронавирусов, вызвавший пандемию тяжелого острого респираторного синдрома 

(COVID-19). Предполагают, что эволюционные изменения генома ныне преобладающих исходных клонов могут быть обусловлены географическими 

особенностями, поэтому для штаммов разного происхождения могут быть характерны различные паттерны мутаций. Целью исследования было 

провести мутационный и филогенетический анализы геномов SARS-CoV-2 российского происхождения в разные периоды и в разных регионах, а также 

охарактеризовать мутационные профили изолятов, используя подходы биоинформатики. Проведено сравнение накопления мутаций в 86 полногеномных 

последовательностях SARS-CoV-2 из России и 220 из Европы и Северной Америки для выявления характерных генных вариаций, возможных паттернов 

селективного отбора. Помимо известных мутаций в генах структурных белков, типичных для изолятов европейского происхождения, выявлены 

дополнительные синонимичные мутации российского происхождения, в том числе в гене M (C26750Т). Двойная мутация R203K и G204R в гене 

нуклеокапсида, ранее появившаяся в Европе, распространилась и быстро (в течение месяца) стала доминирующим вариантом в России. Полученные 

результаты свидетельствуют о том, что геном значительной части изолятов SARS-CoV-2 из России эволюционирует с накоплением новых мутаций, 

способствующих повышению трансмиссивности вируса. Данные о специфичных мутационных паттернах генома SARS-CoV-2 могут быть использованы 

для выявления вируса, отслеживания и контроля его распространенности. 

Ключевые слова: SARS-CoV-2, COVID-19, геном, коронавирус, мутации, российские изоляты
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COVID-19 pandemic is characterized by rapid spread of the virus 
in many (over 187) countries of the world [1]. The prevalence, 
mortality and severity of the disease vary significantly between 
geographic regions, countries, and among the age groups of 
infected people [2–4].

The differences can be explained by geographic-dependent 
pattern of SARS-CoV-2 genome evolution and differentiation 
(due to quarantine measures and physical distancing), and by 
formation of several types from the ancestral Wuhan type (Hubei 
province, China) [5, 6]. RNA viruses appear to be characterized 
by high mutation rate. The emerging non-adaptive mutations 
lead to elimination of the strain from the population. The 
emerging adaptive mutations can be expected to provide the 
strain with a selective advantage usually in the form of high 
mutation rate and, consequently, of higher transmission rate.

The rapid spread of SARS-CoV-2 raises questions whether 
its evolution is driven by adaptive mutations and, if so, by which 
mutations in which genes.

The coronavirus genome is comprised of approximately 
29,900 nucleotides. It encodes the extended open reading 
frame 1ab (ORF1ab) polyprotein, functioning as replicase and 
polymerase complex, and four structural proteins: membrane 
(M) protein, spike (S) glycoprotein, envelope (E) protein and 
nucleocapsid (N) phosphoprotein (the same as in all other 
β-CoVs) [7].

SARS-CoV-2 genome is being intensively studied aimed to 
diagnose the infection, to assess its pathogenic potential, and 
to track the evolution. To date, the GISAID database comprises 
over 25,000 viral genomic sequences collected in a few dozen 
countries. Previously, the mutation patterns of ORF1ab gene, 
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Fig. 1. Phylogenetic analysis of Russian, European, and American SARS-CoV-2 sequences, distinguished by the double mutation R203K and G204R in gene N. 
Russian isolates are highlighted in blue, European isolates in green and dark green, and American isolates in dark red

S glycoprotein gene and the non-structural proteins nsp6 and 
nsp8 genes were used for the SARS-CoV-2 genome evolution 
tracking [8–10]. Thus, the hot spot mutations C241T, C3037T 
and C14408T in the ORF1ab gene encoding the replication 
complex proteins were detected in the SARS-CoV-2 genomes 
isolated in Western Europe, together with the hot spot mutation 
A23403G in the S gene, the products of which interact with the 
ACE2 receptor. In Western European patients, the course of 
COVID-19 infection was more severe than in patients from other 
geographic regions [11]. The listed co-mutations combination 
determined the clade 20А (formerly known as clade G) is likely 
to be responsible for the enhanced transmission of the variant 
and for its being a dominant form in Europe.

The SARS-CoV-2 genome evolution record remains 
incomplete since the current reports cover mainly isolates 
retrieved in the USA, European countries, China, and some 
other countries. Particularly, there is a lack of data about SARS-
CoV-2 genome mutational profiles retrieved in Russia. This 
study is of special relevance in connection with the observed 
contrast between the rapid viral expansion and low lethality rate 
in Russia. 

The study was aimed to perform the mutational and 
phylogenetic analysis of the Russian SARS-CoV-2 genomes 
at different time periods and in various regions, as well as 
to characterize the mutational profiles of isolates using the 
bioinformatics approaches.

METHODS

From March 1 to April 29, 2020, subset of 86 SARS-CoV-2 
nucleotide sequences isolated from Russian patients and 
220 sequences collected in Europe and the USA were 
selected for analysis (were downloaded from the NCBI and 
GISAID databases). Inclusion criteria: full-length sequence of 
26,000–30,000 nucleotides, sequences annotated as SARS-
CoV-2. Exclusion criteria: re-submitted sequences, sequences 
containing too many undefined nucleotides. The multiple 
sequences alignment was performed using Clustal Omega 
(EMBL-EBI; Great Britain) and Blast (NCBI; USA). The MT233519 
sequence, SARS-CoV-2/human/ESP/Valencia5/2020В, was 
considered a reference sequence for the analysis of isolates 
sampled in Russia. 

Nextstrain (https://nextstrain.org/) was used for the SARS-
CoV-2 sequences phylogenetic analysis, temporal dating of 

ancestral nodes, as well as for discrete traits, frequency and 
anchor mutations emergence dates reconstruction across the 
tree [12].

The B-cell epitopes were predicted based on the analysis 
results with the algorithm previously proposed for SARS-
CoV by a group of researchers [13]. The following prediction 
tools were used for the primary N phosphoprotein amino acid 
sequence: BepiPred-2.0 (DTU; Denmark) for the linear B-cell 
epitopes prediction [14], and DiscoTope 2.0 (DTU; Denmark) for 
the conformational B-cell epitopes prediction [15]. Both tools 
were provided by the IEDB Immunobrowser resource (NIAID; 
USA).

When attempting to predict the linear B-cell epitopes with 
BepiPred-2.0 (DTU; Denmark) [14], the maximum threshold 
value was set at 0.75, the specificity was >0.85, and the 
sensitivity was <0.40. The sequences of more than 7 amino acid 
residues were analyzed. When predicting the conformational 
B-cell epitopes with DiscoTope 2.0 (DTU; Denmark) [15], the 
predictive positive value (PPV) was >–3.7, the specificity was 
≥ 0.75, and the sensitivity was <0.40. 

 
RESULTS

The total of 86 SARS-CoV-2 whole-genome sequences isolated 
from Russian patients in March–April 2020 was analyzed. 
Of those, 38 isolates (44%) were collected in March, and 56 
(56%) were isolated by the end of April 2020. The SARS-CoV-2 
genome nucleotide sequences were aligned and compared with 
those isolated from 220 Europeans and Americans (selected 
randomly from the GISAID global database). Phylogenetic 
analysis of the selected nucleotide sequences of Russian and 
European ancestry showed that all Russian isolates except one 
belonged to clade 20А (previously known as G) (Fig. 1). All other 
sequences except one sample from the Kabardino-Balkarian 
Republic identified in March carried the mutation A23403G with 
the substitution D614G in the S glycoprotein gene, and mutation 
C14408T with the substitution P314L in the gene encoding 
the ORF1b protein, along with the synonymous mutations 
C241T and C3037T. In Europe the listed mutations had been 
previously detected in the isolate of German ancestry (Germany/
BavPat1/2020), and later in isolates from Italy retrieved in 
February. All the observed mutations are likely to define the stable 
haplotype currently dominant in European isolates, isolates from 
the East Coast of the USA, and in Russian isolates.
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Table 1. Subclusters and characteristic mutations identified in the SARS-CoV-2 isolates from Russia

Note: * mutations in the ORF1ab gene defining the subgroup of the isolate; ** mutations in other genes defining the subgroup of the isolate; *** other frequent mutations 
identified in the isolates.

Subclusters:
mutations in gene N

*ORF1ab mutations
**Other genes 

mutations
***Additional 
mutations

Possible origin Emergence time
Region of Russia and 
number of isolates

АР1 - R203K 
G204R

M: c26750t
ORF1a: P959S - 7
ORF1a: P309L  8

Italy
Italy

02.03.2020 
16.04.2020

Saint-Petersburg (40) 
Yakutia, Buryatia (5)

АР2 - R203K 
G204R

ORF1a: 
G3278S
(g10097a)
S: c23731t

ORF1a: A364S ORF1b: M1499I England 09–16.03.2020
Moscow (2) 
Yakutia (2)

ORF1a: T1246I
L3606F

ORF7a: L5F England 02.03.2020 Moscow (4)

АР3 - R203K 
G204R

M: T175M
ORF1a: P892S,
ORF1b: I1887V
N: A152S

Italy
01–10.03.2020

14.03.2020

Lipetsk (2)
Krasnodar (1)
Moscow (3)

R203
G204 

a20268g
N: N140Т 8
N: N140K, T205I; 
ORF8: R101L

Spain 04–08.03.2020
Saint-Petersburg (14)

Pskov (1)
Omsk (1)

R203
G204

ORF1a: T265I 
(c1059t)

ORF3a:
Q57H

(g25563t)

ORF1a: P3395L 
S: G261V, ORF1a: 
L3606F c29200t

France 
Austria

04–16.03.2020
08–15.03.2020

Orenburg (2)
Sakhalin (1)

Chelyabinsk (1)
Moscow (2)

R203
G204

M: D3G
(a26530g) 

G4255T ORF1a: 
L890F; ORF1b: 
Q348H, M1156I;
ORF1b: L1701F, 
V1615I

England
04–05.03.2020

11.03.2020
Moscow (2)
Moscow (2)

By the presence or lack of a triple mutation G28881A, 
G28882A, and G28883C in the N gene causing double 
nonsynonymous mutation R203K and G204R, genome 
sequences of SARS-CoV-2 isolates from Russia can be divided 
into two unequal groups of 59 and 26 sequences, respectively. 
Phylogenetic analysis of isolates retrieved in Russia, Europe 
and the USA reveals that the double mutation R203K and 
G204R previously discovered in the isolate from Valencia, Spain 
(MT233522, March 2, 2020) also forms a distinct subclade 20B 
(Fig.1). It should be noted that in contrast to Russian isolates 
the most European and American isolates form clades with lack 
of the triple mutation G28881A, G28882A and G28883C.

The subclade of Russian isolates defined by the double 
mutation R203K and G204R is subdivided into three unequal 
groups. The most numerous group is the group named АР1, 
comprising more than 40 isolates mainly from Saint-Petersburg 
and, apparently, of Italian origin. This group diverged from its 
predecessor is defined by the synonymous mutation C26750Т 
in gene M, specific substitution only for these Russian isolates. 
The time of emergance of this mutation is not later than early 
March. The group is also characterized by the microclonality 
effect, defined by the accumulation of mostly synonymous 
mutations in the 5' region of the gene ORF1ab, and divided 
genome variants into additional subpopulations. Detailed 
information about defined subgroups and mutations is 
presented in Table 1.

The group AP2 comprising six isolates from Moscow and 
two from Yakutia is defined by the mutations in gene ORF1a 
(G3278S, T1246I, L3606F) and the synonymous mutation 
C23731T in gene S. The subgroup of four isolates from Moscow 
and Yakutia subsequently diverged from the ancestor with 
accumulation the mutation A364S and an additional mutation 
M1499I in the gene ORF1ab. The latter is exclusively found in 
isolates of Russian origin till now, it emerged before the middle 
of March.

Another group АР3 (six isolates from Moscow, Lipetsk and 
Krasnodar) probably originated from Italy has a characteristic 
mutation T175M in gene M. Further these isolates also differ 

by mutations in gene ORF1ab (P892S, I1887V). The less 
numeroust group of three isolates (Moscow) is defined by the 
additional mutation A152S in gene N. This mutation is probably 
of Russian origin, and identified no later than the middle of March.

In the group of 26 isolates without mutation 203K and 
G204R in gene N, the accumulation of mutations also occurs 
mainly in the gene ORF1ab. The most common differentiating 
mutation is a synonymous mutation at the position A20268G 
of Spanish origin (found in 16 isolates, mostly from Saint-
Petersburg). The presence of nonsynonymous mutations 
in the gene ORF1ab (T265I, P3395L, etc.), as well as in the 
genes ORF3a (Q57H) and М (D3G) allowed to identify several 
subgroups with insignificant the number of isolates (4–6). For 
information on the isolates’ origin and additional mutations see 
Table 1. Only three isolates of 26 were found to carry additional 
nonsynonymous mutations in gene N: double mutation N140K 
and T205I, as well as N140Т and A397V.

Thus, regardless of their origin, the SARS-CoV-2 variants 
with double mutation R203K and G204R in the gene N are a 
dominant form in various regions of Russia.

To determine the time of appearance and distribution double 
mutations R203K and G204R in Russia the analysis of most 
abundant viral genomes obtained from patients from Moscow 
and Saint-Petersburg in March–April 2020 classified according 
to the sampling date (available from GISAID) was performed. 
Four time-period subgroups according to the emergence 
date were identified as follows: March 10–12, 2020 (genomes 
collected from eight patients), March 19–21, 2020 (genomes 
from nine patients), April 1–3, 2020 (genomes from 16 patients), 
April 10–12, 2020 (genomes from 29 patients). The number 
of other accumulated mutations (mainly in the gene ORF1ab) 
changed during each time period: was 2, 4 and 4 in the group 
of genomes with double mutation R203K and G204R, and 2, 3 
and 3 in the group of genomes with no the mutation. The latter 
group included two isolates with additional mutations in gene N: 
double mutation N140K and T205I, and N140Т. Divergence 
of other genes did not affect the distribution of variants with 
double mutation R203K and G204R in gene N. In late March 
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Fig. 2. Abundance of SARS-CoV-2 isolates carrying mutations R203K and G204R in gene N (Russia, March–April 2020)

Isolates with mutations R203K and G204R

Isolates without mutations R203 and G204

Table 2. SARS-CoV2 B-cell epitope variants predicted in the nucleocapsid N protein 

Epitope type Position in the N protein Mutation position Epitope amino acid sequence

В-cell 178–207
R203K
G204R
T205I

GGSQASSRSSSRSRNSSRNSTPGSSRGTSP

В- cell 23–36 STGSNQNGERSGAR

and early April the proportion of isolates with double mutation 
R203K and G204R was more than doubled, by the middle of 
April it was more than 69.5% (Fig. 2).

The overall distribution and abundance mutation patterns in 
the N gene s in the nucleotide sequences of isolates from Europe 
and the United States deposited in the GISAID and NCBI databases 
was verified. It is worth noting that in European populations the 
abundance of subclade with double mutation R203K and G204R 
in gene N was significantly lower than in Russia, and presented in 
32.6 % (1068 genomes out of 3241). In the USA the abundance 
of the same subclade was even lower (13.3%, 464 genomes out 
of 3479). The distribution of nonsynonymous mutations in gene N 
turned out to be uneven: 58.7% of mutations were located within 
the N

179-217
 region. Using the linear B-cell epitope prediction tool, 

two possible linear B-cell epitope variants were predicted in the 
N protein at the positions of 23–36 and 178–207 respectively 
with the maximum threshold value at >0.758, (Table 2). Using the 
appropriate tool the conformational B-cell epitopes in the N gene 
with the threshold value >–0.37 and specificity 0.75 were predicted 
in about the same positions (26–36 and 193–207). The flanking 
positions R203, G204 and T205 within predicted B-cell epitope 
peptide were also noted (no data reported). However, about 25% 
of amino acid residues may be predicted as a part of the B-cell 
epitope incorrectly due to specificity of 0.75.

 
DISCUSSION

The data reported indicate that the SARS-CoV-2 genome is 
evolves forming several types clustered in distinct groups in 
geographic-dependent manner [16]. The mutation analysis of 
geographic-dependent isolates provides an insight into the hot 
spot mutation patterns responsible for high transmissibility of 
the virus. It has been reported, that at least five major mutations 
(C241T, C3037T, T28144C, C14408T, A23403G) turned out to 
be the most abundant in the Western European SARS-CoV-2 
isolates [11]. The listed co-mutations, probably formed clade 
20А, are likely to be responsible for the increased transmission of 
the virus and for its being a dominant form in Europe. According 
to mutational and phylogenetic analysis of SARS-CoV-2 genomes 

isolated in Russia in March-April 2020, clade 20A appears to be 
one of the most widespread, which indicates European origin of 
Russian isolates. However, in Russia, unlike Western Europe, the 
subclade 20B characterized by the triple mutation G28881A, 
G28882A and G28883C which results in double substitution 
R203K and G204R in the N protein has spread and has 
become a dominant form. Thus, in Russia at the end of April the 
abundance of genomes with the double mutation R203K and 
G204R was over 69.5%, while in Europe it was 32.6 %. In the 
USA the number of genomes belonging to the same subclade 
defined by mutations R203K and G204R was even lower and 
accounted for 13.3%. The observed variant was likely to start 
circulating in Russia in early to mid-March 2020. The further 
expansion of the variant was accompanied by the formation 
of new subtypes with accumulation characteristic mutations in 
gene М (С26750Т) or ORF1b (M1499I or G17964T), following 
subsequent divergence due to new single (mostly synonymous) 
mutations in the gene ORF1ab. Rapid spread  of the variant with 
double mutation R203K and G204R in gene N may be indicative 
of its adaptability and ability to increase the transmission rate 
rather than modulate the virulence.

The functional effect of the mutant AAACGA motif in the 
nucleocapsid gene remains uncertain. The N protein appears to 
be responsible for the formation of the helical nucleocapsid during 
the virion assembly, and also plays a key role in replication and 
transcription. The protein is able to elicit the immune response and 
therefore may become a potential target for vaccine development 
[17]. The localization of potential B-cell and T-cell epitopes in the 
S glycoprotein, membrane M protein and capsid phosphoprotein 
N, predicted using the homologous regions of the SARS-CoV 
viral genome has been previously reported [18]. Our attempt at 
mapping the predicted N

179–207
 B-cell epitope peptide amino acid 

sequence of the protein N allows suggesting that the positions 
R

203
 and G

204
 are located within the epitope. Mutations R203K and 

G204R result in two strong positively charged amino acid residues 
in close positions, in contrast to one positively charged residue 
in the wild type genotype, which may contribute to a decreased 
conformational entropy compared to the initial genotype. Currently, 
the bioinformatics methods without experimental data support do 
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not allow us to assess the biological significance of these mutations. 
Moreover, there is no reason to link the prevalence of these 
mutations of the SARS-CoV-2 in Russia with the viral pathogenicity. 
Further study of the SARS-CoV-2 viral genome evolution will allow 
the researchers not only to monitor the current epidemiological 
processes, but also optimize the existing RT-PCR diagnostic tests 
and search for new targets for vaccine development.

 
CONCLUSION

The current data indicate that the vast majority of SARS-CoV-2 
isolates from Russia is of European origin. The viral genome of 

the most Russian isolates evolves with the accumulation the 
new mutations associated with increased viral transmission. 
The double mutation R203K and G204R in the nucleocapside 
gene has begun spreading and has rapidly become the 
dominant form in Russia. 

Identification of the SARS-CoV-2 genome variants 
characteristic to the Russian population provides an insight 
into their further adaptive evolution. Data on the SARS-CoV-2 
genome characteristic mutation patterns including the mutation 
patterns of the genes for structural proteins N and M might be 
used for the detection of the virus, as well as for tracking and 
controlling of its spread. 
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The first epidemic wave in Iran had attracted the attention of 
observers and researchers by a relatively high rate of overall 
infections [1–5]. The processing of official statistics to predict 
the second waves based on a logistic model showed that the 
first wave was only a harbinger of the spread of a new, higher 
wave of the epidemic, which had already swept through this 
country and gave rise to the third wave in early June. (We 
interpret an epidemic wave as the process either of transferring 
and spreading the infection to a new territory with a new 
population or returning to the old places partially or completely 
have recovered after the primary epidemic.)

Recently, the secondary waves of the epidemic have 
started in Sweden, the United States, Ukraine, Serbia, 
Romania, Czech Republic, Ecuador and some other 
countries. As yet, there are no rigorous mathematical models 
to shed light, in particular, on those critical points at which the 
secondary epidemic appears (we understand a strict theory 
as axiomatics based on the maximum principle. Any epidemic 
naturally "strives" to occupy the entire territory and cover the 
entire "available" population). 

Today, there are more and more messages in the media 
about the expectation of second waves of the epidemic in 

Д. А. Ковригин1, С. П. Никитенкова2 

ПРОГНОЗНЫЙ МОНИТОРИНГ ВТОРЫХ ВОЛН ЭПИДЕМИИ COVID-19 В ИРАНЕ, РОССИИ 
И ДРУГИХ СТРАНАХ

В последней декаде апреля 2020 г. в Иране поднялась вторая волна новой эпидемии коронавирусной инфекции. Новая волна возникла в окрестности 

пороговой точки, отмеченной примерно 44 000 случаев заражения, где скорость нарастания первой волны эпидемии, появившейся в Иране в 

середине февраля 2020 г., была максимальна. Вторая волна почти вдвое превысила пик первой, и, в свою очередь, в начале июня, преодолев новый 

порог, составляющий около 70 000 случаев заражения, породила  третью волну, развивающуюся динамично и непредсказуемо. Целью работы было 

провести для выявления вторых волн обработку официальных статистических данных на основе простейшей динамической системы, представленной 

дискретным логистическим уравнением. Изучение этой математической модели показало, что вторые волны эпидемии уже можно наблюдать в Швеции, 

США, Украине, Сербии, Румынии, Чехии, Эквадоре, Португалии, Люксембурге, а также в России и других странах. Несмотря на индивидуальные 

различия в динамике распространения эпидемии в отдельных странах, закономерность подъема вторых волн остается той же: начало новой волны, 

если ориентироваться по количеству общих случаев заражения, практически совпадает со временем достижения максимальной скорости роста 

предыдущей эпидемии. Это означает, что в период перехода через критический порог текущей волны необходима наибольшая ответственность с точки 

зрения неукоснительного соблюдения правил самоизоляции и иных санитарных норм.
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PREDICTIVE MONITORING OF SECONDARY EPIDEMIC WAVES OF COVID-19 IN IRAN, RUSSIA 
AND OTHER COUNTRIES

In the last decade of April 2020, the second coronavirus epidemic wave in Iran has bloomed. The new wave has started in the vicinity of the critical point, marked 

by approximately 44,000 infections, where the rate of increase of the primary epidemic that appeared in Iran in mid-February 2020 was the highest. Today, this 

secondary wave almost has doubled the peak of the primary, and, passing the epidemic threshold of about 70,000 total cases in early June, generated the new 

third epidemic wave developing unpredictably and dynamically. The purpose of this work was to call into use a simple dynamical system represented by the discrete 

logistic equation with unknown parameters to predict secondary waves using the official statistical data. The mathematical modelling reveals the secondary epidemic 

waves in Sweden, the United States, Ukraine, Serbia, Romania, Czech Republic, Portugal, Luxembourg, Poland, and Ecuador. Also, the second waves appear 

in Russia and other countries. Despite many individual differences in the epidemic spread in different countries, we have traced regularity in the rise of secondary 

waves. The beginning of each new wave, if focusing on the number of total cases, practically coincides with the time of the maximum growth rate of the previous 

early epidemic. Thus, the passing through the threshold of the current wave should be the most responsible for strict observance of the rules of self-isolation and 

other sanitary standards.
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Fig. 1. Epidemic history of Iran. The solid line marks the total officially reported cases by day since the beginning of the epidemic in this country
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Russia. However, this acute question remains open without a 
rigorous analysis of the input data.

The purpose of this work is to describe the secondary 
epidemic waves mathematically. We have chosen a simple 
dynamic logistic system with the unknown parameters which 
are determined by the official data (data source: https://covid.
ourworldindata.org/). The aim is to identify the most favourable 
conditions for the occurrence of secondary waves. 

METHODS

We use the tabular autocorrelation dependencies N
i
 

+ 1
 = ƒ

c
(N

i 
),  

to construct the dynamic system. Here, N
i
 is the number of 

total cases, accumulated to the date i, in the country number c.
The least-squares method determines the polynomial 
approximations of tabular functions ƒ

c
, denoted as F

c
.

Numerical experiments confirm the sufficiency of the 
quadratic approximation of functions ƒ

s
 from the argument N

i 

that provides a logistic model. So, we have got the analytic 
point mapping having the right-hand side F

c 
(N

i 
) = a

0
 + a

1
N

i
 + a

2
N

i
2, 

where a
j
 are the parameters determined from the tables (data 

source: https://covid.ourworldindata.org/). The transition 
time between the states N

i
 and N

i + 1
 takes a day. The logistic 

mapping approaches the steady-state N = N*, as a positive 
solution to the equation N* = a

0
 + a

1
N* + a

2
N*2. The steady-state  

N* corresponds to almost zero dynamic increase in disease 
[6]. At the time of achieving this stable equilibrium, the logistic 
equation is no longer sufficient to describe the evolution of the 
disease in a developed human society. The fate of infected 
people depends on the quality of quarantine measures, medical 
care, etc. 

We suppose that the logistic equation describes the 
temporal evolution of each wave of the epidemic adequately 
in countries with high-quality statistics. After processing the 

data, we select results using simple criteria and standard Maple 
software (Maplesoft; Canada). 

There is no doubt that, theoretically, the epidemic can 
develop for the second and third time, etc. in an unpredictable 
way, if we neglect the appropriate anti-epidemic measures. As 
calculations show, the second wave of the epidemic, as a rule, 
rises after passing the critical point, which is the inflexion point 
of the logistic curve [7–9]. The linear equation a

1
 + 2a

2
N = 1 

defines the threshold N. 
In the case of secondary epidemic waves, we use the 

same dynamic system for calculations. The described above 
procedure calculates the current parameters a

1
 using a new, 

appropriately decomposed input data set. We remove the 
already calculated data, provided by the logistic curve of the 
first wave, from the old input data set. The computation process 
continues until the input data will represent a superposition of 
various individual logistic curves. 

There is no doubt that all input is perfect. In case of failure 
of the specified decomposition of the input data, we decide 
that the algorithm described above does not work, and omit 
such input data from the analysis. Note that the idea of such an 
algorithm is not new — it first appeared in the socio-economic 
sciences [10]. 

There are examples of its successful application in mathematical 
biophysics [11]. In the context of the current pandemic, the work 
[12] is of interest. The authors take into account the secondary 
wave to adjust the results of their previous work [13]. 

RESULTS

Consider an example of the epidemic history of the countries 
that did not escape the risk of the second wave. Let it be the 
most vividly manifested country in this respect, Iran, the history 
of the epidemic of which is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 2. Absolute and relative errors of forecasting. On the left, the solid line traces the exponential approximation of a discrepancy between actual and forecast data
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Fig. 3. Profile of the first wave of the epidemic in Iran. The extrapolation points 
reach the epidemic peak of the first wave 
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The graph above shows that around the middle of April, the 
second wave of the epidemic rose in Iran. The epidemic spread 
is still very far from complete since the growth of the third wave 
has been observed from the beginning of June. Notice that 
the mentioned above algorithm decomposing the secondary 
waves could not recognize the third wave, and interpreted the 
data as statistical errors for two or three weeks ago.

Let us now try identifying the first wave of the epidemic in 
Iran by estimating the absolute and relative errors between the 
input and forecast data, which are described by the logistic 
curve. The mean squared error is minimal if the first wave 
reaches the threshold at 93 days from the start of the epidemic 
(Fig. 2). Note that the search for the minimum uses a priori 
dynamic data analysis that should not have to cover the entire 
history of the epidemic. 

Figure 2 on the left displays that the input data, starting from 
the very beginning of the epidemic and up to the point of the 
maximum absolute error, obey the exponential dependence 
shown by the solid line. This fact is not a revelation: the behaviour 
of real data over time shown in graphs is not a specific feature 
of the history of the epidemic in Iran only. The authors of some 
works on the problem of the pandemic have noticed such a 
pattern, explaining this regular exponential component with 
useful medical intervention in the early epidemic. 

However, it is easier to assume that this unavoidable regular 
error is due only to the specifics of data monitoring. Moreover, 
the analytical approximation of the input data set continues 
further, starting from the point of maximum absolute error up to 
the inflexion point using the power function [14, 15]. 

We have studied this regular monitoring error by analyzing 
the epidemic history in some countries of Western Europe, 
which had reached the first epidemic peak [16]. Notice that 
to reach the epidemic peak is necessary to apply a posteriori 
data analysis that leads to the same results that we obtain in 
the case of the dynamic a priori analysis. We have analytically 
revealed the regular component of the monitoring error. This 
error explained the reason for the failure of a priori mathematical 
forecasting of probable epidemic events in various countries 
of the world, undertaken in numerous studies. The statistical 
data processing of almost all countries that have reached the 
epidemic peak showed that the regular monitoring error is 
subject to a simple pattern: the higher the epidemic peak, the 
greater the time delay of the monitoring data compared to the 
forecast. 

Let us identify the primary epidemic wave in Iran, following 
a priori approach. Thus, we believe that the discrete logistic 
equation N

i
 
+1

 = 1,118N
i
 – 1,344 × 10-6N

i
2  adequately describes 

the first wave. Notice that the parameters of the first wave no 
longer change throughout the epidemic when the second wave 
appears. Figure 3 shows the solution to this equation.

Now we decompose the input data taking into account 
that the logistic curve shown in the above figure adequately 
approximates the early history of the epidemic. At the next stage 
of processing the input data, we identify the second epidemic 
wave. Calculations are performed recursively in the same way 
as used above. The discrete logistic equation also adequately 
describes the second wave, but with a different right-hand 
side: N

i
 
+ 1

 = 1,056N
i 
 – 3,202 × 10-7N

i
2 . The parameters of this 

equation slowly change in time until the formation of a sufficient 
height of the third wave. Figure 4 displays this decomposition 
graphically.

This figure displays that the residual data, corresponding 
to the secondary and tertiary waves, can no longer represent 
a single logistic line. Thus the epidemic in Iran has become 
a continuous wave cascade, the most unfavourable for 

combating the epidemic. In any case, Iran cannot avoid the 
third epidemic wave.

We can repeat the above arguments and calculations 
using other data on the epidemic history in other countries, 
for example, Sweden. The first epidemic wave of in Sweden, 
compared with Iran, had a relatively small height with the 
threshold of about 15,000 registered cases reached in 
115 days after the start of the epidemic (Fig. 5). Also, this 

Fig. 4. Superposition of two logistic lines both of the first and second waves. We 
can observe the beginning of the growth of the tertiary wave
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Fig. 5. Decomposition of the full input data by total cases in Sweden as a 
superposition of two logistic lines of the first and second waves
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Fig. 6. Decomposition of the input data by total cases in Ukraine
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illustration explains the input-data decomposition for detecting 
the secondary waves.

 Figure 6 shows that a situation similar to that in Iran takes 
place in Ukraine.

In comparison with the other countries, the secondary 
epidemic wave in the United States has got a gigantic scale, 
growing exponentially (Fig. 7).

Today, on the World Wide Web and television, there are 
more and more messages about the expectation of a second 
wave of the epidemic in Russia. These reports, as a rule, are 
based on speculation, which leaves open a burning question: 
should or not be the second wave of the epidemic in Russia?

Using our mathematical tools, we have found that the 
second epidemic wave in Russia had already risen in the first 
half of May. The height of this wave is about half the primary 
wave. The third wave has started in Russia at the end of June. 
Figure 8 represents a decomposition of the epidemic history in 
Russia as a superposition of the primary and secondary waves.

 The appearance of the second wave in different countries 
possesses similar features despite some differences in the 
epidemic spread. We have admitted regularity in the rise of the 
second waves. These waves appear when passing through the 
critical point of the epidemic threshold of the current wave. 

Pragmatically, passing through the threshold of a new wave 
should be the most responsible in terms of strict observance 
of the rules of self-isolation and other sanitary standards. The 
secondary waves of the epidemic are insidious in that they do 
not appear immediately but after a sufficiently long time. For 
example, in Iran, the second wave significantly showed itself in 
no less than 60 days.

DISCUSSION 

There are several different mechanisms, each of which can 
generate secondary waves in acute infectious disease. The 
first two mechanisms are due to the direct viral transmission 
and a change in its behaviour, which favours the emergence 
of additional ways of its spread. The third one is associated 
with the heterogeneity of the population. A new wave either 
occupates new territories and population or rolls over the 
previous places again. The fourth item is a mutation in the virus 
that causes delayed susceptibility to infection in humans. One 
more mechanism is weakening immunity. There is no problem to 
take these mechanisms into account in complex mathematical 
models to simulate secondary waves [17]. We may add that 
secondary waves are, not least, a consequence of the lax 
compliance with quarantine and sanitary rules by people who 
trust rumours and consume unreliable mass information. 

In this work, the authors abandoned multivariate models, 
which, in ideal implementation, are designed to study the 
impact, for example, of border control at the beginning of an 
outbreak, predicting the timing of self-isolation, assessing the 
required amount of available drugs, and others. Indeed, the 
practice of recent months has shown that the well-tested and 
widely known mathematical methods, directly used to describe 
future events of the spread of the epidemic by processing the 
available statistical data, have demonstrated ineffectiveness. 

We know the well-known logistic equation adequately 
describes the epidemic evolution. However, neither various 
versions of this mathematical model nor modifications of the 
logistic equation demonstrate usefulness. In any case, the 
simulation gives a satisfactory result only on a small-time 
horizon, within one or two weeks [18].

If so, then we are dealing with not predictive, but with 
monitoring models, which, for all their value, are still useless 

for developing medium-term and strategic action plans to 
overcome the pandemic [19]. Other promising predictive 
technologies based on graph theory [20], percolation theory 
[21], and stochastic processes [22] turned out to be too clumsy 
or incapable to produce a clear and concrete result on an 
urgent issue. In other words, the available forecast methods 
have demonstrated helpless when solving the problem. 

There is a paradox. On the one hand, it could seem that 
everything about the dynamics of the pandemic is known 

Fig. 7. Secondary epidemic wave in the United States
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Fig. 8. Sum of two logistic lines of the first and second epidemic waves in Russia
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qualitatively in advance. On the other hand, standard methods 
cannot provide an adequate prediction. 

Let us try to shed light on the main reasons for such 
a failure and try to formulate the principles for overcoming 
the current situation. First of all, note that, in contrast to the 
experimental data, say, in physical experiments, data on the 
epidemic situation cannot be redundant, but only insufficient. 
Indeed, it is difficult to imagine a situation where redundant data 
regularly appears in the monitoring fixing the total number of 
newly detected cases since the case is too delicate to allow 
such sloppiness. It is natural to expect that the data has a lack 
of information. Thus, we can postulate that the regular error 
describes some deficit in the data. Indeed, we can obtain a 
comprehensive epidemic data only a posterior. However, a 
priori analysis requires to identify this regular error using the 
statistical data of those countries which already have passed 
the epidemic peak. 

We had managed to find the specified regular component 
of the error inherent in many countries of the world in monitoring 
the spread of the current pandemic in terms of exponential and 
power-law approximating functions. This error influences the 
forecasting of epidemic events critically. However, statistical 
data of countries have reached an epidemic peak demonstrate 
the analytical regularity in the virtual time delay. This fact allows 
us to pose the following question. Is a country that already has 
passed the threshold close to the peak epidemic or is still far 
from it? 

The regular error of monitoring causes failures of a priori 
mathematical modelling [16]. We may point out that the 
predicted and real data, as a rule, practically coincide from 
the threshold to the peak of the epidemic. The explanation is 
simple: when crossing the inflexion point, the growth rate of 
registered infections decreases while the maximum effort is 
involved in solving the monitoring problem. 

Thus, we have decided to limit ourselves to the simplest 
logistic model in this paper. On the one hand, this model 
requires a minimum of information to construct it. We need 
to know the initial number of cases, the final peak number, 
and the time from the beginning of the epidemic to its peak. 

On the other hand, we must understand that the monitoring 
quality, first of all, determines the reliability of the model, not the 
number of unknown parameters that we should find out from 
the input data. In particular, the conservatism of the parameters 
of the logistic curves for the primary waves confirms the model 
reliability while the parameters of the current wave slowly 
change in time because of the indicated natural imperfection 
of the input data.

CONCLUSION

This text has focused on the appearance of the second 
epidemic wave in Iran, Sweden and the United States, Ukraine, 
and Russia. The analysis of the input data by the total cases 
shows that the most favourable time for the emergence of 
secondary waves is the critical point in which the rate of the 
epidemic increase approaches maximum. The pass of the 
threshold of the new epidemic wave should be the most 
responsible in terms of strict observance of the rules of self-
isolation and other sanitary standards. 

The mathematical model allows detecting the secondary 
waves much earlier than passively observing the epidemic 
history. An example is the not entirely obvious second wave 
in Russia, which arose in early May, and which gave rise to the 
third wave of the epidemic at the end of June. Nonetheless, 
today, we desire that Russia is still able to avoid the fourth 
epidemic wave if combating the epidemic. Iran also has such 
an opportunity. 

The algorithm for studying the secondary waves represents 
a recursive decomposition of the input data to a set of different 
logistic curves, the parameters of which, unknown in advance, 
the calculation process determines. At the first step, we check 
the possibility of adequate approximation of the input data by 
a single logistic curve. If success, we attempt to identify the 
second logistic wave, etc.

Logistics decomposition in many features is similar to the 
well-known Fourier method or wavelet analysis. However, in our 
case, the decomposition algorithm does not end with a result if 
the input data is inappropriate.  
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REHABILITATION OF PATIENTS WITH CEREBRAL PALSY USING HAND EXOSKELETON CONTROLLED 
BY BRAIN-COMPUTER INTERFACE 

Cerebral palsy (CP) is one of the most severe central nervous system diseases in childhood associated with motor impairment. The study was aimed to assess 

the efficiency of the complex comprising brain-computer interface (BCI) and hand exoskeleton as an instrument for the motor function recovery in patients with CP 

complementing the essential therapy. The Fugl-Meyer Assessment scale, ARAT test and Jebsen–Taylor function test were used in 14 children and adolescents for 

the motor function improvement assessment after the therapy complemented by 7–10 BCI-exoskeleton based procedures. The EEG mu-rhythm sources properties 

during the motor imagery BCI control were studied. After the procedures completion, the significant improvement of the Fugl-Meyer Assessment scale score 

(7 (2; 11) for hand active movements; 4.5 (1; 6) for proximal arm and 2.5 (0; 5) for hand), ARAT test score (7.5 (1; 31) for total score, 1.5 (0; 12) for grasp movement 

and 1.5 (0; 8) for grip movement), as well as significantly different from the zero execution time reduction in three out of seven Jabsen–Taylor function test items 

(–1 (–4.13; 0.25) for simulated feeding; –1 (–2; 0) for moving light and heavy cans) were identified. The average BCI detection level was 0.51 (0.45; 0.54) (max = 0.70). 

In most EEG recordings the mu-rhythm sources were detected, both for intact and affected hemispheres. The mu-rhythm desynchronization associated with motor 

imagery was observed, significantly affecting the BCI accuracy. The results obtained indicate that the use of BCI-exoskeleton complex effectively complements the 

standard rehabilitation methods for children with CP, and suggest that its clinical effectiveness in individuals with CP may be proven by enrollment of more patients.
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П. Д. Бобров1,2       , Е. В. Бирюкова1,2, Б. А. Поляев1, О. А. Лайшева1,3, Е. Л. Усачёва3, А. В. Соколова3, Д. И. Михайлова3, К. Н. Дементьева3, 
И. Р. Федотова2

РЕАБИЛИТАЦИЯ БОЛЬНЫХ С ДЕТСКИМ ЦЕРЕБРАЛЬНЫМ ПАРАЛИЧОМ С ПОМОЩЬЮ ЭКЗОСКЕЛЕТА 
КИСТИ, УПРАВЛЯЕМОГО ИНТЕРФЕЙСОМ «МОЗГ–КОМПЬЮТЕР»

Детский церебральный паралич — одно из тяжелых заболеваний центральной нервной системы у детей, сопровождающееся двигательными 

нарушениями. Целью работы было определить эффективность применения комплекса, объединяющего интерфейс «мозг–компьютер» (ИМК) и экзоскелет 

кисти, в качестве средства восстановления двигательной функции у пациентов с ДЦП в дополнении к основной терапии. У 14 детей и подростков 

по шкалам ARAT, Fugl-Meyer, Jebsen–Taylor оценивали изменение двигательной функции в результате терапии, дополненной 7–10 процедурами с 

комплексом ИМК–экзоскелет, а также исследовали свойства источников µ-ритма ЭЭГ при воображении движений во время управления ИМК. После 

процедур были выявлены достоверно положительный прирост баллов по шкалам Fugl-Meyer (7 (2; 11) — для активных движений руки; 4,5 (1; 6) — 

для проксимальных отделов и 2,5 (0; 5) — для кисти), ARAT (7,5 (1; 31) — для общей суммы баллов, 1,5 (0; 12) — для шарового и 1,5 (0; 8) — для 

цилиндрического захвата) и достоверно отличное от нуля снижение времени выполнения трех из семи задач теста Jabsen–Taylor (–1 (–4,13; 0,25) — для 

имитации кормления; –1 (–2; 0) — для перестановки легких и тяжелых банок). Средняя вероятность правильного распознавания ИМК составила 0,51 

(0,45; 0,54) (max = 0,70). В большинстве записей ЭЭГ были выделены источники µ-ритма, как в сохранном, так и в пораженном полушарии. Показано 

наличие десинхронизации µ-ритма при воображении движений, от степени которой достоверно зависит точность работы ИМК. Результаты показывают, 

что применение комплекса ИМК–экзоскелет эффективно дополняет стандартную реабилитацию детей с ДЦП, а также дают основания предполагать, 

что ее клиническая эффективность в случае ДЦП может быть доказана с привлечением большего числа пациентов.

Ключевые слова: ДЦП, реабилитация, интерфейс «мозг–компьютер», экзоскелет кисти, электроэнцефалограмма
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Cerebral palsy (CP) is one of the most severe central nervous 
system (CNS) diseases in childhood associated with organic 
brain lesions. The prevalence of cerebral palsy in the developed 
world is 2–3 per 1000 live births [1]. CP is not only the most 
prevalent CNS pathology in childhood, but is also one of the 
most common causes of disability. 

CP is associated with motor impairments of varying 
degrees found in patients with all common types of the 
disorder: spastic diplegia — 69.3%, hemiplegic cerebral palsy —
16.3%, atonic-astatic type — 9.2%, hyperkinetic type — 
3.3%, double hemiplegia — 1.9% [2]. The traditional physical 
rehabilitation methods are as follows: massage, exercise 
therapy, instrumental kinesiotherapy, as well as physical 
therapy and electrophysiology helping to decrease spasticity. 
However, spasticity reduction is just the first step towards 
increasing the patients’ functional activity. There is an urgent 
need in using the goal-directed functional therapy for further 
rehabilitation. Methods based on the brain plasticity stimulation 
are considered promising, particularly those using motor 
imagery [3]. Fundamental is the idea of successful attempt 
to imagine movement positive reinforcement using visual 
and proprioceptive feedback provided by brain-computer 
interface (BCI)-controlled exoskeleton. BCI classifies the 
acquired electroencephalogram (EEG) parts and in case the 
required motor imagery is detected turns on the exoskeleton 
which executes the appropriate movement providing the 
proprioceptive feedback. EEG classification is possible due 
to specific motor imagery patterns, especially the mu-rhythm 
desynchronization in the primary sensorimotor cortex during 
the limb imaginary movement detected in healthy individuals 
[4]. Rehabilitation approach based on the BCI-controlled hand 
exoskeleton use is considered the efficient method of motor 
function recovery well-proven in the post-stroke patients’ 
rehabilitation [5, 6]. The method implements the principles 
of modern neurorehabilitation: patient’s active involvement, 
training intensity and regularity, biofeedback. The technique 
was validated in randomized controlled trials of post-stroke 
motor function recovery [7–10]. 

It is to be hoped that rehabilitation using the BCI-
exoskeleton complex would be also effective for children with 
CP, since the specific brain disorders occur during the period of 
maximum adaptability and brain plasticity, when the projections 
from the affected areas of the central nervous system have not 
yet reached their targets. Such disorders can interfere with the 
neuron maturation processes [11]. High brain plasticity patterns 
adaptivity typical for early development plays a positive role in 
healthy individuals contributing to the formation of motor skills. 
However, in patients with brain disorders the same patterns 
may provoke the normal development threatening atypical 
compensatory motor synergies formation, which often occurs 
in children with CP [12]. The underlying factor is inadequate 
plasticity, for example when plastic changes in neuronal circuits 
during the focused use of the intact limb lead to reduced 
neuronal activation in the remaining cortex (representing the 
affected limb) [13].

Motor imagery with kinesthetic feedback activates the 
brain plasticity pattern and thus teaches the child to perform 
hand flexion, as well as facilitates execution of atypical but 
functionally significant movements. That is the whole purpose 
of rehabilitation using the BCI-exoskeleton complex in patients 
with CP. 

According to studies of kinesthetic imagination, in children 
with CP, motor imagery activates the same brain regions as 
in post-stroke patients [14]. It has been also shown that in 
healthy children the motor imagery ability develops between 

5 and 12 years of age and contributes to the motor skills 
improvement [15]. In children with CP, the described ability is 
relatively preserved, though reduced compared to normal [16]. 
Moreover, the motor imagery ability does not depend on the 
lesion lateralization [17].

Thus, the kinesthetic motor imagery training is of high 
potential for motor function recovery in children with CP [17, 
18]. The study was aimed to assess the efficiency of BCI-
exoskeleton complex for rehabilitation of patients with CP. 
The motor imagery ability was assessed based on the the BCI 
accuracy and the mu-rhythm desynchronization level in the 
primary sensorimotor cortex of the hemisphere opposite to the 
hand used during the motor imagery procedure.

METHODS

The study was carried out at the Russian Children's Clinical 
Hospital of Pirogov Russian National Research Medical 
University from May 2019 to February 2020. The total of 14 
patients underwent the motor imagery based rehabilitation 
course using the BCI-controlled hand exoskeleton (Table 1).

Inclusion criteria: age 7–19; patients with central paralysis of 
the upper extremities, including those diagnosed with cerebral 
palsy, acute cerebrovascular disease, traumatic brain injury; 
structural brain lesion identified using neuroimaging techniques. 
Exclusion criteria: inability to perform the procedures during the 
study; refusal of patient or his legal representative to participate 
in the study; extreme aphasia preventing understanding the 
instructions; severe visual impairment making it impossible to 
follow the instructions on the computer screen; hand spasticity 
score 5 according to the Modified Ashworth Scale. The 
withdrawal criteria were as follows: patient’s refusal to continue 
participating in the study; acute or decompensated chronic 
disorder potentially affecting the research results; prescription 
of muscle relaxants (changing the dosage after the patient’s 
inclusion to the study); botulinum toxin preparation injected 
into the paretic hand muscles after the patient’s inclusion to 
the study.

The procedures were carried out using the Exohand-2 
robotic hand complex comprising the BCI-controlled hand 
exoskeletons. The patient was seated in the medical chair. His 
hands were put in the hand exoskeletons fixed on the armrests 
of the chair. In front of the patient at a distance of 1–1.5 m 
a monitor was placed with a circle for gaze fixation and the 
visual instructions to perform the following mental tasks: either 
kinesthetic imagination of the left or right hand opening, or 
sitting still and relaxed. Neuropsychologist was called upon 
in the following situations: 1) child's lack of motivation to 
participate in the procedure; 2) difficulty in understanding the 
instructions to imagine the movement; 3) pronounced attention 
problems; 4) phobias and/or panic attacks experienced during 
the procedure. In the described situations the causes of trouble 
were diagnosed, and the kinesthetic motor imagery training 
was carried out.

In order to facilitate the difficult kinesthetic motor imagery 
task and to make it easier to understand, the clues were used 
that simplified the imaginary motion initiation (Table 2). The age 
of the child, his interests, as well as the cognitive functions 
development level were taken into account.

In children with cognitive deficit, it was recommended to 
use metaphors proposed for the younger age group. In children 
with pronounced tendency towards absent-mindedness, 
increased toggling between associations, as well as violation 
of purposeful activity, the explanations were simplified and 
reduced as much as possible, using precise language.
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Table 1. Study participants’ characteristics

Participant Gender Age Diagnosis Lateralization

1 Female 11 Consequences of traumatic brain injury Left-sided hemiparesis

2 Female 16

Spastic hemiplegia. Spastic hemiparesis on the right side

Right sided hemiparesisCondition after osteoplastic trepanation, functional hemispherotomy 
on the left side

3 Male 17 Spastic cerebral palsy, tetraplegia Left-sided dominant tetraparesis

4 Female 17

Unspecified cerebral palsy

Left-sided hemiparesis
Spastic hemiplegia

Localization-related (focal) (partial) symptomatic epilepsy and epileptic 
syndromes with complex partial seizures. Focal structural epilepsy, remission

5 Male 11

Spastic hemiplegia

Left-sided hemiparesisOther disorders of psychological development

Hypermetropia

6 Female 10

Spastic hemiplegia

Left-sided hemiparesis
Unspecified disorder of psychological development

Other types of generalized epilepsy and epileptic syndromes, electrical status 
epilepticus in slow wave sleep

7 Male 16 Spastic cerebral palsy Right sided hemiparesis

8 Male 12

Childhood hemiplegia

Right sided hemiparesis

Focal structural epilepsy, remission. Condition after the left frontal-central-
parietal region cortical dysplasia resection performed in 09.2017. Focal cortical 
dysplasia, type IIb (ILAE). 

Inherited epilepsy. Intellectual disability

Condition after Coleman's surgical procedure on the left side

9 Male 10 Consequences of traumatic brain injury Right sided hemiparesis

10 Female 12 Cerebral palsy Spastic diplegia

11 Male 12

Cerebral palsy

Right sided hemiparesis

Focal structural epilepsy

Regional cortical dysplasia. Condition after functional hemispherotomy 
on the left side

Mild cognitive impairment due to epilepsy

Optic nerve atrophy

12 Female 16 Spastic cerebral palsy Left-sided hemiparesis

13 Male 13 Cerebral palsy Spastic diplegia

14 Female 19 Cerebral palsy Spastic diplegia

During the tasks execution electroencephalogram (EEG) 
was acquired, which allowed the classifier to detect the 
currently executed task. Classification result was presented in 
the form of visual and proprioceptive feedback: if the detected 
task corresponded to the instructions, then the color of the 
circle on the monitor screen changed from white to green, and 
the exoskeleton performed opening of the hand. 

EEG acquisition was performed using the NVX52 unit 
(Medical Computer Systems; Russia) being a part of the 
Exohand-2 complex. The total of 32 electrodes located at F3, 
Fz, F4, Fc5, Fc3, Fc1, Fcz, Fc2, Fc4, Fc6, C5, C3, C1, Cz, 
C2, C4, C6, Cp5, Cp3, Cp1, Cpz, Cp2, Cp4, Cp6, P3, Pz, 
P4, Po3, Poz, Po4, O1, O2 was used. The signal processing 
was performed using the Butterworth filter (passband 5–30 
Hz), and the notch filter to filter out the mains hum from the 
50 Hz power line. The Bayesian classifier based on the EEG 
signal covariance matrices analysis was used for the currently 
performed task detection [19].

The motor imagery training had been carried out for 7–10 
days (2–3 daily procedures). The duration of the procedure was 
6.5 min, which was about 1.5 times shorter than the procedure 
conducted in adult post-stroke patients [8]. The duration of the 
breaks between the procedures was 5 min.

The BCI control accuracy was evaluated based on the 
answers of the system classifier. The answers made it possible 
to obtain the confusion matrix G for each session. The number 
of rows and the number of columns in each matrix were equal 
to the number of detected tasks (three in this study). Element 
g

i,j
 (i = 1, 2, 3; j = 1, 2, 3) was used for evaluation of task i 

detection level in a case when instruction j was presented. The 
average value of the matrix diagonal elements was an estimate 
of the average detection level, i.e. the BCI control accuracy.

The filtered EEG recordings were further processed in 
order to estimate level of the mu-rhythm desynchronization 
associated with motor imagery. Each recording was analyzed 
using the Adaptive Mixture Independent Component Analysis 
(AMICA) [20], which was chosen as the most informative 
physiologically significant EEG sources search method [21, 22].

For the signal decomposition into independent components 
two statistical models were used, which made it possible to 
automatically select the recording parts containing artifacts 
occurred due to child’s moving in the chair. These parts were 
excluded from the analysis. For the remaining parts, the 
detected independent components topographic maps were 
examined in order to select the components corresponding to 
the mu-rhythm sources in the left and right hemispheres. The 
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Table 2. Examples of clues simplifying the initiation of motor imagery

Age 7–10 years 10–13 years 13–18 years

Instruction 
example

Imagine that you  are trying to reach for 
the flower to pick it/want to take a toy car/
want to catch a butterfly/want to grasp your 
favourite toy

Imagine that you control the robot with the 
power of thought/open the treasure chest/
open the jewelry box

Imagine that you are trying to reach for the 
doorknob to open the door/hold out your 
hand for someone to shake/pick an apple 
from the tree

The use of specific kinesthetic images is 
accepted: "Your hand is clenched into a fist. 
Gradually, the fingers begin to come off the 
palm, feel them straighten, relax and form  a 
straight line"

mu-rhythm desynchronization level was calculated using the 
following formula: 100% ∙ (v

base
 – v

act
)/v

base
, where vact was a 

component activity variance when imagining the contralateral 
hand movement, and v

base
 was a component activity variance 

at rest.
If the mu-rhythm source identification was impossible, the 

activity evaluated by LCMV beamforming was taken instead 
of the source activity [23] based on the averaged topographic 
map obtained during other sessions for the mu-rhythm source 
of the appropriate localization.

The motor function assessment was performed using the 
following standard scales: Fugl-Meyer Assessment scale, 
Action Research Arm Test (ARAT) and Jebsen–Taylor function 
test. The Fugl-Meyer Assessment scale was used for analysis 
of total scores needed for assessment of proximal arm and 
hand motor function, as well as the total score for all active 
hand movements. The ARAT test was used for analysis of 
grasp, grip, pinch and gross movements. The Jebsen–Taylor 
function test was used to analyze the execution time in seven 
motion tests: writing a simple sentence, cards turning over, 
picking up small objects, simulated feeding, stacking checkers, 
moving light cans, moving large weighted cans. All seven items 
of the Jebsen–Taylor test were executed with both left and right 
hand.

Goniometer was used for measurement of the maximum 
angles in hand joints when performing active movements of 
the wrist joint, as well as of the metacarpophalangeal and 
interphalangeal joints of all fingers. All patients passed the clinical 
tests before the start of the procedure and after its completion. 

The assessment scales scores statistical analysis included 
the comparison of values obtained before and after the 
procedures using the Wilcoxon test, ANOVA, Student's t-test, 
and the comparison of clinical scales score improvement 
according to the signed-rank test with a zero median.

RESULTS

BCI control

The average imaginary movements and resting state detection 
level during the session was 0.51 (0.45; 0.54) (max = 0.70). The 
mu-rhythm sources in the hemisphere opposite to the intact 
hand were identified during 72.0% (61; 84) of sessions, and the 
mu-rhythm sources in the hemisphere opposite to paretic hand 
were detected during 64% (45; 80) of sessions. In patients 
with biparesis and tetraparesis, the hand with better Jebsen–
Taylor test score was considered intact. Fig. 1А and 1B present 
the mu-rhythm sources topographic maps averaged for all 
participants and all acquired recordings (those in which the mu-
rhythm sources were identified). 

The correlation between the BCI control accuracy and the 
average source occurrence was significant (Fig. 1C). The high 
proportion of sessions in which the sources of mu-rhythm were 

identified was typical for participants most successful in BCI 
management. 

The mu-rhythm suppression value for the hemisphere 
opposite to the intact hand was 12% (7; 23) (max = 51%), 
and for the hemisphere opposite to the paretic hand it was 
11% (6.5; 17) (max = 31%). The corresponding average values 
were 18.6% and 13.4%, the difference was significant (ANOVA: 
p = 0.0018; t-test: p < 10–4). Thus, the imaginary movement of the 
paretic hand caused the weaker mu-rhythm desynchronization 
in the contralateral hemisphere. 

The significant correlation between the BCI control accuracy 
and the mu-rhythm desynchronization level was revealed, both 
for the hemisphere opposite to the intact hand (Fig. 1D), and 
the hemisphere opposite to the paretic hand (Fig. 1E). The 
greater was the rhythm suppression associated with imaginary 
movement of both intact and paretic hands, the higher was the 
BCI control accuracy.

Motor function improvement

According to the signed-rank test with zero median, the 
significant increments indicating the motor function improvement 
after the procedures’ completion were obtained for all sections 
of the Fugl-Meyer Assessment scale, for proximal arm, hand 
and for the total score for all active movements (Table 3). 
According to the ARAT test, the significant improvement was 
observed in the grasp and grip movement tests score, as 
well as in the total score. In the pinch movement and gross 
hand movements tests the improvement detected after the 
procedures completion was not significant (see Table 3).

The Jebsen–Taylor test items execution using the paretic 
hand was very difficult: before the start of the procedures 
the execution time exceeded 2 min in all patients. After the 
procedures completion only two children were able to finish 
one test, and three children were able to finish two tests out 
of seven in less than 2 min. All patients successfully executed 
the tasks by intact hand, after the procedures completion the 
execution time was reduced in all functional tests, except the 
“Writing a simple sentence” test. The “Moving light cans”, 
“Moving large weighted cans” and “Simulated feeding” tests 
execution time reduction after the procedures completion was 
significantly different from zero according to the signed-rank 
test (Table 4).

Of all studied paretic hand active movements only the 
dorsal extension amplitude increased from 30° (25°; 41.25°) 
to 40° (40°; 58.75°). The amplitude increase turned out to 
be significantly greater than zero (p = 0.016 according to the 
signed-rank test).

DISCUSSION

The kinesthetic motor imagery methods are considered an 
effective instrument for the motor function recovery, and 
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Fig. 1. Topography of mu-rhythm sources and BCI control accuracy. А. Average topography of mu-rhythm sources in the left hemisphere. B. Average topography of 
mu-rhythm sources in the right hemisphere. C. Correlation between BCI control accuracy and mu-rhythm sources occurrence in all study participants. D. Correlation 
between BCI control accuracy and mu-rhythm desynchronization in the hemisphere opposite to the intact hand. E. Correlation between BCI control accuracy and mu-
rhythm desynchronization in the hemisphere opposite to the paretic hand
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therefore are increasingly used in clinical practice for regaining 
movements after a stroke [5, 6]. There are few papers on the 
motor imagery in children, both healthy and affected by CP. The 
papers report that the motor imagery ability develops between 
5 and 12 years of age and is peculiar not only to children with 
typical development [15, 24], but also to children with CP 
[16–18]. Our evidence confirmed these results: the average 
detection level of the proposed states (opening the right or left 
hand, rest) by the EEG classifier during the procedure was 0.51, 
and the maximum value was 0.70, which exceeded 0.33 (the 
three states detection random expectation value). However, the 
detection level 0.51 was lower than the average detection level 
in adults (0.6 according to the study of 37 healthy individuals 
and 32 post-stroke patients) [8].

The age of children with CP included in the motor imagery 
study was the same as in our study: 11–16 years [17], 9–14 
years [18], or even younger (5–9 years) [16]. The exclusion 
criteria in the discussed study were much more stringent: 
patients with severe paresis, dystonia and cognitive impairment 
were excluded. In our study, the participants demonstrated 
severe motor function impairment (see Table 1). However, all of 
them were successful in the BCI management: the mu-rhythm 
sources in the hemisphere opposite to the intact hand were 
identified during most sessions. Our results were in line with 
the previously obtained data on the successful motor imagery 
in children with left- and right-sided CP [17].

It is important to note that the observed correlation between 
the BCI control accuracy and the mu-rhythm desynchronization 
level is not a trivial matter, since the classifier uses the signal 
covariance matrices and the response may be affected by 

various electric activity sources (including artifacts) [25]. The 
results obtained indicate that BCI-based training really cause 
the primary sensorimotor cortex activation specific to the 
task being performed, which is one of the main goals of the 
procedure.

The significant motor function impairment in children with 
CP is associated with muscular weakness, increased muscle 
tone, spasticity, and sensory deficit [26]. Motor imagery training 
in children with CP aimed at brain plasticity stimulation promotes 
the motor function recovery both as individual therapy [16, 18] 
and being combined with other rehabilitation methods [17]. 
During our study, the Fugl-Meyer Assessment scale and the 
ARAT test scores improved which indicated the motor function 
improvement. Despite the patients group heterogeneity 
according to age, diagnosis, and lesion lateralization (see Table 
1) the score improvement in some function tests was significant 
(see Table 3). Despite the inevitable subjective nature, the Fugl-
Meyer Assessment scale and the ARAT test are widely used in 
clinical practice for the motor function impairment assessment. 
Their total scores reliability is based on a large number of 
motion tests that have been developed for adult patients 
[27]. The observations of the medical specialists who have 
performed testing of our patients confirm that such testing can 
be tedious for children with CP, and thus reduce the motor 
function assessment reliability.

Unlike the Fugl-Meyer Assessment scale and the ARAT 
test, the Jebsen–Taylor function test is based on the objective 
task execution time measurement. Severe motor function 
impairments in the study participants made in impossible for 
them to execute the ARAT test tasks prior to the procedures. 
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Table 3. Motor function median, quartile and significance level values according to Fugl-Meyer Assessment scale and ARAT test (obtained before and after the procedures)

 Scale (motion tests) Before After Difference p
wilcoxon

p
anova

p
diff

Fugl-Meyer (Proximal arm) 20.5 (15; 25) 26 (22; 27) 4.5 (1; 6) 0.13 0.27 0.032*

Fugl-Meyer (Hand) 6 (2; 12) 9.5 (5; 17) 2.5 (0; 5) 0.24 0.28 0.031*

Fugl-Meyer (Total score for all active movements) 27 (18; 32) 34.5 (26; 43) 7 (2; 11) 0.19 0.25 0.022*

ARAT (Grasp movement) 11 (3; 24) 13 (3; 36) 1.5 (0; 12) 0.62 0.34 0.008*

ARAT (Grip movement) 8 (3; 13) 9.5 (6; 21) 1.5 (0; 8) 0.43 0.34 0.018*

ARAT (Pinch movement) 0.5 (0; 13) 3.5 (0; 18) 0 (0; 3) 0.63 0.56568 0.16

ARAT (Gross hand movement) 7 (4; 16) 9 (4; 16) 0 (0; 1) 0.63 0.63 0.063

ARAT (Total score) 31.5 (12; 76) 42 (15; 110) 7.5 (1; 31) 0.33 0.37 < 10–3*

Table 4. Motor function median, quartile (seconds) and significance level values according to Jebsen–Taylor function test (obtained before and after the procedures)

Motion test Before After Difference p
wilcoxon

p
anova

p
diff

Writing a simple sentence 18 (11.25; 29.75) 24 (14.10; 48.25)  0 (–1.50; 3.70) 0.45 0.41 0.36

Cards turning over  6 (4.00; 8.50)  5 (3.00; 7.75)  0 (–1.25; 0.86) 0.44 0.97 0.40

Picking up small objects  9 (6.00; 11.00)  7 (6.50; 13.75) –0.06 (–2.00; 1.25) 0.88 1.00 0.90

Simulated feeding 11 (8.50; 15.25) 10 (6.50; 13.00) –1 (–5.66; 0.00) 0.41 0.27 0.0469*

Stacking checkers  9 (7.75; 16.25)  9 (6.75; 15.75) –1 (–4.13; 0.25) 0.57 0.91 0.21

Moving light cans  5 (4.50; 9.25)  4 (3.00; 7.25) –1 (–2.00; 0.00) 0.38 0.44 0.0039*

Moving large weighted cans  6 (4.00; 9.25)  5 (4.00; 7.50) –1 (–2.00; 0.00) 0.43 0.45 0.0117*
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In most economically developed countries, cerebral palsy 
(CP) is the leading cause of motor disability in children. CP 
affects 1 in 500 newborns; globally, there are 17 million people 
living with CP [1]. CP is an umbrella term for the group of 

chronic nonprogressive motor impairments (spastic paresis, 
hyperkinetic disorder, cerebellar ataxia, pseudobulbar palsy) 
that stem from brain damage or developmental delay before, 
during or after birth. In patients with CP, motor dysfunction 
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It was demonstrated previously that neurorehabilitation with the noninvasive BCI-controlled robotic device combined with conventional therapeutic modalities 

resulted in significant motor improvement in children with cerebral palsy. However, EEG records were not analyzed in the previous study. The aim of this paper 

was to describe the reactivity patterns of the EEG α-rhythm during a series of 10 BCI-based neurorehabilitation sessions. The study was carried out in 32 boys 
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statistically significant at Р2 during left hand movement rehearsal (F
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 = 5.10; p < 0.05). During the final session, the pattern of α-rhythm reactivity was different: 

synchronization was taken over by desynchronization at some electrode sites, suggesting increased activity of the neocortex. The most conspicuous EEG changes 
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Н. В. Ларина, М. А. Начарова, Л. Л. Корсунская, С. В. Власенко, В. Б. Павленко 

ИЗМЕНЕНИЕ ЭЭГ В ЧАСТОТНОМ ДИАПАЗОНЕ α-РИТМА У ДЕТЕЙ С ДЕТСКИМ ЦЕРЕБРАЛЬНЫМ 
ПАРАЛИЧОМ ПРИ ПРИМЕНЕНИИ РОБОТИЗИРОВАННОЙ ТЕРАПИИ

Курс нейрореабилитации с применением комплекса «неинвазивный интерфейс мозг–компьютер и экзоскелет кисти» в сочетании с традиционным 

курортным лечением приводит у детей с ДЦП к значимому улучшению паказателей движений, однако характеристики ЭЭГ не были проанализированы. 

Целью работы было определить особенности реактивности ЭЭГ пациентов в частотном диапазоне α-ритма при прохождении курса из 10 сеансов 

роботизированной терапии. ЭЭГ регистрировали в 21 отведении в условиях покоя и кинестетического воображения движений разгибания пальцев рук у 

32 детей обоего пола в возрасте 10–18 лет, имеющих диагноз «лево- и правосторонний гемипарез». Во время первого сеанса паттерны реактивности 

α-ритма при воображении движений у групп детей с лево- и правосторонним гемипарезом различались, причем различия достигали статистической 

значимости в отведении Р2 при воображении движений левой кисти (F
1, 30

 = 5,10; p < 0,05). Паттерн реактивности α-ритма во время десятого сеанса 

отличался замещением реакций синхронизации в ряде отведений на десинхронизацию, что свидетельствует об увеличении активации неокортекса. 

Наиболее выраженными были изменения ЭЭГ у детей с левосторонним гемипарезом (F
20, 300

 =1,84; p < 0,05). По завершении курса степень различия 

показателей ЭЭГ у пациентов с лево- и правосторонним гемипарезом уменьшилась. Выявленные перестройки паттерна ЭЭГ в частотной полосе 

α-ритма можно рассматривать как проявление процессов благоприятной реорганизации нейронных цепей, контролирующих планирование и 

выполнение сложных движений рук. 
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usually co-exists with mental retardation, epilepsy, perceptual, 
learning or communication difficulties [2]. Because clinical 
manifestations of CP are very diverse, medications and 
physiotherapy may not always be effective. One of the most 
promising methods for managing motor dysfunction relies on 
the use of noninvasive brain-computer interfaces (BCI) and 
robotic devices with biological feedback [3]. They are capable 
of recognizing a patient’s motor intention from changes in his 
or her EEG during kinesthetic imagery followed by relevant 
activation of the robotic device. It is hypothesized [4] that robotic 
orthoses might significantly improve treatment outcomes: the 
patient receives feedback about how well the mental task is 
being performed whereas enhanced sensory input (tactile, 
proprioceptive or visual) stimulates brain structures that are 
fully or partially excluded from processing sensory information 
because to brain damage. This technology has been proved 
effective for post-stroke patients [5, 6].

Although it is reported that BCI might be a potent 
rehabilitation tool for children with CP [7, 8], few studies have 
addressed this possibility so far. It was reported that individuals 
with CP could benefit from BCI that rely on the analysis of the 
sensorimotor EEG rhythm [9]. Kinesthetic imagery affected the 
power of the µ and β EEG rhythms analyzed by a classifier. In 
another study, a BCI was used to, firstly, explore how the power 
ratio of the β- to θ-rhythms changed in patients who were 
mentally rehearsing a wrist extension movement and, secondly, 
trigger electrical stimulation of wrist extensors [10]. After a series 
of such BCI-based session, children with CP demonstrated 
improvement in their hand movement parameters. 

In another study, a BCI-controlled robotic hand was tested 
in children with CP undergoing rehabilitation at a medical health 
resort [11]. By the end of the neurorehabilitation course, the 
majority of the participants had achieved a reduction in wrist 
muscle spasticity, improved muscle strength, expanded the 
range of wrist movements and the repertoire of daily routines 
they were able to perform. By contrast, the only positive trend 
observed in the patients undergoing conventional treatment 
without BCI-based training consisted in performing more daily 
tasks, but those improvements were statistically insignificant. 
At that point, EEG records were not analyzed.

Reactivity of the α- and µ-rhythms is an attractive field for 
research, especially in the context of analysis of CNS activity in 
patients with motor impairment undergoing neurorehabilitation. 
The amplitude of the α- and µ-rhythms can be attenuated or 
enhanced by physical or mental activity. These phenomena are 
called event-related desynchronization and synchronization, 
respectively. A study demonstrated that in healthy volunteers, 
certain patterns of α-rhythm reactivity indicate involvement 
of various neocortical regions in processing sensory input 
from different modalities [12], whereas patterns of µ-rhythm 
reactivity are indicative of activation in the somatosensory and 
motor cortex during motor execution and imagery [13, 14]. The 
µ-rhythm occurs in the alpha frequency range, which has a 
contribution from the occipital α-rhythm during motor imagery; 
the occipital α-rhythm is partially retained when the eyes are 
open and is characterized by high reactivity during cognitive 
activities [15]. So, the terms “the α-rhythm” or “alpha rhythmic 
activity” used below will refer to the activity resulting from the 
α- and µ-rhythms. 

It was reported that these rhythms undergo synchronization 
or desynchronization in poststroke patients during motor 
imagery [16]. There were changes in the patterns of amplitude 
attenuation and enhancement following the rehabilitation course 
with a BCI-controlled robotic hand. The researchers proposed 
that such reactivity might be indicative of the reorganization of 

neural circuits during neurorehabilitation. Today, the patterns 
of α- and µ- rhythm reactivity in children with CP remain 
understudied. 

The aim of this paper was to describe the reactivity patterns 
of the EEG α-rhythm during a series of neurorehabilitation 
sessions with a non-invasive BCI-controlled robotic hand 
allowing biological feedback in CP-stricken children with a 
paretic upper limb. 

METHODS

Demographics

The study was conducted at the Psychiatry and Neurology 
Unit of E.P. Glinka Yevpatoria Clinical Sanatorium for Children. 
The study recruited patients aged 10 to 18 years undergoing 
neurorehabilitation with a noninvasive BCI-controlled 
robotic hand (Exohand-2) developed by Android Technics 
in collaboration with Pirogov Russian National Research 
Medical University and Institute of Higher Nervous Activity 
and Neurophysiology (Russia). The following inclusion criteria 
were applied: CP (according to ICD-10), hemiparesis, GMFCS 
(Gross Motor Function Classification System for Cerebral Palsy) 
level III or below. Patients at GMFCS level > III, with plegic 
upper limbs, aphasia, pharmacologically refractory epilepsy, or 
visual impairments preventing them from reading instructions 
on the computer screen, and those with moderate, severe or 
profound mental retardation (F71–73 according to ICD-10) 
were excluded from the study.

We shortlisted 32 patients, who were then referred to 
the medical health resort for rehabilitation. The patients were 
stratified into 2 groups: those with left-side hemiparesis (16 
patients, including 10 boys and 6 girls) and those with right-
side hemiparesis (16 children, including 9 boys and 7 girls). Of 
them, 21 patients were at GMFCS level II and 11 at GMFCS 
level III. There were 11 children aged 10–12 years, 12 children 
aged 13–15 years, and 9 patients aged 16–18 years. The mean 
age was 13.6 ± 2.5 years. The groups did not differ significantly 
in terms of age. 

Rehabilitation, EEG recording and analysis

The device relies on the analysis of EEG patterns during motor 
imagery by a Bayesian classifier that analyzes covariance 
matrices of EEG signals [17].

During the sessions, the patients remained seated in 
armchairs at a 1.5 m distance from the computer screen where 
visual instructions were displayed. Their hands were inside the 
“glove” of the robotic hand. A round white fixation mark was 
displayed in the center of the screen, with 3 arrows around it 
that changed their color to present a task. The tasks included 
resting (the top arrow was activated for 10 s) and kinesthetic 
imagery of right- or left-hand finger extension (the right or left 
arrows were activated for 10 s). If the task was performed 
successfully, the fixation mark went green and the robotic hand 
extended passively. Thus, the patient received both visual and 
kinesthetic feedback.   

Each patient received 10 rehabilitation sessions on alternate 
days, consisting of 3 8-minute long trials with at least 5-minute 
breaks. For each hand, the movement was mentally rehearsed 
24 times during one session. Apart from BCI sessions, the 
21-day-long rehabilitation course included conventional 
therapy [11], specifically physical exercise, massage of the 
paretic muscles, peloid therapy, kinesiotherapy in thermal water, 
electrical stimulation of the antagonists of the paretic muscles. 
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Fig. 1. Reactivity indices of the EEG α-rhythm (%) in children with left-side (A) and right-side (B) hemiparesis during mental rehearsal of the left-hand movement in the 
first session (red bars) and in the final session (white bars) of the BCI-based rehabilitation course. The figure shows the mean values and standard errors. Differences in 
RI between the two groups are marked by * (p < 0.05) and between the sessions, by ▲ (p < 0.05)

А B

EEG was recorded in a monopolar fashion using a 
Neurovisor BMM electroencephalograph (Medical Computer 
Systems; Russia). Electrodes were placed according to the 
international 10-10 system over the frontal (Fpz, Fp1, Fp2, Fz, 
F1, F2, F3, F4), central (Cz, C1, C2, C3, C4), parietal (Pz, P1, 
P2, P3, P4), and occipital (Oz, O1, O2) lobes. An ear electrode 
was used as a reference. The cutoff values for high and low 
frequencies were 5 and 30 Hz, respectively; the sampling rate 
was 500 Hz.

EEG fragments with an amplitude over 250 µV or containing 
a lot of artifacts pertaining to the electrical activity of forehead 
muscles were excluded from the analysis. EEG fragments 
recorded during mental rehearsal of the right/left hand 
movement and the resting stage (eyes open; baseline) that 
were 10 s long and free of artifacts were selected for further 
analysis. There were 10 to 15 such fragments for each task 
per session. These EEG fragments were processed with Fast 
Fourier transform (epoch time 2.5 s, epoch overlap 50%). The 
data were tapered using the Blackman window. For each 10-s 
long EEG fragment, we calculated the mean alpha amplitude 
for the frequency band of 8 to 13 Hz and the reactivity indices 
(RI) using the formula:  RI = 100% × [(В – A) / A], where B is the 
mean α-rhythm amplitude during the 10-s long motor imagery 
task and A is the mean α-rhythm amplitude in the resting phase 
(baseline condition) preceding the motor imagery task. For the 
right and left hands, mean RI values were calculated separately. 

Positive RI values indicated an increase in the α-rhythm 
amplitude during motor imagery relative to its baseline 
value (synchronization), whereas negative RI values meant a 
reduction in the α-rhythm amplitude (desynchronization). RI 
values from the 1st and 10th sessions were averaged and used 
in the subsequent analysis. 

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was carried out in STATISTICA 10.0 (StatSoft 
Inc.; USA). The Shapiro-Wilk test revealed that the distribution 
of alpha RI values for all EEG leads was normal. Therefore, 

repeated measures ANOVA was applied to the obtained data. 
Using a 2 × 2 × 21 design, we evaluated the effects of one 
intersubject factor GROUP (assignment to the group of subjects 
with right/left hemiparesis) and two intrasubject factors: HAND 
(mental rehearsal of the right/left hand movement) and LOCUS 
(position of one of 21 electrodes). Changes in α-rhythm 
reactivity following rehabilitation were analyzed using ANOVA 
with 3 intrasubject factors: SESSION (1st and 10th), HAND 
and LOCUS. To assess RI changes at each of electrode 
position, a priori contrasts were applied (the F-distribution test). 
Differences were considered significant at р < 0.05, but due to 
the small sample size, we also kept track of trends (р < 0.10).  

RESULTS

Previously, we demonstrated that rehabilitation with noninvasive 
BCI-controlled robotic hand significantly improved motor 
function of the upper limbs in children with CP [11]. Patients 
who received only traditional rehabilitation therapy were 
unable to achieve statistically significant improvements. At 
that point, no analysis of EEG records was conducted.

Alpha-rhythm reactivity at the beginning 
of the rehabilitation course

Bidirectional modulations of the α-rhythm amplitude were noted 
during motor imagery in the first session of BCI-based therapy 
(Fig. 1, 2, red columns). Event-related synchronization was 
observed at most electrode sites in both hemispheres. Patterns 
of α-rhythm modulations were different between children with 
right-side and left-side hemiparesis. The effect produced by 
the interaction of GROUP × HAND × LOCUS was close to 
statistically significant (F

20, 600
 = 1.45; р = 0.09). The a priori 

contrasts analysis revealed significant differences in α-rhythm 
reactivity at P2 (the right parietal electrode; F

1, 30
 = 5.10; p < 0.05) 

during mental practice of the left-hand movement (Fig.1) At P2, 
α-rhythm synchronization was very pronounced in children with 
left-side hemiparesis (Fig. 1A), whereas children with right-side 
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Fig. 2. Reactivity indices of the EEG α-rhythm in children with left-side (A) and right-side (B) hemiparesis during mental rehearsal of the right-hand movement in the first 
session and in the final session of the BCI-based rehabilitation course. For legend see Fig. 1.

А B

hemiparesis demonstrated only a slight change in the α-rhythm 
amplitude (Fig. 1B).  

The a priori contrasts analysis uncovered a tendency to 
more pronounced α-rhythm synchronization at P2 during right-
hand movement imagery in children with right-side hemiparesis 
(F

1, 30
 = 2.81; p = 0.10), as compared to those with left-side 

hemiparesis (Fig. 2A, B). 

Alpha-rhythm reactivity at the end 
of the rehabilitation course

The pattern of α-rhythm reactivity observed in our patients 
during the final session differed from that observed at the 
beginning of the rehabilitation course. 

The impact of the SESSION × HAND × LOCUS 
combination (F

20, 300
 = 1.84; p < 0.05) on α-rhythm reactivity 

was significant in children with left-side hemiparesis. 
Synchronization of the α-rhythm during left-hand movement 
imagery observed at Fp1, Fp2, P2, and Oz at the beginning of 
the rehabilitation course now gave way to desynchronization 
(Fig. 1А). Differences in RI values between the 1st and 10th 
sessions were statistically significant at P2 (F

1, 15
 = 10.02; 

р < 0.01) and Oz (F
1, 15

 = 7.68; р < 0.05) and close to 
statistically significant at Fp1 (

F1, 15
 = 3.96; р = 0.07). Significant 

differences in α-rhythm reactivity were detected at C1 
(F

1, 15
 = 6.57; р < 0.05) in children with left-side hemiparesis 

during mental rehearsal of the right-hand movement. By the 
end of the rehabilitation course, synchronization had taken over 
desynchronization (Fig. 2A).

RI values did not differ significantly between the 1st and 
10th sessions in children with right-side hemiparesis imagining 
right- and left-hand movements (Fig. 1B, 2B). The impact of 
the SESSION × HAND × LOCUS combination on α-rhythm 
reactivity was insignificant (F

20, 300
 = 0.86; p = 0.64). 

After the rehabilitation course was over, the differences in 
α-rhythm reactivity between children with right- and left-side 
hemiparesis observed during motor imagery became much 
less pronounced: the impact of the GROUP × HAND × LOCUS 

combination was now statistically insignificant (F
20, 600

 = 0.88; 
р = 0.61). 

DISCUSSION

This study analyzes changes in EEG signals during BCI-based 
neurorehabilitation of patients with CP. The EEG amplitude 
modulations in the alpha frequency band measured in children 
with CP during motor imagery was surprisingly low. At most 
electrode sites, RI values did not exceed 3%. To some extent, 
this can be explained by the atypical modulation of EEG 
rhythms observed in patients with CP. Event-related µ-rhythm 
synchronization and desynchronization responses during motor 
activity were weak in patients with CP, as compared to healthy 
individuals. Those responses did not have distinct localization 
in patients with CP: EEG signal changes were observed in 
different neocortical regions, including the parietal and occipital 
lobes [18–20]. Besides, although our patients were asked to 
imagine movements continuously for 10 seconds, changes in 
α-rhythm amplitude were not always solid. In healthy adults 
performing motor imagery tasks µ-rhythm changes follow a 
multiphase pattern characterized by alternating synchronization 
and desynchronization [14]. The same alternating pattern of 
the µ- and α-rhythms was observed during motor imagery in 
adult poststroke patients undergoing rehabilitation with robotic 
devices [16]. It is possible that in our study event-related 
synchronization and desynchronization responses appeared 
smoothed out because we analyzed the EEG amplitude for the 
entire period of motor imagery. 

The pattern of α-rhythm reactivity during motor imagery 
was bilateral. We saw the amplitude grow and decline not only 
in the contralateral but also in the ipsilateral hemisphere (relative 
to the hand the subject was focused on). Such atypical bilateral 
patterns of motor activity in children with CP were previously 
reported by other authors [21]. Using functional MRI, the 
researchers studied activation of CNS structures during motor 
imagery (grasping a ball) and recorded hand muscle responses 
to transcranial magnetic stimulation. The authors concluded 
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that more than half of children with CP control the paretic hand 
with either ipsilateral or both hemispheres. Such unusual brain 
organization is probably compensatory; it develops after brain 
damage at early age and relies on the plasticity of the nervous 
system. 

Our study was carried out in two groups of patients: with 
right- and left-side hemiparesis. This allowed us to compare 
EEG responses to motor imagery in the relatively intact and 
profoundly damaged hemispheres. At the beginning of the 
neurorehabilitation course, the patterns of α-rhythm attenuation 
or enhancement during motor imagery differed between the 
groups. RI values were significantly different in the parietal lobe 
of the right hemisphere (Р2). After the sessions, differences 
in the degree of α-rhythm reactivity during motor imagery 
between children with left- and right-side hemiparesis became 
much less pronounced, probably indicating positive changes 
in CNS activity. 

These changes are primarily associated with significant 
EEG reactivity in the alpha frequency band observed 
in patients with left-side hemiparesis at the end of the 
rehabilitation course. During the first BCI session, pronounced 
desynchronization (RI > 0.25%) was observed only at one 
electrode site (Сz) in this group of children, but during the final 
session, desynchronization was present in 6 regions of both 
hemispheres (Fig. 1А). Although changes in EEG reactivity 
patterns observed at the end of the course in children with 
right-side hemiparesis were not statistically significant, there 
still was an increase in α-rhythm attenuation. During the first 
session, there were no signs of desynchronization at any of the 
electrode sites when the children were mentally rehearsing the 
movement of the paretic hand. However, in the final session, 
desynchronization was recorded at 6 electrode locations, 
mostly in the ipsilateral hemisphere (Fig. 2B). An increase in 
event-related α-rhythm desynchronization suggests increased 
neocortical activation induced by neurorehabilitation [12–14].
An increase in desynchronization at Р2 (Fig. 1A, B) is most 
noteworthy. The EEG signal at this location reflects the 
activity of the precuneal neural circuits [22]. The precuneus 
is profoundly involved in performing the broad spectrum of 
highly integrated tasks, including visuospatial motor imagery 
and first person perspective taking [23]. Increased activity 
of this brain region following neurorehabilitation may play a 
key role in the optimization of planning or executing complex 

hand movements and improved performance of daily 
activities. 

Increased desynchronization in some neocortical regions 
was accompanied by event-related α-rhythm enhancement 
in other cortical areas. Thus, there was a significant increase 
in the α-rhythm amplitude in the primary motor (С2, С4) and 
premotor (F2, F4) cortices in children with left-side hemiparesis 
as they were imagining the movement of the paretic hand. These 
changes occurring in the alpha frequency band are evident of 
active inhibition aimed at preventing the overinvolvement of the 
damaged contralateral hemisphere in motor activity control. 

Because children with CP had significantly improved their 
motor function by the end of the rehabilitation course [11], the 
observed changes in EEG patterns in the alpha frequency band 
can be regarded as mirroring positive reorganization of neural 
circuits. This study is preliminary in nature. We cannot rule out 
the impact of factors associated with traditional rehabilitation 
modalities on the pattern of EEG reactivity. We are planning 
to conduct a randomized cross-sectional study to evaluate 
the impact of those factors and to analyze the link between 
EEG changes and motor improvements in children with CP. 
We think that this and future studies will help to elaborate new 
approaches to improving the efficacy of neurorehabilitation. 

CONCLUSIONS

Neurorehabilitation of children with CP involving the use of 
noninvasive BCI-controlled robotic hand significantly improves 
motor function of the upper limbs and changes the pattern of 
α-rhythm reactivity during motor imagery. At the beginning of 
the rehabilitation course, the patterns of α-rhythm reactivity 
differed significantly between children with left- and right-
side hemiparesis. By the end of the course, the differences 
became much less pronounced, suggesting positive changes 
in CNS activity. These improvements result from a statistically 
significant change in EEG reactivity patterns in patients with 
left-side hemiparesis. On the whole, children with left- and right-
side hemiparesis demonstrated an increase in the proportion of 
α-rhythm desynchronization responses, indicating increased 
neocortical activity following neurorehabilitation. The observed 
changes in the EEG patterns in the alpha frequency band 
reflect increased plasticity of the neural circuits responsible for 
planning and executing complex hand movements. 
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THROMBOGENICITY IN PATIENTS WITH ISCHEMIC STROKE AND PRE-EXISTING POLYCYTHEMIA VERA 

Thrombogenicity and its causes in patients with ischemic stroke (IS) and pre-existing polycythemia vera (PV) is a significant clinical concern. The aim of this study 

was to identify the range of factors associated with increased thrombogenicity in patients with IS and pre-existing PV. We performed a physical examination and 

laboratory tests on 127 patients in the hyperacute stroke stage and 16–18 months after. Of them, 68 patients had PV (the main group) and 59 did not have this 

condition (the comparison group). Laboratory tests were conducted to evaluate blood rheology, hemostasis, endothelial function, angiogenesis, proinflammatory 

cytokine levels; we also tested patients for the presence of the V617F mutation in the JAK2 gene and analyzed the contribution of all studied parameters to the 

development of thrombotic and hemorrhagic complications. We found that the neurological picture did not differ between the groups: mean NIHSS scores were 12 

and 13 points, respectively. Morphological and functional characteristics of red blood cells and platelets, hemostasis and cytokine profiles were compared between 

patients with IS and pre-existing PV and the comparison group. One of the key elements in potentiating thrombotic complications in patients with IS and PV was 

JAK2 V617F allele burden. The obtained data suggest the cumulative effect of the identified factors promoting thrombus formation in post-stroke patients with PV 

and overpowering the effect of antiplatelet therapy. 
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М. М. Танашян1, А. А. Шабалина1       , Е. В. Ройтман1, Т. В. Вавилова2, П. И. Кузнецова1

ТРОМБОГЕННОСТЬ У БОЛЬНЫХ ИШЕМИЧЕСКИМ ИНСУЛЬТОМ НА ФОНЕ ИСТИННОЙ ПОЛИЦИТЕМИИ

Проблема возникновения и возможные причины тромбогенности у пациентов с ишемическим инсультом (ИИ) на фоне истинной полицитемии (ИП) 

остается актуальной. Целью исследования было определить комплекс факторов, ассоциированных с формированием высокой тромбогенности у 

пациентов с ИИ на фоне ИП. Проведено комплексное клинико-лабораторное обследование 127 пациентов в острейшем периоде ИИ и спустя 16–18 

месяцев: 68 пациентов с ИИ на фоне истинной полицитемии ИП (основная группа) и 59 пациентов с ИИ без ИП (группа сравнения).  Лабораторное 

обследование включало определение гемореологических параметров, показателей системы гемостаза, функции эндотелия, активности ангиогенеза, 

цитокинового и воспалительного ряда, молекулярно-генетическое исследование мутации V617F в гене JAK2 и анализ вклада их изменений в развитие 

тромбогеморрагических осложнений. Обнаружено, что неврологическая картина в обеих группах была без значимых различий со средней оценкой 

по шкале NIHSS 12 и 13 баллов соответственно. Отмечены особенности морфофункциональных характеристик эритроцитов и тромбоцитов, а также 

гемостазиологического и цитокинового профиля у пациентов с ИИ на фоне ИП по сравнению с группой сравнения. Одним из ключевых элементов в 

потенциировании тромботических осложнений у пациентов с ИИ и ИП стала величина аллельной нагрузки мутации V617F в гене JAK2. Полученные 

данные свидетельствуют о совокупном действии комплекса факторов, формирующих высокую тромбогенность у перенесших ИИ пациентов с ИП и 

преодолевающих суммарный эффект антитромботической терапии.  

Ключевые слова: ишемический инсульт, истинная полицитемия, тромбоз, гемореология, гемостаз, ангиогенез
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Despite phenotypic heterogeneity, all subtypes of ischemic 
stroke (IS) share a common underlying mechanism: 
interruption of micro-and macrovascular blood flow in brain-
supplying vessels.. Thrombosis develops as a complex 
multifactorial process involving changes in blood rheology, loss 
of antithrombotic properties by the endothelium, initiation of 
systemic inflammatory response, and homeostatic imbalance 
[1, 2]. Cerebrovascular disorders (CVD) often strike in the 

setting of Ph-negative myeloproliferative neoplasms (MPN) 
[3, 4].  Polycythemia vera (PV) is a Ph-negative MPN that causes 
severe, frequent thrombohemorrhagic complications, including 
CVD. PV arises from myeloproliferation of hematopoietic stem 
cells in the bone marrow followed by successful terminal 
differentiation of hematopoietic progenitors into mature cells. 
This results in the sustained elevation of hemoglobin and 
erythrocyte count in the peripheral blood [5, 6].     
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PV can be caused by proliferation of 3 myeloid lineages, 
including erythroid, granulocytic and megakaryocytic. In 
recent years, the prevalence of erythrocytosis has been on the 
rise and is now 0.6–2.8 per 100,000 population. The etiology 
of PV is still vague and largely attributed to the exposure to 
genome-damaging environmental or other external factors. 
The 2005 discovery of the V617F mutation in the Jak2 gene 
has dramatically expanded our knowledge of PV pathogenesis 
and biology: V617F occurs in more than 98% of patients with 
PV and is a diagnostic criterion [7–9]. 

Being a hematologic disorder, PV is also recognized as a 
vascular problem fraught with risk of thrombotic, hemorrhagic 
and cerebral complications. One of the most common 
manifestations of vascular pathology in patients with PV is 
arterial hypertension (AH); it affects 60–80% of patients with PV 
at any stage of the disease, including clinical and hematologic 
remission [10–12]. 

Among the most common and dangerous vascular 
complications of PV are arterial/venous thrombosis, focal 
or multifocal hemorrhages or bleeding, and disseminated 
intravascular coagulation. Clinically, they present as strokes, 
myocardial infarction, deep vein thrombosis, and pulmonary 
embolism [13]. On average, patients with PV are at two times 
higher risk of blood vessel occlusion [14]. In such patients, 
vein thrombosis in the lower extremities is accompanied by 
inflammation, edema and hyperemia (similarly to thrombophlebitis). 
Portal vein thrombosis leads to portal hypertension, splenomegaly, 
esophageal varices, ascites, and Budd–Chiari syndrome
[15, 16].  

There are a few factors contributing to thrombosis in the 
setting of PV: high hematocrit, high red blood cell and platelet 
counts, reduced fibrinolytic activity, leukocyte activation, 
endothelial damage, platelet-endothelium interactions, the JAK2 
V617F mutation, therapy, and increased blood viscosity [17]. 
The latter is hypothesized to be the leading factor potentiating 
thrombosis in patients with PV. The available literature on the 
role of hemostasis, rheological and microcirculatory factors 
in promoting thrombotic complications in patients with PV 
leaves unanswered the question of how such complications 
develop in patients with IS and comorbid PV [18–20]. In light 
of the aforementioned facts, the aim of this paper was to study 
factors associated with increased thrombogenic potential in 
patients with IS and pre-existing PV.

METHODS

We examined 127 patients with first-time IS, including 68 patients 
with IS and pre-existing PV (group I, or the main group), and 59 
patients with IS but without PV (group II, or the comparison group). 
The groups did not differ in terms of age or sex. 

The following inclusion criteria were applied: 1) age of 42–
75 years; 2) hyperacute stroke and the follow-up examination 16–18 
months after it (median of 17.3 months; 95% CI 16.4–18.3); 
3) IS confirmed by neuroimaging; PV diagnosed according 
to WHO criteria (TOAST subtype: stroke of other determined 
etiology [21]); 4) cytoreductive therapy for PV (hydroxyurea or 
IFN-α in combination with antiplatelet drugs, such as aspirin) 
before stroke; 5) erythrocytapheresis in all patients with PV (2–6 
sessions a year). 

The studied cohort of patients was dominated by women (64% 
in group I and 67% in group II). Diabetics and smokers were less 
prevalent in the man group; dyslipidemia was diagnosed in 25% 
of patients with isolated IS and only in 3% of main group patients. 

Physical examination included general and neurological 
health assessments with the NIHSS scale, the Barthel index 

(on admission) and the modified Rankin scale (1.5 years after 
stroke). The following laboratory tests were performed: 

1) complete blood count on a MEK-7222 analyzer (Nihon 
Kohden; Japan); 

2) evaluation of erythrocyte rheology (aggregation amplitude 
Amp, a.u.); time to rouleaux formation (Tf, s) and time to 3D 
aggregation (Ts, s); aggregation index (AI, a.u.); complete 
disaggregation rate (Ƴ-dis, a.u.), which represents the force 
needed to break up RBC aggregates and deform RBC (DImax, 
a.u.). The measurements were conducted using a laser-assisted 
RBC aggregometer (LORRCA, Mechatronics; Netherlands); 

3) evaluation of hemostasis and endothelial function (ATP-,
adrenaline-induced platelet aggregation (ATP-Adr-PA, %) and 
ristocetin cofactor test, which measures the functional activity of 
von Willebrand factor (RCA-VWF, %); the tests were done using an 
aggregometer (Biola; Russia) and RENAM reagent kits (RENAM; 
Russia). Besides, we measured fibrinogen concentration (FG, g/L), 
activated partial thromboplastin time (APTT, s), prothrombin  time 
(s; test results were expressed as the international normalized ratio 
INR), D-dimer levels (ng/ml), activity of protein C (PC, %), protein S 
(PS, %), von Willebrand factor (А – VWF, %), plasma coagulation 
factors V, VII, VIII, ХII (%), antithrombin  III (АТ III, %), plasminogen 
(PLG, %), alpha2-antiplasmin (PL-IN, %), and von Willebrand 
factor antigen (VWF, %). The tests were performed using an 
ACL Elite Pro automatic hemostasis analyzer (Instrumentation 
Laboratory; USA) and reagents by IL (USA) and RENAM (Russia);

 4) measurements of cytokines, inflammation, endothelial 
function and angiogenesis markers, including vascular 
endothelial growth factor A (VEGF-A, pg/ml), fibroblast growth 
factor β (FGFβ, pg/ml), transforming growth factor β (TGFβ1, 
pg/ml), tissue plasminogen activator (t-PA, ng/ml), plasminogen 
activator inhibitor (РАI-1, ng/ml), tissue factor (TF, pg/ml), 
metalloproteinase ADAMTS-13 (µg/ml), soluble thrombomodulin 
(sTM, ng/ml), soluble intercellular adhesion molecules sICAM 
and sVCAM, thrombin-activated fibrinolysis inhibitor (TAFI, %), 
tumor necrosis factor α (TNFα, pg/ml), interleukins IL1β and 
IL6 (pg/ml), endothelin-1 (pg/ml), and nitrogen oxide (NO, 
µmol/l). The measurements were conducted ELISA assays 
and regent kits by eBioscience Bender MedSystems (Austria), 
Technoclone (Austria), Cloud Clone Corparation (USA, China), 
R&D Systems (USA, China), Cayman Ataxia (India), Vector-Best 
(Russia), and Sekisui Diagnostics (American Diagnostica; USA); 

5) molecular tests for the V617F mutation in the JAK2 gene; 
the tests were conducted using assays by GenoTechnology, 
Russia, and a Real-time DT-Lite PCR thermal cycler (DNA-
Technology; Russia).

Statistical analysis was carried out in IBMSPSS 23.0 and R 3.4.3 
(IBM Company; USA). Descriptive statistics for categorial data are 
provided below as frequencies and proportions (%). For normally 
distributed quantitative data, the results are presented as a mean 
value (M) and a standard deviation (SD). For non-normal distribution, 
medians (Md), upper and lower quartiles (Q 25%–75%) were used. 
For group comparisons, the Kruskal–Wallis test was applied followed 
by the Mann–Whitney U test for pairwise comparison. Associations 
between the studied variables were measured using Pearson’s 
correlation analysis. Risks were assessed with the chi square test, 
contingency tables and OR. Principal component analysis of the 
correlation matrix was employed for factor extraction, considering 
weights >1 and the variable loading. 

RESULTS 

On admission, the neurological picture in both groups was 
almost the same; mean NIHSS scores were 12 (5.0; 20.0) and 
13 points (5.0; 20.0), respectively.
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Fig. 1. Hemostasis profiles of patients in the hyperacute IS stage. ADAMTS-13 and fibrinogen concentrations and the tPA/PAI-1 ratio are shown concisely to fit into 
the overall hemostasis profile picture
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Severe neurological deficit was observed in 16 stroke 
patients with PV (24%); in patients without PV it was significantly 
less frequent (11 patients, or 19%). Moderate neurological 
deficit was observed in 33 patients with PV (50%) and 36 
patients without PV (61%), which is significantly more often. 
Mild deficits manifested as mild sensory disturbances were 
present in 17 patients with PV (26%) and 12 patients without 
PV (20%). Barthel index values did not differ significantly 
between the groups, equaling 70 (59; 76) in group I and 72 (62; 
75) in group II. 

Pyramidal syndrome was the main neurological symptom 
of IS in most study participants, presenting as marked 
hemiparesis or hemiplegia with sensory disturbances in 27% 
and 29% of patients in groups I and II, respectively. 

Speech impairments (total, sensory, motor, or mixed 
aphasias) and cortical dysarthria were almost equally observed 
in both groups, affecting 45 (66%) patients in the main group 
and 38 (60%) patients in the control group. No significant 
differences were detected between the groups in terms of 
major neurological symptoms in the acute phase of CVD.

Neurological deficit dynamics were analyzed over the 1.5-
year period from the end of the acute IS phase to the follow-
up examination. We found that by the time of the follow-up 
examination, the frequencies of motor, sensory and speech 
impairments had decreased by 14, 20 and 25%, respectively; 
patients reported no reduction in the frequency of headaches 
and only slight improvement in the asthenic syndrome. 
According to the modified Rankin scale, functional recovery 
profiles 16–18 months after IS were good (0–1 points) in 18 
patients (27%), satisfactory (2–3 points) in 26 patients (38%) 
and poor (4–5 points) in 24 patients (35%).

Complete blood counts and blood rheology tests performed 
in the acute phase of IS exposed significantly elevated platelets 
(613 vs. 271×109/L), RBC count (5.8 vs. 3.8×1012/L), WBC 
count (12.6 vs. 8.7×109/L), hemoglobin (174 vs. 119 g/L), 
and hematocrit (49.5 vs. 38.7%) in patients with PV; their ESR 
was low (5 vs. 23 mm/h) and all studied morphological and 
functional erythrocyte characteristics were much worse than 
in patients without PV. In patients with PV vs. without PV, the 
aggregation index and the aggregation amplitude (12.8 and 
9.3 a.u., respectively; р = 0.003), as well as the complete 

disaggregation rate, which  reflects the density of erythrocyte 
aggregates (570 and 224 a.u.; р = 0.000), were significantly 
increased in the setting of reduced erythrocyte deformability 
(0.34 and 0.41 a.u., respectively; р = 0.000). We also found 
that cytokines, FGFβ (735.5 vs. 497.1 pg/ml), VEGF-А (1,257.6 
vs. 568.4 pg/ml), TGFβ

1
 (1,824 vs. 710 pg/ml; р = 0.000), and 

angiogenesis markers were significantly elevated in patients 
with PV.

Hemostasis profiles of patients with IS with or without pre-
existing PV are compared in Fig.1.

In comparison with patients without PV, individuals with PV 
had higher concentrations of fibrinogen, р-thrombomodulin, 
increased TAFI, TF and coagulation factor VII activities, lower 
concentrations and decreased activity of VWF, АТIII and 
ADAMTS-13. In the comparison group, coagulation factor 
VIII exhibited higher activity and D-dimers were also higher, 
whereas PLG and tPA were decreased and PAI-1 was elevated. 

In order to analyze the effect of JAK2 V617F allele burden on 
the thrombogenic potential in the hyperacute phase of IS, we 
performed dimensionality reduction through factor analysis and 
identified factors with at least moderate loading (JAK2 V617F 
allele burden was assumed to be the leading variable with the 
highest loading). We identified 10 laboratory parameters having 
the strongest association with JAK2 V617F allele burden (Table 1).  

High JAK2 V617F allele burden had the most pronounced 
effect on the reduction in erythrocyte deformability and the 
increase in coagulation factor VII activity.  High JAK2 V617F 
allele burden was associated with the activation of pathologic 
angiogenesis mediated by VEGF-A and TGFβ1, high platelet 
count co-occurring with changes in platelet aggregation 
properties and endothelial dysfunction. 

During the follow-up examination (16–18 months after 
stroke), we estimated the frequency of thrombotic and 
hemorrhagic complications developed over this period (Table 2). 

The number of thrombotic, hemorrhagic and mixed 
complications in the main group was higher than in the comparison 
group; one of the key elements in potentiating thrombotic 
complications in patients with PV (manifested predominantly as 
recurrent CVD) was JAK2 V617F allele burden (Table 3). 

The odds ratio for recurrent ischemic CVD in the long-term 
period based on JAK2 V617F allele burden in the hyperacute 
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Table 1. A correlation matrix showing effects of JAK2 V617F allele burden on the laboratory parameters in patients with PV in the hyperacute stroke phase 

 Tested parameters Component 

JAK2 V617F allele burden 0.722

1 RBC deformability (Dlmax), a.u. 0.492

2 Factor VII, % 0.464

3 VEGF-А, pg/ml 0.425

4 ADAMTS-13, µg/ml 0.412

5 TGF-β
1
, pg/ml 0.398

6 ATP-PA, % 0.367

7 Platelet count (109/L) 0.354

8 WBC count (109/L) 0.341

9 VWF activity, % 0.323

10 t-PA, ng/ml 0.318

Table 2. Thrombotic and hemorrhagic complications in patients detected on the follow-up examination 16–18 months after IS

Note: n/a — data not available. 

Groups
IS + PV (n = 68) IS (n = 59)

Complications

Thrombotic complications (n) 28 18 

 – ischemic CVD 16 10

– venous thrombosis of lower extremities 12 8

– Pulmonary embolism 0 0

ГHemorrhagic syndrome (n) 20 n/a

– nasal, gingival, subcutaneous, hemorrhoidal bleedings 18 n/a

– gastrointestinal bleeding 2 1

Mixed thrombotic and hemorrhagic complications 7 0

stroke phase with a threshold value of 48% was 2.9 times (95% 
CI 2.0–3.3).  

Among the hemorheological risk factors for recurrent 
thrombotic complications in the long-term poststroke period 
were a decline in the complete RBC disaggregation rate (yDis) 
from 570 to 498 a.u. (p = 0.017), elevation of endothelin-1 
concentrations from 4.6 to 5.2 pg/ml and elevation of adhesion 
molecules concentration (sVCAM-1 (p = 0.008) and sICAM-1 
(p = 0.007)). Increasing microcirculation disturbances might 
have caused or resulted in pronounced inflammatory response 
reflected in heightened IL6 levels (from 13.5 ± 0.69 pg/ml to 
15.2 ± 0.7 pg/ml (p = 0.034). 

Almost no differences were observed between the 
hyperacute stroke phase and  the long-term poststroke period 
in terms of hemostasis profiles of our patients (Fig.  2).  

DISCUSSION

Hemostatic homeostasis is regulated by the balance of 
thrombogenic and antithrombogenic factors. If the balance 
is shifted towards secretion of procoagulation molecules, 
thrombosis develops. Therefore, it is important to identify 
causes, conditions and drivers of first-time and recurrent 
thrombosis in the affected patients., or, in other words, to 
timely detect pre-thrombosis or the so-called thrombotic 

preparedness [21], which combines clinical signs of pre-
thrombosis and laboratory markers of thrombogenic potential. 
Reinforced by persisting factors of thrombotic risk and high 
likelihood of such risk, thrombotic preparedness can present 
as recurrent CVD and variously localized thrombosis. 

According to Virchow's triad, changes of blood flow 
characteristics that can potentially trigger thrombotic 
complications are among the underlying causes of thrombosis. 

It is noteworthy that prior or after stroke, patients with PV 
were receiving specific cytoreductive therapy (hydroxyurea or 
IFNα). On the one hand, cytoreductive therapy is an additional 
risk factor for IS and thrombotic complications in this cohort 
of patients. On the other hand, given that no significant 
differences were observed in the effect of cytoreductive therapy 
on the studied parameters, we can link changes in the studied 
laboratory parameters to the course and sequalae of IS in 
patients with pre-existing PV.

Blood counts were significantly elevated in patients 
going through the hyperacute phase of IS; RBC function 
and morphology were significantly compromised, which was 
associated with changes in membrane plasticity, substantial 
reduction in RBC deformability and increased RBC aggregates. 

In general, the hyperacute phase of IS was characterized 
by multiple signs of vascular wall damage and endotheliopathy 
accompanied by formation of a prothrombotic endothelial 

Table 3. Coefficients of JAK2 V617F allele burden correlation with long-term thrombotic complications

Pearson’s correlation coefficient  

All thrombotic complications, of them: 0.236 (p < 0.05)

– ischemic CVD 0.241 (p < 0.05)

– venous thrombosis of lower extremities 0.124

– mixed thrombotic and hemorrhagic complications 0.116             
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Fig. 2. Hemostasis profiles of main group patients in the hyperacute IS phase and in the long-term stroke period
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phenotype. This is indicated by the fact that in both groups 
of patients with IS, suppressed protein C activity was not 
compensated by thrombomodulin, which is normally bound 
to the endothelial cell membrane and is nearly absent in the 
bloodstream. Its presence in the bloodstream signals significant 
damage to endothelial cells. 

The thrombogenic potential of patients with IS and pe-
existing PV greatly depended on the tissue factor and 
coagulation factor VII, whereas for patients with IS the balance 
between vWF, coagulation factor VIII and ADAMTS-13 
were more important contributors to IS. Nevertheless, 
inflammatory response can be regarded as an initiator of 
increased thrombogenic potential specifically in comorbid 
patients, as suggested by lower activity of antithrombin III 
and higher concentrations of fibrinogen, studied cytokines 
and growth factors. Besides, hypothetically, inflammation 
might have been promoted by a combination of factors 
typical to a myeloproliferative process: the presence of 
neutrophil extracellular traps (NET), circulating free DNA, etc. 
[22]. Therefore, higher levels of tissue factor and coagulation 
factor VII in patients with IS and pre-existing PV should be 
interpreted as secondary signs of endotheliopathy. 

Fibrinolysis is traditionally seen as a compensatory 
mechanism for such condition; I our study, fibrinolytic activity was 
markedly depressed in both groups, which was manifested as 
reduced plasminogen reserve, tPA deficit and prevailing activity 
of fibrinolysis inhibitors. In patients with IS and pre-existing PV, 
excess generation of thrombin resulting from inflammation also 
suppressed fibrinolysis through a pronounced increase in TAFI 
activity. 

JAK2 V617F allele burden is a substantial contributor to 
the development of thrombotic complications (predominantly 
recurrent CVD). Higher burden is associated with decreased 
RBC functional properties, activation of pathologic angiogenesis, 

increased platelet count, and changes in platelet functional 
properties in combination with endothelial dysfunction. 

Our findings show that the hematologic disorder was the 
main driver of the thrombogenic potential in patients with IS 
and pre-existing PV. Being a risk factor for thrombosis per 
se, myeloproliferation was sufficient to trigger thrombotic 
complications in spite of antithrombotic and cytoreductive 
therapy received by the patients. Over the 1.5-year 
followup, pronounced endotheliopathy and the intensity of 
hemocoagulatory and fibrinolytic activities in patients with IS 
and pre-existing PV did not undergo any significant changes, 
and increased systemic thrombogenic activity did not 
attenuate. Considering that arterial or venous thrombosis is a 
life-threatening situation, it is essential to refine diagnostic and 
therapeutic methods for vascular ischemia and to prevent the 
recurrence of vascular events. These facts necessitate 1) further 
research into the pathogenesis of increased thrombogenic 
potential/ thrombosis in MPN; 2) changes in diagnostic 
algorithms and standard antithrombotic regimens, including 
the adoption of personalized approaches to treatment and 
hemostasis monitoring. 

CONCLUSIONS

Our findings suggest that the cumulative effect of all the factors 
contributing to high thrombogenic potential in patients with 
IS and pre-existing PV overpower the effect of antiplatelet 
therapy. This happens due to the persistence of almost all 
prothrombogenic conditions promoted by inflammation and 
manifesting as disturbances in blood rheology, endotheliopathy, 
thrombinemia and depressed fibrinolysis. This corroborates the 
postulates about the need for individually tailored and well-
reasoned long-term antiplatelet therapy and prophylaxis of 
recurrent vascular events.
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В. В. Чаговец    , Н. Л. Стародубцева, В. Е. Франкевич

МАСС-СПЕКТРОМЕТРИЧЕСКОЕ ИССЛЕДОВАНИЕ И ТЕОРЕТИЧЕСКОЕ МОДЕЛИРОВАНИЕ КОМПЛЕКСОВ 
ФЛУКОНАЗОЛА С АЛАНИНОМ, ЛИЗИНОМ И ТРЕОНИНОМ

Изучение механизмов действия препаратов триазола и понимание молекулярной основы их аффинности и специфичности может быть использовано 

для рациональной разработки новых лекарственных средств. Целью работы было изучить комплексы представителя класса триазолов флуконазола 

с аминокислотами с помощью масс-спектрометрии, молекулярной динамики и квантово-химических ab initio расчетов. В ходе экспериментального 

исследования с помощью масс-спектрометрии с электрораспылительной ионизацией и тандемной масс-спектрометрии были проанализированы 

растворы флуконазола, аланина, лизина и треонина. Молекулярно-динамическое моделирование комплексов флуконазола с аминокислотами проводили 

с использованием силового поля CHARMM.  Квантово-химические расчеты структуры и энергетических параметров комплексов проводили на уровне 

теории функционала плотности с использованием функций B3LYP с базисом 3-21G и 6-311++G**. Масс-спектры показали, что флуконазол образует 

стабильные комплексы с аминокислотами в стехиометрическом соотношении 1 : 1. По результатам тандемной масс-спектрометрии с варьированием 

энергии фрагментации ионов-ассоциатов флуконазола с аминокислотами построен следующий ряд: [Fluc + Ala + H]+ < [Fluc + Lys + H]+ < [Fluc + Thr + H]+. 

Получившиеся в результате квантово-химических расчетов энергии взаимодействия между флуконазолом и аминокислотой образуют ряд, аналогичный 

полученному по экспериментальным данным. Таким образом, на примере комплексов флуконазола с аминокислотами продемонстрирована 

возможность комбинирования экспериментальных масс-спектрометрических исследований и квантово-химического моделирования для изучения 

свойств таких комплексов. 

Ключевые слова: масс-спектрометрия, молекулярная динамика, квантовая химия, фармакология, противогрибковые препараты
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COMPLEXES OF FLUCONAZOLE WITH ALANINE, LYSINE AND THREONINE: MASS SPECTROMETRY 
AND THEORETICAL MODELING 

Investigation of the triazole-derived drugs action mechanisms and understanding of their affinity and specificity molecular basis may contribute to the new drugs 

development. The study was aimed to investigate the triazoles class representative (fluconazole) complexes with amino acids using mass spectrometry, molecular 

dynamics and ab initio quantum chemistry calculations. During the experimental study, the fluconazole, alanine, lysine and threonine solutions were analyzed by 

electrospray ionization mass spectrometry and tandem mass spectrometry. The molecular dynamics modeling of the fluconazole–amino acid complexes was 

performed using the CHARMM force field. The quantum chemistry calculations of the complexes structure and energy parameters were carried out using the 

density-functional theory by B3LYP calculations (3-21G and 6-311++G** basis sets). Mass spectra indicated that fluconazole formed stable complexes with amino 

acids in the 1 : 1 stoichiometric ratio. In accordance with the tandem mass spectrometry with varying fluconazole–amino acid associates ion fragmentation energy, 

the following sequence was obtained: [Fluc + Ala + H]+ < [Fluc + Lys + H]+ < [Fluc + Thr + H]+. The fluconazole–amino acid interaction energy values resulting from 

the quantum chemistry calculations formed the sequence similar to that obtained by experiment. Thus, as seen in the case of fluconazole–amino acid complexes, 

it is possible to combine the experimental mass spectrometry studies with quantum chemical modeling for the complexes properties assessment. 
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Amino acid I, a.u.1 CE
50

, эV2 B3LYP/6-311++G** 
IE, kJ/mol3

Ala 15061 23 –56.8226463

Lys 17540 25 –65.600743

Thr 18325 29 –97.663349

Table 1. Fluconazole–amino acid complexes characteristics

Note: 1 — mass spectral complex peak intensity, au (Fig. 1); 2 — energy needed 
for the tandem mass spectral precursor ion peak intensity reduction by 50%; 3 — 
interaction energy calculated by quantum chemical method B3LYP/6-311++G**.

Fig. 1. Positive ion mass spectrum of the sample containing fluconazole, alanine, 
threonine and lysine
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Cytochrome P450 sterol 14α-demethylase (CYP51), the product 
of ERG11 gene, is a target site for triazoles. The CYP51 enzyme 
converts lanosterol into ergosterol being a part of the fungal cell 
membrane main component biosynthesis pathway [1]. Ergosterol 
biosynthesis inhibition slows down the mycelia cells growth 
due to toxic steroids (such as methylated sterols) accumulation 
[2–4], violating the membrane integrity, fluidity and permeability 
[5]. Fluconazole (Fluc) acts as a competitive inhibitor of CYP51. 
Currently, it is effective for treatment of many fungal infections.

The development of new classes of compounds is necessary 
for the treatment of mycoses and antifungal drugs resistance. 
Antifungal drugs are relatively difficult to develop compared to 
antibacterial drugs due to eukaryotic type of cells. Besides, 
the triazole derived antifungal agents (such as fluconazole) 
eventually become insufficient for treatment of many infections. 
The need to develop new medicinal products is an incentive 
to the triazole drugs inhibition molecular mechanisms study 
enabling to understand the molecular basis for the fluconazole 
affinity and specificity.

Previously, the molecular modeling was used to search for 
pyrazole analogues. The search was based on the CYP51-Ca 
protein structure [6, 7]. Furthermore, the molecular modeling 
made it possible to investigate the features and patterns of 
various inhibitors interaction with CYP51 [8], as well as the role 
of mutations in the stability and affinity of enzyme binding [9, 
10]. Molecular dynamics also made it possible to study the 
factors of the fluconazole greater affinity for fungal enzymes 
rather than mycobacterial and human orthologs [11]. A review 
of the modeling strategies used to design the P450 binding 
ligands was recently published [12].

Database analysis revealed a number of conserved amino 
acids (AA) [13, 14]. Of those, three amino acids playing a 
vital part in protein–inhibitor biding were selected using the 
molecular dynamics modeling: threonine (Thr77), alanine 
(Ala258) and lysine (Lys454) [8]. 

Although the molecular mechanics studies may help to 
predict amino acids involved in the protein–inhibitor complex 
assembly, it is important to have a number of experimental 
methods allowing one to verify the resulting model. Experimental 
approach using electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-
MS) may be a powerful means for the host–guest complexation 
forecasting and complementary theoretical calculation using 
the molecular mechanical models.

ESI-MS is widely used for studying of noncovalent 
interactions between proteins and other biomolecules [15–
17]. The soft ionization procedure permits the molecular 
complexes to retain “conformational memory” of their 
solution state structures in the gas phase [18]. Over the past 
decades, the rapidly increasing number of papers on the 
noncovalent interactions assessment using MS indicated that 
MS had become an important method due to high throughput, 
sensitivity and small sample volumes [19]. MS was used for the 
host–guest complexation assessment [20–25]. 

The noncovalent interactions between fluconazole and 
amino acids as elementary stages of the protein–inhibitor 
complex formation have not been previously studied. 

The study was aimed to investigate the fluconazole-amino 
acid complexes in the gas phase using ESI-MS, as well as to 
assess the complexes structural and energy parameters using 
molecular dynamics and ab initio quantum chemistry methods.

METHODS 

Fluconazole (Fluc), alanine (Ala), lysine (Lys), threonine (Thr), 
and methanol (HPLC grade) were obtained from Merck 

(Merck; Germany). Deionized water was prepared using the 
Milli-Q Reference Water Purification System (Merck; France). 
Each amino acid and fluconazole stock solution was prepared 
in methanol at a concentration of 10 mmol/mL. For mass 
spectrometry of individual compounds, the stock solutions 
were diluted with water to a concentration of 1 mmol/mL. The 
samples for the fluconazole-amino acid complexes analysis by 
tandem mass spectrometry were prepared by mixing the stock 
solutions of fluconazole and one of the amino acids in the 1 : 1 
ratio (v : v). The solutions so obtained were diluted with water to 
a concentration of 1 mmol/mL for each component and stirred 
during 30 s. The sample for comparison of the fluconazole–
amino acid complexes relative peak intensities was prepared 
by mixing the equal volumes of fluconazole, alanine, lysine 
and threonine stock solutions. The resulting solution was 
diluted with water to a concentration of 1 mmol/mL for each 
component and stirred during 30 s. All samples were prepared 
at room temperature.

The experiment was carried out using the MaxisImpact 
hybrid quadrupole time-of-flight (QTOF) mass spectrometer 
(BrukerDaltonics; Germany). The following parameters were 
used in the positive ion mode: mass range (m/z) 50–1000, 
needle voltage 4.5 kV, nebulizer gas pressure 0.6 bar, drying 
gas flow rate 5.0 L/min, drying gas temperature 200 °С. The 
tandem mass spectrometry experiments were carried out using 
the isolation window 3 m/z and the collision energy variation. 
The sample was injected directly using the KD Scientific syringe 
pump (KD Scientific; USA), the flow rate was 3 µL/min.

The molecular dynamics study of the Fluc + AA complexes 
was performed using the NAMD software [26]. The force field 
for the studied complexes modeling was created using the 
CHARMM General Force-Field (v3.1) basis [27, 28]. The types 
of atoms and partially the charges of the fluconazole atoms 
were selected by analogy. The missing parameters of  bonds, 
angles and dihedral angles, as well as the missing charges of 
the fluconazole atoms were optimized using the Force Field 
Toolkit (ffTK), the VMD software plugin [26]. 
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Fig. 2. Tandem mass spectra of fluconazole complexes with alanine (А), threonine (B) and lysine (C) acquired using the positive ion mode

Fig. 3. Correlation between the fluconazole-amino acid complex precursor ion peak relative intensity and the collision energy (CE) 
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The quantum chemistry calculations of the fluconazole–
amino acid complexes structure and energy parameters were 
performed using the GAMESS software package [29]. The 
complexes geometry optimization aimed at structural and 
energy properties study was carried out using the density-
functional theory (DFT) by B3LYP calculations (3-21G and 
6-311++G** basis sets with diffuse and polarization functions).

RESULTS

During the ESI-MS analysis of individual amino acids, the 
peaks corresponding to protonated and sodiated amino acids 
were identified. ESI-MS experiments with aqueous solutions 
containing both amino acid and fluconazole revealed the 
associates of amino acid and drug molecules, which indicated 
the sufficient stability of such complexes in the gas phase. 

Fig. 1 provides the positive ion ESI mass spectrum of 
the aqueous solution containing all three amino acids and 
fluconazole at equimolar concentrations. The possibility of 
the associates formation is indicated by the following peaks: 
[Fluc + Ala + H]+ (m/z 396), [Fluc + Lys + H]+ (m/z 453) and 
[Fluc + Thr + H]+ (m/z 426). Taking into account the corresponding 
peaks intensities, the following sequence can be formed (Table 1): 
[Fluc + Ala + H]+ < [Fluc + Thr + H]+ < [Fluc + Lys + H]+. Since 
the mass spectral peaks intensity is in proportion to the number 
of corresponding ions reaching the detector, it can be assumed 
that the described sequence is also valid for the interaction 
energy of the complex. However, in addition to stability, the 
intensity of the associate ion is also contributed by its ionization 
efficiency, stability of individual components of the complex, etc. 
For the additional experimental assessment of the complexes 

stability and interaction energy, the tandem mass spectra 
obtained as a result of the studied associates collision-induced 
dissociation have been acquired and analyzed. Fig. 2 provides 
the complexes [Fluc + Ala + H]+ (Fig. 2А), [Fluc + Thr + H]+ (Fig. 2B) 
and [Fluc + Lys + H]+ (Fig. 2С) fragmentation mass spectra. 
The complexes peaks, as well as the complexes fragments 
peaks resulting from protonated fluconazole (in case of alanine 
and threonine associates fragmentation) and protonated 
lysine (in case of fluconazole associate fragmentation) have 
been identified in the mass spectra. Thus, at this stage, it 
can be concluded that the studied complexes fragmentation 
proceeds along two basic lines: either the neutral amino acid, 
or the neutral fluconazole loss. Apparently, that is due to the 
described molecules different proton affinity. To quantify the 
studied complexes stability, the peak intensities of the tandem 
mass spectra with the collision energy variation have been 
analyzed. Fig. 3 provides the correlation between the intensity 
of the precursor ion and the collision energy. The relative 
stability of fluconazole and various amino acids associates was 
evaluated by comparison of energy needed for the precursor 
ion peak intensity reduction by 50%. These values were 23, 25 
and 29 eV for the studied complexes containing alanine, lysine 
and threonine respectively (Table 1).

Thus, in the mass spectra of the fluconazole and alanine, 
threonine, lysine containing solutions the [Fluc + AA + H]+ 

clusters were identified. Since the experimental evaluation of the 
complexes stability was possible, it was of interest to estimate 
the energy of fluconazole interaction with each of the studied 
amino acids, which was the subject of the molecular dynamics 
modeling and quantum chemical calculations described 
below. 
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Table 2. Energy values for complex components and fluconazole-amino acid complexes; interaction energy values obtained by quantum chemical methods B3LYP/3-21 
and B3LYP/6-311++G**

Amino acid E
AB

(Fluc + AA), a.u. E
A
(Fluc), a.u. E

B
(AA), a.u. IE, a.u. IE, kJ/mol

B3LYP/3-21

Ala –1422.2762 –1100.264222 –321.9574674 –0.0544686 –143.007

Lys –1594.6453 –1100.238944 –494.3018987 –0.1044502 –274.234

Thr –1536.1547 –1100.238944 –435.8476107 –0.0681227 –178.856

B3LYP/3-311++G**

Ala –1430.53104 –1106.65334 –323.85606 –0.02164 –56.82

Lys –1603.88596 –1106.28645 –497.57453 –0.02499 –65.60

Thr –1545.09491 –1106.63517 –438.42255 –0.03720 –97.66

Fig. 4. Structure of fluconazole complexes with alanine (А), lysine (B) and threonine (C) optimized by the B3LYP/6-311++G** method

А B C

The initial structure selection plays a vital part in the 
molecular geometry optimization by quantum chemistry. Since 
both amino acids and fluconazole have a large number of 
degrees of freedom and are conformationally mobile, in our 
study, the selection of the initial structure for quantum-chemical 
calculations was carried out using molecular dynamics by 
simulated annealing. The selection of the molecule (fluconazole 
or amino acid) being a proton acceptor was performed based 
on the tandem mass spectra (see Fig. 2). In the [Fluc + Ala 
+ H]+ and [Fluc + Thr + H]+ complexes the fluconazole was 
protonated. In the [Fluc + Lys + H]+ complex the proton was 
localized at the lysine. The resulting structures obtained by 
simulated annealing were optimized using the B3LYP method 
(first with 3-21G basis set, and then with 6-311++G** basis 
set). The complex structures obtained by optimization are 
provided in Fig. 4. In the [Fluc + Ala + H]+ and [Fluc + Thr + H]+

complexes the geometry optimization led to the proton shift 
towards fluconazole. In the [Fluc + Lys + H]+ complex the 
proton was localized at the lysine, which was consistent with 
the hypothesis announced based on the experimental data. 
Such amino acids behavior might be due to amino acids and 
fluconazole different proton affinity, as well as to pI value, which 
was 9.74 for lysine, and 6 and 5.6 for alanine and threonine 
respectively. Based on the modeling, the complex formation 
energies were calculated using the formula IE = E

AB
 – E

A
 – 

E
B
, where E

AB
 was the complex energy, E

A
 and E

B
 were the 

complex components energies. Table 2 provides energy 
values obtained by quantum chemistry calculations using the 
B3LYP/3-21 and B3LYP/6-311++G** methods. The interaction 
energies between the components of the complex calculated 
using the B3LYP/6-311++G** method matched the sequence 
experimentally obtained. When using the B3LYP/3-21 method, 
the energy of fluconazole interaction with lysine was higher 
than that with threonine. That may indicate the importance 
of using diffuse and polarization functions when modeling the 
noncovalent complexes. 

DISCUSSION

Previously, the importance of understanding the range of 
amino acids involved in binding of triazine compounds and 
the character of interactions determining the stability of the 
protein–drug complexes was shown [11]. The same paper 
provided the comparison of fluconazole interactions with 
various CYP51 enzymes. In such complexes, the interaction 
energy resulted from the competitive binding of ligand 
with amino acid residues of the protein, heme and water 
molecules. The protein–fluconazole binding proved to be 
more effective in mitochondrial CYP51 due to polar interaction 
with the arginine residue. However, in fungal enzymes these 
interactions are substituted by ligand–heme interactions, 
which compensate for the loss of the polar bond and result 
in the more energetically favored binding. Therefore, the 
development of ligand with increased specificity to fungal 
enzymes should focus on the strengthening the polar ligand–
heme interactions. The larger hydrophobic ligands are 
probably best suited to target the mycobacterial and human 
enzymes [11]. Such studies demonstrate the importance of 
understanding and considering the interactions between the 
drug and the various components of the target. This paper 
provides the approach, which may be used at the early 
stages of the new drugs development, making it possible to 
estimate the drug–amino acid complexes stability both from 
the experimental and theoretical point of view.

CONCLUSION

ESI-MS and molecular dynamics were used for the study of 
fluconazole–amino acid interactions, which, according to literary 
sources, played a vital part in the protein–inhibitor binding. 
The noncovalent complexes turned out to be stable in the gas 
phase, which made it possible to identify the corresponding 
signals in the mass spectra. Tandem mass spectrometry with 
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HYPOXIA ENHANCES TRANSCYTOSIS IN INTESTINAL ENTEROCYTES

The integrity of the intestinal epithelial cell lining is crucial for the normal intestinal function. As a rule, intestinal inflammation is associated with additional tissue 

hypoxia, leading to the loss of epithelial monolayer integrity. However, in the absence of visible damage to the epithelium, there still might be a risk of infection 

driven by changes in the intracellular transport of bacteria-containing vesicles. The aim of this study was to investigate the effects of hypoxia on transcytosis using a 

human intestinal enterocyte model. We found that hypoxia enhances transcytosis of the model protein ricin 1.8-fold. The comparative transcriptome and proteome 

analyses revealed significant changes in the expression of genes involved in intracellular vesicle transport. Specifically, the expression of apoB (the regulator of lipid 

metabolism) was changed at both protein (6.5-fold) and mRNA (2.1-fold) levels. Further research is needed into the possible mechanism regulating gene expression 

in intestinal erythrocytes under hypoxic conditions. 
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ГИПОКСИЯ УСИЛИВАЕТ ТРАНСЦИТОЗ В ЭНТЕРОЦИТАХ КИШЕЧНИКА

Важнейшее условие нормального функционирования кишечника — сохранение барьерных функций монослоя эпительных клеток, выстилающих его 

поверхность. Воспалительные состояния кишечника, как правило, ассоциированы с дополнительной тканевой гипоксией, что приводит к нарушению 

целостности эпителия. Однако опасность инфекционных заболеваний может сохраняться и при отсутствии очевидных нарушений монослоя клеток. 

Возможная причина этого — изменение внутриклеточного транспорта везикул, содержащих бактерии. Целью работы было на модели энтероцитов 

кишечника человека исследовать влияние гипоксии на процесс трансцитоза. Показано, что гипоксия усиливает  в 1,8 раза трансцитоз модельного 

белка, растительного лектина рицина. Сравнительное исследование транскриптомов и протеомов выявило достоверное изменение экспрессии 

генов, вовлеченных во внутриклеточный везикулярный транспорт, в том числе падение экспрессии регулятора метаболизма липидов apoB, как на 

уровне белка  (в 6,5 раза), так и на уровне мРНК (в 2,1 раза). Необходимы работы по изучению возможного механизма регуляции экспрессии генов в 

энтероцитах кишечника в условиях гипоксии.

Ключевые слова: гипоксия, энтероцит, эпителий кишечника, микроРНК, мРНК, протеом, транкриптом, трансцитоз, Сасо-2
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Protecting the body against infection and creating a proper 
environment for commensal bacteria inhabiting the intestine 
are the central functions of the intestinal epithelium. [1, 2]. 
Bacteria and their antigens are capable of directly interacting 
with intestinal epithelial cells, including enterocytes [2, 3]. Such 
interaction can be broken down into a series of events: binding 
to the cell surface, endocytosis, exocytosis, and transcytosis 
of bacteria, their fragments or proteins [3]. Proteins, glycolipids 
and carbohydrates on the enterocyte surface act as receptors 
for bacterial pathogens [4]. There is a variety of cell lines used 
to model bacterial adhesion to the intestinal epithelium [5]. Of 
them, the most popular is the Caco-2 cell line derived from 
human colon adenocarcinoma cells [6–8]. In a healthy gut 
lumen, the hypoxic environment is maintained by the metabolic 
activity of commensal bacteria [5]. Low oxygen levels stabilize 
hypoxia-inducible factors HIF1α and HIF2α, which, in turn, 
affect the barrier function of the intestinal epithelium [9]. A lot 
of intestinal disorders are associated with hypoxia [10]. This 
underscores the importance of researching the interaction 
between the intestinal microbiota and the intestinal epithelium 
under low oxygen conditions.

Plant lectins are well-described proteins that are widely 
used to study intracellular transport and the binding of proteins 
to the cell surface [11, 12]. Glycosylated proteins and lipids act 
as receptors for plant lectins, making them a suitable model for 
studying bacterium-cell interactions. The aim of this work was 
to investigate the effect of hypoxia on transcytosis in intestinal 
epithelial cells. 

METHODS

Immortalized Caco-2 (colon adenocarcinoma) cells (Institute of 
Cytology; Saint Petersburg) were cultured in a MEM medium 
(Gibco; USA) supplemented with 20% fetal bovine serum (FBS; 
Gibco; USA), 1% (v/v) solution of non-essential amino acids 
(Gibco; USA), 100 un/ml penicillin, and 100 µg/ml streptomycin 
(Gibco; USA). The cells were cultured in 6-well plates (Corning; 
USA) for 23 days until they differentiated into enterocyte-like 
cells. The medium was replaced every 2–3 days. To induce 
hypoxia, 300 mM CoCl

2
 (Sigma-Aldrich; USA) was added to 

the medium; the resultant mixture was incubated for 24 h. 
Then, the cells were washed in 1× DPBS (Gibco; USA) and 
lyzed for the subsequent transcriptome and proteome analysis 
as previously described in [13, 14].

The effects of hypoxia on the Caco-2 monolayer were 
evaluated using impedance spectroscopy. Prior to seeding the 
cells on Transwell®-96 permeable supports (Corning; USA), the 
wells were filled with the culture medium (50 µl in the upper 
compartment, 235 µl in the lower compartment) and incubated 
for 1 h at 37 °С in a 5% СО

2
 atmosphere. Then, about 5,600 

cells in 50 µl medium were seeded in each insert and cultured 
for 23 days until they differentiated into enterocyte-like cells. 
The medium was replaced every 2–3 days. To induce hypoxia, 
CoCl2 was added to the medium as described above. 

Impedance spectra were measured at room temperature in 
the frequency range of 40 to 20,000 Hz by means of impedance 
spectrometry (BioClinicum; Russia) using an STX100C96 
electrode (World Precision Instruments; USA) [15]. Mean values 
of cell impedance properties were calculated based on the data 
obtained from 3 independent inserts. The membrane surface 
area in each well was 0.143 cm2. The data were processed 
using a graphical user interface for R 3.5 (R-Tools Technology; 
USA).

The plant lectin ricin was extracted from the seeds of 
the castor oil plant Ricinus communis as described in [16, 

17]. Biotinylation, analysis of ricin binding to asialofetuin and 
cytotoxicity tests on target cells were conducted as described 
in [18–20].

In order to evaluate transcytosis, differentiated Caco-2 cells 
were co-incubated with the medium containing biotinylated 
ricin (1 × 10-7 М) in Transwell inserts. The protein was added 
into the upper compartment onto the apical cell membrane. 
The colonies were harvested from the lower compartment after 
1 and 6 h of incubation for the subsequent immunoassay. 

Lectin concentrations in the culture medium were 
measured using ELISA. Briefly, 100 µl of anti-ricin RA999 
antibodies (10 µg/ml in 10 mM phosphate buffered saline (PBS) 
pH 7.4; Sigma-Aldrich; Germany) was immobilized on each 
well of a 96-well plate (Corning; USA) by passive adsorption. 
Unbound antibodies were removed by washing the wells 
in PBS containing 0.05% Tween-20 (PBST). To reduce non-
specific binding, the wells were blocked with PBST containing 
0.1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) (DiaM; Russia). Culture 
media were diluted 100-fold in PBST supplemented with 50 mM
β-lactose (Sigma-Aldrich; Germany) and added into the wells 
(100 µl per well) containing the immobilized antibodies. The 
resultant mixtures were incubated at +37 °С in a thermal 
shaker. Detection of biotinylated lectin was carried out using 
HRP-conjugated streptavidin (Intitrogen; Germany). The 
antibodies were incubated in a 3,3',5,5'-tetramethylbenzidine 
liquid substrate (Intitrogen; Germany); the reaction was 
stopped with 1М НСl solution. Absorbance was measured at 
450 nm wavelength using a SpectroMax i3 microplate reader 
(Molecular Devices; USA). Monoclonal antibodies were a gift 
from Professor Sveshnikov PG (Laboratory of Biotechnology, 
Russian Research Center for Molecular Diagnostics and 
Therapy; Russia). 

Real-time PCR-based analysis of gene expression was 
performed as previously described [14]. Transcripts of the 
ACTB and GAPDH genes were used as references. 

mRNA expression profiles were analyzed using Gene 
Chip Human Transcriptome Array 2.0 (TermoFisher Scientific-
Affymetrix; USA). RNA isolation, quantification and quality 
control were performed as described in [14]. The RNA integrity 
number (RIN) was above 9.5 for all studied samples. cDNA 
was synthesized from 500 ng of isolated total RNA. All stages 
of sample preparation, hybridization, washing, staining, and 
microarray scanning were carried out as described in [21]. CEL 
files generated by the scanner were processed in Transcriptome 
Analysis Console 2.0 (TermoFisher Scientific-Affymetrix; USA). 
Unannotated microarray probesets were excluded from the 
analysis. The microarray intensity signal equal to 6.0 on the 
Affymetrix log scale was used as a threshold. 

MicroRNA expression profiles were analyzed by means 
of next-generation sequencing (NGS). NGS libraries were 
prepared from a small RNA fraction using a CATS small RNA-
seq kit (Diagenode; Belgium) following the manufacturer’s 
protocol. Upon PCR amplification, the libraries were purified 
using magnetic AMPPure beads. Final libraries concentrations 
were measured using a Qubit v2.0 DNA High Sensitivity 
DNA Kit (TermoFisher Scientific; USA). The pooled libraries 
were denatured, grouped on 6 Illumina HiSeq2000 V4 flow 
cell systems (Illumina; USA) and then sequenced. Fifty-one 
cycles of deep sequencing and 6 index read cycles were run. 
Sequencing data were exported into a FASTQ file; adapters 
were trimmed and poly-A-tails were removed from the reads.

Quality control of FASTQ files generated by microRNA 
sequencing was carried out in FastQC v0.11.9 (Babraham 
Bioinformatics; UK). Adapter sequences were trimmed in 
Cutadapt v. 2.8 [22]; reads shorter than 18 nucleotides were 
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removed. MicroRNA expression was quantified in miRDeep2 
[23]. Differential expression analysis of the microRNA 
sequencing data was conducted using the R environment v. 
3.6.3 (R-Tools Technology; USA) and the DESeq2 library [24].

For statistical analysis, the raw data from microarrays 
were normalized in the oligo software package for R (R-Tools 
Technology; USA). Base 2 logarithm was applied to the 
normalized data. Differential gene and microRNA expression 
was analyzed using Student’s t test. False Discovery Rate 
(FDR) and the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure were applied for 
multiple testing correction.

The functional annotation of genes was performed using 
DAVID databases and algorithms v. 6.8 (Laboratory of Human 
Retrovirology and Immunoinformatics; USA). Validated 
microRNA: gene interactions were exported from the DIANA-
TarBase database v. 8 (DIANA Lab; Greece) [25]. microRNA 
binding sites on 3'-non-translated regions of mRNA targets 
were predicted using miRWalk [26]. The search for intronic 
microRNA and their host genes was conducted in the miRIAD 
database.

Preparation of Caco-2 lysates, total protein extraction, 
hydrolytic cleavage and subsequent procedures necessary for 
proteomic analysis were carried out as described in [14]. After 
tryptic hydrolysis, the supernatant was collected and analyzed 
in a Q-Exactive HFX mass spectrometer in the positive ion 
mode using a nano-spray ion (nESI) source (Thermo Fisher 
Scientific; USA) operated at the emitter voltage of 2.1 kV and 
the inlet capillary temperature of 240 °C.  For the analysis of 
differentially expressed proteins, primary spectrometry data 
were processed in MaxQuant 1.6 (the iBAQ algorithm) (Max-

Planck-Institute of Biochemistry; Germany). Further data 
processing was aided by the Perseus platform and R 3.5 with 
the integrated RStudio 1.1 development environment (R-Tools 
Technology; USA). Significance of differences was evaluated 
using Student’s t-test. 

RESULTS

Hypoxic culture conditions stimulate transcytosis 
across intestinal enterocytes and are associated 
with changed expression of genes involved in 
vesicle transport 

Caco-2 human colon adenocarcinoma cells were cultured under 
hypoxia-mimicking conditions created by treating the cells 
with CoCl

2
. According to the impedance spectroscopy data, 

CoCl
2
 did not disrupt the integrity of the Сасо-2 monolayer. 

The transepithelial electrical resistance (TEER) value remained 
at 2,000 Ώ, indicating the lack of pronounced cytotoxicity and 
cell death.

The microarray analysis of mRNA profiles exposed that 
treating enterocytes with CoCl

2
 caused upwards of a twofold 

increase (FDR < 0.05) in the expression of 165 genes, among 
which were genes involved in cellular response to hypoxia, 
such as DDIT4 (2.4-fold), EGLN1 (2.7-fold), LDHA (twofold), 
PFKFB3 (2.1-fold), SLC2A1 (3.1-fold), SLC2A3 (3.0-fold), and 
VEGFA (1.4-fold). Changes in the expression profiles of these 
genes were confirmed by real-time PCR (p < 0.05). Besides, 
the functional annotation of differentially expressed genes 
assisted by DAVID tools revealed significant enrichment of the 

Fig. 1. Transepithelial electrical resistance (TEER) at different time points following the treatment of enterocytes with ricin

Fig. 2. The amount of biotinylated lectin transcytosed across enterocytes under normoxic conditions (control) and in the hypoxic environment; * — lectin proportion 
transcytosed after 6 h under hypoxic conditions differs significantly from the control (p < 0,05)
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HIF-1 signaling pathway, which is known to mediate cellular 
response to hypoxia (this data is not provided in the present 
study). Summing up, treatment of enterocytes with CoCl

2
 

reliably mimics low-oxygen conditions.
To assess the efficacy of transcytosis across the monolayer of 

enterocytes under normoxic and hypoxic conditions, the apical 
domain of the differentiated Сасо-2 cells grown in Transwell 
inserts was treated with the culture medium supplemented 
with biotinylated ricin. In the control wells, where the cells were 
cultured under normoxic conditions, the medium in the apical 
compartment was replaced with lectin-free medium. At 1 and 
6 hours after the culture medium in the upper compartment 
was replaced, the medium from the lower compartment was 
harvested and analyzed for lectin concentrations using ELISA. 
Cell impedance properties were monitored for 6 h after lectin 
treatment; impedance spectroscopy data suggested that 
integrity of the monolayer was retained, which is consistent 
with earlier findings [27]. Six hours after lectin treatment, the 
TEER value increased in both control and hypoxic samples 
(Fig.10). This suggests formation of more intimate contacts 
between the cells. Thus, we can rule out the possibility 
of protein molecules being transported from the upper 
compartment containing the enterocyte monolayer into the 
lower compartment via paracytosis. Therefore, lectin was 
transported from the upper compartment to the lower by 
means of transcytosis. 

According to ELISA, lectin undergoes transcytosis across 
enterocytes under both normoxic and hypoxic conditions. The 
amount of transcytosed lectin increased 1.8-fold (p < 0.05) after 
6 h in the hypoxic environment, as compared with normoxic 
conditions (Fig. 2).

The functional analysis of differentially expressed genes 
allowed us to identify 16 genes involved in the intracellular 
vesicular traffic (Table 1).

Gene expression profiles of enterocytes were also analyzed 
by means of protein mass spectrometry. The total number of 
reliably detected proteins was 3,361. Levels of 237 proteins 
differed significantly (≥two-fold) between the samples cultured 
under normal and hypoxic conditions. Of all proteins with 
changed expression profiles (according to microarray data) 
that were encoded by the genes involved in the intercellular 
transport of vesicles, only 4 were detected in the proteome: 
apoB (АРОВ), SorLA-1 (SORL1), CAM-PRP (PPP3CA), and 
CEACAM1. A significant (6.5-fold) drop in protein expression 
was observed for apoB, which is consistent with the results of 
the transcriptome analysis.

Expression of APOB, SORL1, PPP3CA, and CEACAM1 
genes in intestinal enterocytes can be regulated by miRNA

In order to identify a possible mechanism regulating the 
expression of genes involved in intracellular transport of 

Table 1. Differentially expressed genes involved in intracellular vesicular traffic

Table 2. Differentially expressed miRNAs regulating the expression of genes involved in intracellular vesicle transport

Note: * — the ratio of expression levels (arbitrary units) under hypoxic conditions to the expression levels under standard culture conditions. The data were gathered 
from microarrays. A negative value means that the expression of the studied gene decreased. 

Note: * — the ratio of expression levels (arbitrary units) under hypoxic conditions to the expression levels under standard culture conditions; the data were generated 
by NGS. A negative value means that the expression of the studied miRNA decreased. 

Gene Changes in expression, fold* p-value FDR

OLR1 –2.4 0.0003 0.004

ADM 2.1 0.0007 0.006

LRP4 1.5 0.0014 0.008

SORL1 1.9 0.0044 0.019

LDLR 1.9 0.0068 0.019

ABCA1 –2.1 0.0056 0.019

SDCBP 1.7 0.0097 0.024

PPP3CA –1.6 0.0219 0.029

APOB –2.1 0.0208 0.029

CEACAM1 1.8 0.0243 0.030

ENPP1 –1.8 0.0142 0.030

ITGA2 3.2 0.0203 0.031

RAB27B –1.9 0.0201 0.034

FCHSD2 –1.6 0.0193 0.037

SLC9B2 –1.5 0.0381 0.043

KIAA1107 –1.7 0.0434 0.046

miRNA Changes in expression, -fold* mRNA-target

hsa-miR-27a-5p 1.5 APOB

hsa-miR-1303 –2.1 SORL1

hsa-miR-100-5p –1.8 SORL1

hsa-miR-4521 –1.6 SORL1

hsa-miR-21-3p 1.7 PPP3CA

hsa-miR-32-3p –1.6 CEACAM1

hsa-miR-148a-5p –1.5 CEACAM1
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vesicles, we analyzed miRNA expression profiles using NGS. 
Changes in transcript expression were significant (≥1.5-fold, 
р ≤ 0.05) for 16 miRNAs. Interestingly, 7 of them were regulatory 
miRNAs for APOB, SORL1, PPP3CA and CEACAM1 [25]. For 
these miRNAs, the direction of changes anticorrelated with the 
direction of changes in the expression of the corresponding 
mRNA targets (Table 2).

DISCUSSION

A tremendous amount of evidence has been accrued about the 
mechanisms underlying the intracellular transport of vesicles 
by studying how ricin penetrates the cell [11]. The binding of 
this plant lectin to glycosylated proteins on the cell surface 
induces endocytosis, and ricin is then carried by the vesicles 
to the Golgi apparatus and endoplasmic reticulum. Thank to 
ricin, researchers were able to learn a lot about the apical and 
basolateral intracellular transport and transcytosis in polarized 
epithelial cells. 

Ever more attention is being paid to the role of hypoxia and 
hypoxia-inducible signaling pathways in the physiology of the 
intestine and its disorders. The normal microenvironment of the 
intestinal epithelium is physiologically hypoxic; additional tissue 
hypoxia is a sign of active inflammation [10]. The integrity of 
the epithelial cell lining is key to the normal intestinal function 
[2]. But even in the absence of visible damage to the epithelial 
monolayer, there still could be a risk of infection due to 
transcytosis, e.g. the intracellular transport of vesicles containing 
bacteria [7, 28]. Our study demonstrates that lectin transcytosis 
is significantly stimulated in the intact enterocyte monolayer 
under hypoxic conditions. Comparative transcriptome analysis 
revealed changes in the expression of genes involved in the 
intracellular transport of vesicles in the cells cultured in a hypoxic 
environment. A significant drop in the expression of APOB (one 
of such genes) was subsequently confirmed by the proteomic 
analysis. Notably, the apoB protein is the key regulator of lipid 
and cholesterol metabolism in enterocytes [29, 30]. Found 
predominantly in the endoplasmic reticulum, apoB facilitates 

the packaging of lipids and cholesterol adsorbed from the apical 
lipid domain into prechylomicrons (apoB-containing particles). 
As these particles are transported inside membrane vesicles 
to the Golgi apparatus, they mature into chylomicrons and 
are then secreted from the basolateral enterocyte domain via 
exocytosis. In a healthy intestinal enterocyte, apoB-containing 
particles are formed and secreted continuously [29]. Perhaps, 
the observed significant decrease in apoB expression can 
activate compensatory mechanisms underlying the secretion of 
adsorbed and accumulated lipids and cholesterol; one of such 
possible mechanisms is transcytosis. Importantly, lipids and 
cholesterol accumulated in the cell are building blocks for cell 
membranes. Altogether, this might affect membrane transport 
in enterocytes. 

In order to elucidate the mechanism regulating the 
observed changes, we analyzed miRNA expression profiles. 
Interestingly, 7 of 16 miRNAs there were found to be 
differentially expressed in response to hypoxia, were regulators 
of differentially expressed genes involved in intracellular vesicle 
transport. Besides, the direction of miRNA expression 
changes anticorrelated with changes in the expression of 
the corresponding mRNA-targets. Our findings suggest 
that enterocyte properties could be altered via a miRNA-
dependent mechanism under hypoxic conditions. 

CONCLUSION

Using the human intestinal enterocyte model, we demonstrated 
that hypoxia stimulates transcytosis. This process is accompanied 
by changes in the expression of genes involved in intracellular 
vesicle transport. We found that hypoxia is associated with a 
decrease in the expression of the apoB protein, the key regulator 
of lipid metabolism at both mRNA and protein levels. The 
regulatory mechanism underlying changes of cell properties 
might involve regulation of gene expression by microRNA. 
Further research into the links between lipid metabolism and 
transcytosis would help in designing drugs for reducing the risk 
of intestinal infection promoted by inflammation. 
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Galimov OV, Khanov VO    , Ziangirov RA, Galimova ES, Minigalin DM, Galimov DO 

STOMACH WALL CHANGES AFTER GASTROPLICATION IN PATIENTS WITH MORBID OBESITY

Morbid obesity is a distinct disorder which leads to metabolic disorders and to the development of many severe chronic diseases, therefore, the effective treatment 

of the disorder is an urgent problem of modern medicine. Currently, morbid obesity and the corresponding disorders are a growing problem associated with a 

significant risk of morbidity and mortality. The study was aimed to assess the morphological and functional changes in the stomach wall after gastroplication 

performed by the new method worked out in the Clinic of the Department of Surgical Diseases and New Technologies of the Bashkir State Medical University. 

Gastroplication was performed in 15 male rabbits of the Gray Giant breed aged 12–16 months weighting 3050–5380 g. The animals were withdrawn from the 

experiment 3, 6 and 12 months after surgery, followed by histological examination of the stomach wall plicated section. Changes in the mucous membrane and 

the muscle layer of the stomach wall after gastroplication were adaptive and associated with no severe morphological impairment. That made it possible to use 

the method in clinical practice in 15 patients with morbid obesity, 9 women and 6 men aged 42 ± 2.1. In most patients (13 people, 86.7%), a steady decrease in 

the body weight was achieved during the first 2–12 months. Long-term treatment results had been tracked during two years. It has been confirmed, that the new 

laparoscopic gastroplication technique does not lead to pathological changes in the stomach wall plicated section, therefore, the simple and cost-effective method 

may be used in clinical practice for treatment of patients with morbid obesity.
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ИЗМЕНЕНИЯ В СТЕНКЕ ЖЕЛУДКА ПОСЛЕ ГАСТРОПЛИКАЦИИ У ПАЦИЕНТОВ 
С МОРБИДНЫМ ОЖИРЕНИЕМ

Морбидное ожирение — самостоятельное заболевание, ведущее к метаболическим нарушениям и развитию многих серьезных хронических 

заболеваний, поэтому его эффективное лечение является актуальной проблемой современной медицины. На сегодняшний день морбидное ожирение 

и ассоциированные с ним заболевания представляют собой все возрастающую проблему, связанную со значительным риском заболеваемости и 

смертности. Целью исследования было изучить морфофункциональные изменения в стенке желудка после выполнения гастропликации в новом 

варианте, разработанном на базе кафедры хирургических болезней и новых технологий Башкирского государственного медицинского 

университета. Гастропликацию выполнили 15 кроликам-самцам породы «Серый великан» в возрасте 12–16 месяцев, весившим 3050–5380 г. Животных 

выводили из эксперимента через 3, 6 и 12 месяцев с последующим гистологическим изучением стенки пликированного участка желудка. Изменения, 

происходившие в слизистой и мышечном слое стенки желудка после гастропликации, носили адаптивный характер и не сопровождались серьезными 

морфологическими нарушениями. Это позволило применить способ в клинической практике у 15 пациентов с морбидным ожирением, 9 женщин и 6 

мужчин в возрасте 42 ± 2,1 лет. В дальнейшем у большинства (13 пациентов, 86,7%) удалось достичь стойкого снижения массы тела в течение первых 

2–12 месяцев. Отдаленные результаты лечения отслеживали в течение двух лет. Было установлено, что разработанная методика лапароскопической 

гастропликации не вызывает патологических изменений стенки желудка в пликированной ее части, поэтому ее можно применять в клинической 

практике для лечения пациентов с морбидным ожирением как технически простую и экономически эффективную.
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Fig. 1. Gastroplication through folding of the stomach, the new surgical precedure

In recent years, in all countries in the doctors of various 
specialties, there is a growing interest to the problem of 
metabolic disorders. According to some sources, about 250 
million people are obese, representing approximately 7% of the 
world's adult population. According to WHO, in the developed 
world, about one third (33.3%) of the population has excess 
body weight [1, 2]. The consequences of the metabolic 
syndrome as a complication of obesity are a significant 
reduction in life expectancy and a decrease in the quality of 
life. Meanwhile, the risk of severe metabolic disorders, such as 
type 2 diabetes mellitus, hypertension, coronary heart disease, 
increases significantly, which leads to an increase in mortality of 
patients aged under 40 by 12 times. Most modern researchers 
recognize that that conservative treatment of extreme obesity 
is an extremely difficult and for 90–95% of patients impossible 
task [3–5].

Most authors substantiate the need to use a powerful 
resource of various surgical methods for correction of associated 
with obesity pathological changes by the rapid increase in the 
number of obese patients and a significant increase in the 
cost of their treatment [6, 7]. The use of surgical methods for 
treating patients with metabolic syndrome is the most effective 
way to combat morbid obesity, especially in patients with 
complications. This requires a special approach, both in the 
pre-operative preparation and in the intra- and postoperative 
management, which is due to concomitant pathologies of vital 
organs and systems detected in all patients [8–10]. 

In bariatric surgery, there is a well known procedure for 
reducing gastric volume via invagination of the stomach wall 
section in the lumen (suturing a fold using the corrugated sero-
muscular sutures) along the greater curvature [11, 12]. A group 
of authors has reported the 12-year experience of laparoscopic 
gastroplication performed in the Laleh and Sina hospitals (Iran) 
in more than 800 patients [13, 14]. However, currently there are 
no literature data on the morphological changes in the stomach 
wall after gastroplication, and therefore the importance of the 
research is unquestionable [15]. 

In the Clinic of the Department of Surgical Diseases and 
New Technologies of the Bashkir State Medical University, the 
surgical treatment of morbid obesity and metabolic syndrome 
has been carried out since 2003. For a long period, many 
generally accepted methods have been used, and the new 
original methods have been developed. The various invasive 
bariatric procedures were performed in 165 patients with their 

body mass index (BMI) exceeding 35 kg/m2. In recent years, 
the restrictive surgery has been preferred, especially the sleeve 
gastrectomy performed mainly by laparoscopy. 

An alternative to sleeve gastrectomy, aimed at reducing 
the stomach volume, is the gastric placation procedure 
(gastroplication). We have introduced a new method of 
laparoscopic gastroplication for the surgical treatment of 
patients with morbid obesity. The method consists of gastric 
volume reducing due to intraluminal folding (invagination) of 
the stomach wall section with the help of the specific surgical 
instrument (suturing a fold using the corrugated sero-muscular 
sutures) along the greater curvature (Fig. 1). The stomach 
volume is significantly reduced, and the patient starts feeling 
full when eating significantly faster than prior to surgery. The 
technical result is achieved via mobilization of the stomach 
wall along the greater curvature using the specially designed 
instrument (intestinal forceps), folding the stomach wall into the 
tube in the form of a “roll”, and fixation with a non-absorbable 
filament. The reduction of gastric volume up to 50 ml is achieved 
using the special calibration tube [16]. 

Some authors, noting the obvious advantages of 
gastroplication in the treatment of obesity (simple, cost-
effective), draw attention to risks and uncertainties associated 
with the morphological and physiological state of the gastric 
wall in the plicated section  [7, 12].

The study was aimed to assess the morphological and 
functional changes in the stomach wall after gastroplication 
performed by the new method developed in the Clinic of the 
Department of Surgical Diseases and New Technologies of the 
Bashkir State Medical University.

METHODS

To assess the histopathological features changes in the 
invaginated stomach section and to detect the changes capable 
of causing complications in the postoperative period, the clinical 
and experimental study was carried out in the veterinary clinic of 
the Bashkir State Agrarian University in 2017–2020, consisting 
of performing surgery in 15 rabbits [10]. All rabbits were males 
of the Gray Giant breed aged 12–16 months. The rabbits’ 
weight varied between 3050–5380 g. Inclusion criteria: age 
12–16 months, male, weight 3 kg or above. Exclusion criteria: 
any disease, history of abdominal surgery, weight below 3 kg, 
female, participation in any other experiment.
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Fig. 2. Unchanged gastric mucosa (hematoxylin and eosin stain, magnification 
40х–64х)

Fig. 3. Gastric mucosa from the plicated section obtained 3 months after surgery 
(hematoxylin and eosin stain, magnification 40х–64х). Dystrophic changes of 
the gastric superficial-foveolar epithelium (single-layered prismatic glandular 
epithelium) 

Two days before surgery, the rabbits were moved to 
separate cages. The animals received water only for the gastric 
contents evacuation. All the rabbits underwent gastroplication. 
The timing of operation was 12–19 min (the average value was 
14.5 min). After the three-time preoperative cleansing of the 
operative field with chlorhexidine alcohol-based solution the 
upper midline laparotomy was performed under the combined 
anesthesia (tiletamine–zolazepam–xylazine hydrochloride). The 
stomach was visualized sized 5.0 х 9.0 cm. It was mobilized 
along the greater curvature. Then the stomach was fixed in 
the margin opposite to mesenteric by the intestinal forceps, 
folded in the “roll”; suturing with sero-muscular sutures, layered 
closure of the wound.

During the postoperative period, the rabbits were monitored 
in separate cages, on the day 3 after surgery the animals 
received grain, on the day 5–6 they received hay and grass. 
The animals were administered with the solutions of 5% glucose, 
0.9% saline in a volume of 20 ml intramuscularly, together with 
0.5 ml of B12 vitamin, 0.1 g of biomycin twice a day. 

Three and 6 months after surgery, with the appropriate 
preparation and in similar conditions, a second surgical 
procedure was performed, the resection of the stomach 
plicated section. The resected specimen was placed in the 10% 
formalin for further histological examination. The specimens 
were also taken 6–12 months after gastroplication.

For histological examination, a piece of tissue sized 1x1 cm, 
containing all layers of the stomach wall, was taken from 
the plicated section (from the various stomach regions). The 
biopsied material was fixed in the 10% formalin, and after the 
histological wiring, serial sections with a thickness of 7 µm were 
obtained. The sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin. 

In the clinical practice, the described method was used in 
15 patients with morbid obesity and metabolic syndrome. The 
sample included patients aged over 18 with BMI 35–45 kg/m2. 
There were 9 women and 6 men aged 42 ± 2.1. The patient 
selection criteria were stringent, gastroplication was chosen for 
motivated patients able to continuously follow diet control and 
exercise after surgery.

Inclusion criteria: high BMI (> 35 kg/m2) with comorbidities, 
age over 18. A number of exclusion criteria were chosen for 
patients in order to improve homogeneity of the operated 
patients group. Exclusion criteria: acute exacerbation or 
decompensation of chronic disorder, history of myocardial 
infarction or cerebrovascular accident, age under 18, 
psychological or mental disorders, no weight loss trigger.  

Statistical analysis was carried out by standard methods 
using the Microsoft Excel application (Microsoft; USA).

RESULTS

In the early postoperative period three rabbits had complications: 
dyspepsia (refused food and water) and apathy. During the 
further follow-up, on the day 3–4 the animals started drinking 
water. Then they had slowly begun to eat solid food. No rabbits 
died during the experiment. 

When examining the material taken 3 months after surgery, 
the macroscopic investigation revealed no obvious pathological 
changes. Slight cicatricial and sclerotic changes in the folded 
stomach section were noted, which did not obstruct unfolding 
the plicated section when removing the sutural material. 
Microscopic examination of sections and comparison with the 
unchanged stomach section (Fig. 2) revealed slight dystrophic 
changes of the gastric superficial-foveolar epithelium (single-
layered prismatic glandular epithelium) in the plicated section of 
the stomach. Small gastric pits, rims evenly smoothed; slightly 

atrophic glands; mild glands epithelium dystrophy; moderate 
interstitial edema in the stroma; small mild sclerosis foci; low 
focal lymphoid infiltration; vessels with uneven blood filling, 
sclerotic changes in some vessel walls; some erythrocytes in the 
vessel lumens; edema and focal perivascular hemorrhages in 
the submucosa and muscle layer; fragments of sutural material 
found in single sections; serous membrane thickened due to 
uneven sclerotic changes and low focal lymphoid infiltration 
(Fig. 3). 

When examining specimens taken 6 months after surgery, 
the macroscopic investigation revealed pronounced cicatricial 
changes, it was impossible to unfold the invaginated part of 
the stomach without damaging or dissecting the tissues. 
Microscopic examination of sections and comparison with the 
section which had been obtained 3 months before revealed 
pronounced distrophic changes of the superficial-foveolar 
epithelium in the plicated stomach section. Gastric pits and 
rims evenly smoothed; moderate gland atrophy; moderate 
gland epithelium dystrophy; decreased interstitial edema of 
stroma; sclerosis foci dissemination in the mucosa subepithelial 
sections and vessel walls; low focal lymphoid infiltration; 
some erythrocytes in the vessel lumens; decreased edema 
in the submucosa and muscle layer, uneven sclerotic foci; no 
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Fig. 4. Gastric mucosa from the plicated section obtained 6 months after surgery 
(hematoxylin and eosin stain, magnification 40х–64х). Pronounced dystrophic 
changes of the superficial-foveolar epithelium, gastric pits and rims evenly 
smoothed; moderate gland atrophy 

fragments of sutural material; serous membrane thickened due 
to proliferating fibrous connective tissue (Fig. 4).

The first results of surgical procedures performed at the 
Clinic by the proposed method demonstrated that in the early 
postoperative period no complications were observed in the 
studied group of patients. Later in most patients (13 people, 
86.7%) a steady decrease in the body weight was achieved 
during the first 2–12 months. It should be noted that two 
patients (13.3%) failed to achieve a consistent result. After 
the 3 months weight loss, the negative dynamics were noted, 
patients began to gain weight again. The long-term results were 
tracked in five patients (33.3%) for 24 months. In two patients, 
the weight loss and its stabilization at acceptable level occurred. 
In three patients, the weight loss was followed by weight gain 
subject to correction by therapeutic methods. Upon the follow-
up appointment, the patients underwent additional instrumental 
examinations aimed to control the formed gastric tube 
condition (fibrogastroduodenoscopy, contrast radiography, and 
computed tomography, if necessary). No abnormalities in the 
operated stomach region or complications associated with the 
digestive system functioning were noted.

DISCUSSION

According to some authors [13, 14], laparoscopic gastroplication 
is no less effective than other restrictive methods aimed at 
weight loss. Moreover, the discussed method has a number of 
advantages: it is significantly cheaper, less complications (0.6%), 
over the past 12 years only 31% of cases with repeated weight 
gain have been recorded, simple rehabilitation. The method 
may be reversible, if necessary. It also makes it possible to use 
the additional malabsorptive procedures (second-step surgery) 
in patients with insufficient weight loss [14]. However, currently 
there are no published data on morphological changes in the 
gastric wall after gastroplication. The study demonstrated that 
the changes found in the mucous membrane and the muscle 
layer of the stomach wall after gastroplication were adaptive 
and associated with no severe morphological impairment. 

When choosing the type of surgical procedure, it should 
be considered that patients need a potential trigger for weight 
loss, such as gastroplication. Our observations demonstrate 
that gastroplication is effective in preserving the diet during 
several years. In the postoperative period, within one year, eight 

operated patients (53.3%) were subjected to comprehensive 
examination including fibrogastroduodenoscopy, contrast 
radiography of stomach and duodenum, abdominal computed 
tomography. According to the examination results, the plicated 
stomach had volume less than prior to surgery. No food 
passage and digestion impairment or associated with surgery 
abdominal cavity organs pathological changes were observed. 

Small sample size and short observation period make it 
impossible to report the significant treatment results. However, 
the study is of practical interest due to the low cost and technical 
simplicity of one of the acknowledged surgical intervention 
types used in metabolic surgery in patients with morbid obesity.

CONCLUSIONS

In patients with morbid obesity, the weight loss is achieved due 
to bariatric surgery. Experimental study results demonstrate 
that the stomach wall changes after gastroplication are adaptive 
and associated with no severe morphological impairment. The 
study of the discussed method usage clinical evidence allows 
us to consider the method quite effective, simple, and enabling 
to improve the outcome of treatment in patients with overweight 
and obesity.
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INFORMATION MODEL OF POST STROKE REHABILITATION CONCEPTION

Currently, the new model of stroke care is actively implemented. There is a number of problems thereby related to digitalization. The study was aimed to work up 

the information model of the post-stroke rehabilitation at the first stage. The following basic objects of the rehabilitation system information model were identified 

and described using system analysis and business process modelling, based on studying laws, regulatory and legal acts, clinical guidelines, the “Development 

of the System of Medical Rehabilitation in Russia” pilot project protocol, and the problem area experts’ findings: patient, health information system (HIS) of a 

healthcare organization, document management. The objects’ properties and interaction are discussed, the information model is been constructed, main directions 

are described.
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П. А. Рыбакова1      , Ю. И. Королева1, Г. Е. Иванова2, Т. В. Зарубина1

КОНЦЕПЦИЯ ИНФОРМАЦИОННОЙ МОДЕЛИ СИСТЕМЫ РЕАБИЛИТАЦИИ БОЛЬНЫХ С ОСТРЫМ 
НАРУШЕНИЕМ МОЗГОВОГО КРОВООБРАЩЕНИЯ

В настоящее время происходит активное внедрение новой модели оказания помощи больному с острым нарушением мозгового кровообращения 

(ОНМК). В связи с этим стоит множество задач, касающихся цифровизации этого процесса. Целью исследования было разработать информационную 

модель системы реабилитации пациентов с ОНМК на первом этапе оказания помощи. С помощью методов системного анализа, моделирования бизнес-

процессов и на основании изучения нормативно-правовых актов, клинических рекомендаций, протокола пилотного проекта «Развитие медицинской 

реабилитации в РФ» и результатов работы экспертов проблемной области выделены и проанализированы основные объекты информационной 

модели системы реабилитации: пациент, МИС МО, документооборот, описаны их свойства и взаимоотношения, построена информационная модель и 

обозначено направление ее развития.

Ключевые слова: информационная модель, цифровизация здравоохранения, медицинская реабилитация, острое нарушение мозгового кровообращения, 
электронный документооборот
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One of the ways to improve the quality of post-stroke patients 
care is the informatization (digitalization) of healthcare 
system: the complex of measures aimed at providing timely 
and full information (processed and transformed in certain 
way) to specialists involved in the diagnosis and treatment 
process [1]. 

On January 1, 2019, the “Digital Helthcare Framework” 
federal project was launched as part of the National project 
“Healthcare”. [2]. The Federal project was focused on the 
implementation and development of the healthcare information 
systems and electronic document management in all healthcare 
organizations and health authorities. The “Development of 
National Medical Research Centers Network and Introduction 
of Innovative Medical Technologies” federal project was also 
partially focused on problems related to healthcare digitalization. 

The four vertical integrated systems were designed as part 
of the project according to the following profiles: oncology, 
cardiovascular disorders, obstetrics and gynecology (together 
with neonathology), preventive healthcare. Those should 
provide continuity of care, patient routing, monitoring of care 
provision to patients with certain disorders.

The important stage of all four profiles is medical 
rehabilitation. Until recently, the developments of medical 
rehabilitation digitalization were localized, whereas the 
federal level information system development required the 
comprehensive analysis of the subject area and the step-by-
step information model construction.

The study was aimed to analyze the model of post-stroke 
care through describing the information model basic objects. 
The future goals and opportunities are mentioned. 
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Fig. 1. Post-stroke care algorithm, updated model
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METHODS

The main documents regulating the existing medical care 
provision are the Ministry of Health of the Russian Federation 
orders No. 928н (“On Approval of the Procedure for Medical 
Care to Patients with Acute Stroke”, dated November 15, 2012) 
and № 1705н (“On the Procedure of Medical Rehabilitation”, 
dated December 29, 2012). To explore the new model of post 
stroke medical care, the description of the “Development of the 
System of Medical Rehabilitation in Russia” pilot project (2015–
2016) was used. The Russian and foreign guidelines contain 
the more detailed description of care measures [3–11]. The 
WHO documents [12–15] were used to study the International 
Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF). 
The algorithms based on the patient’s route and description 
of the information model objects were designed using the 
specialized software: MS VISIO 2010 (Microsoft; USA), Axure 
RP 9 (Axure; USA), draw.io (Voodoo; France); methods of 
system analysis (problem analysis, system goals and functions 
setting, modelling), and business process modelling (use case 
diagram). 

RESULTS

Subject area 

The first stage of the information model constructing is 
the definition of subject area, i.e. the post-stroke medical 
rehabilitation description. It includes the patient’s condition 
assessment, rehabilitation goals setting and the formulation 
of procedure program, drug and non-drug therapy, efficiency 
of rehabilitation evaluation and prognosis. The updated stroke 
care model includes three phases [16]. The first phase begins 
with the patient’s admission to the intensive care unit (ICU) of 
the specialized vascular department and no later than 24 hours 
from the admission, i. e. during the acute period of the disease 
[16, 17]. The patient undergoes the clinical, laboratory and 
instrumental examinations aimed at identifying the stroke type 
and subtype, thrombolytic therapy and surgery assignment (if 
necessary). The intensivist follows the patient’s vital parametres 
and, if necessary, guides him to other specialists. The 
medical rehabilitation with multidisciplinary rehabilitation team 
participation is started at the ICU: correction of dysphagia and 

nutritional deficit, immobilization syndrome prevention (passive 
or active-passive verticalization, early mobilization). Patient 
is transferred to neurology department after the stabilization, 
where the attending neurologist continues the treatment 
and diagnostic process and organizes the patient’s medical 
rehabilitation with the multidisciplinary team (MDT). The transfer 
summary report contains the patient’s score according to the 
Rehabilitation Routing Scale (RRS) which is a selection criterion 
for patient’s routing. It’s also a selection criteria for clinical and 
statistical group for medical rehabilitation during all subsequent 
phases [18, 19]. So the first phase of rehabilitation includes the 
medical care in the ICU and neurology department. 

Depending on the treatment functional result in vascular 
department the patient may be routed for further rehabilitation 
to the second phase in-patient clinic (RSS 4–5) , or to the day 
hospital (RSS 3) and the third phase outpatient clinic (RSS 2). 
The second and third phases are implemented during the early 
and late recovery periods and apply to patients with residual 
symptoms or chronic (non-acute) disease. The patient may 
carry out the medical rehabilitation third stage activities at 
home under the guidance of a responsible specialist using 
telemedicine technology.

The initial medical care phase is the most important and 
difficult as it requires immediate action. The dynamics of the 
patient's condition depends on the measures taken at this 
phase. It is known that the earlier rehabilitation increases 
medical care effectiveness [20], therefore, the first phase 
has been chosen as starting point for the information model 
constructing.

Information model objects

Currently, the updated model of post-stroke care is actively 
implemented in Russia [18]. Its algorithm is based on the 
Federal Centre of Cerebrovascular Pathology and Stroke 
experts’ recommendations (Fig. 1).

The main differences between the new model and the 
traditional model are the patient-centered care, diagnostics both 
according to the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) 
and the International Classification of Functioning, Disability, 
and Health (ICF), the multidisciplinary team participation. The 
MDT activity may be presented as a rehabilitation cycle [21]. 
Representing the new model in this way makes possible to 
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Fig. 2. Fragment of patient’s route inside the neurology department
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evaluate the time of appearance and actions of each participant 
of diagnosis and treatment process.

 For description and analysis of the object (“Patient”) the 
business process diagram (BPD) was used. It contains details 
of the patient’s route inside the hospital department. The small 
fragment is presented in Fig. 2. On this diagram the healthcare 
organization units and the blocks (actions) with the key points 
of the route are shown as horizontal paths.

After transfer to neurology department the patient is 
examined by the attending neurologist and all the specialists of 
the multidisciplinary team, later he undergoes the instrumental 
and additional laboratory examination with interpretation of the 

results. The rehabilitation cycle is highlighted with rectangle in 
Fig. 2.

The other important object of the information model is the 
health information system (HIS) of a healthcare organization. 
The system includes multiple integrated subsystems and 
basic Practice Management Software (PMS). However, the 
basic HIS does not satisfy the neurology hospital requirements 
arising from the new model of post acute care. Therefore, it is 
necessary to expand its functionality. The development of new 
PMS is required, it concerns the PMS used by specialists of 
the multidisciplinary team (physical medicine and rehabilitation 
(PM&R) physician, intensivist, physical rehabilitation specialist, 
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Рис. 4. Design fragment of the profile document (multidisciplinary team protocol)

medical psychologist, speech therapist, occupational therapist 
[18]), as well as for the PMS used by nursing staff.

Electronic document management 

One of the basic PMS functions is the electronic document 
management, the electronic medical record and profile 
documents creation. The following is a fragment of the electronic 
document management at the first phase of rehabilitation 
based on the care provision algorithm (Fig. 3).

Each multidisciplinary team specialist creates the first 
profile document, the examination protocol, аfter the patient’s 
examination. Once a week or more often the multidisciplinary 

team specialists hold a consilium, where they discuss and 
combine the results. After that the physical medicine and 
rehabilitation (PM&R) physician makes the rehabilitation 
diagnosis, sets the long-term and short-term goals of medical 
rehabilitation, forms the individual rehabilitation plan, defines the 
executives and sets the rehabilitation schedule. This information 
is included in the multidisciplinary team general protocol, the 
second profile document, the fragment is provided in Fig. 4. 

The patient's condition assessment (according to ICF, 
expressed in points) obtained from various MDT specialists is 
included in the rehabilitation diagnosis.

The third profile document (advanced discharge summary 
report) is finalized by the attending physician after the first 
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Table. Algorithm fragment of NIHSS to ICF translation

NIHSS ICF

1

Motor leg
B740 — Muscle endurance functions

B7401 — Endurance of muscle groups

0 = No drift 0 B7401.0

1 = Drift:  leg drifts down but does not hit bed 1 B7401.1

2 = Leg falls to bed by 5 seconds but has some effort 
against gravity

2 B7401.2

3 = Leg falls immediately 3 B7401.3

4 = No movement 4 B7401.4

UN = Assessment is impossible UN B7401.8

2

Dysarthria
Voice and language functions
B320 — Articulation functions

0 = Normal 0 B320.0

1 = Mild-to-moderate dysarthria 1 B320.1- B320.2

2 = Severe dysarthria or mute/anarthric patient 2 B320.3- B320.4

UN = Assessment is impossible UN B320.8

3

Sensory (pinprick and touch)
Additional sensory functions (b250-279)

B270 — Sensory functions related to temperature and other stimuli

0 = Normal 0 B270.0

1 = Partial loss 1 B270.1

2 = Severe loss 2 B270.3

B2702 — Sensitivity to pressure

B2703 — Sensitivity to a noxious stimulus

phase of rehabilitation. The document comprises basic clinical 
data from the electronic medical record, and data from the 
MDT protocols that describe the activities results and the 
patient dynamics during treatment.

According to the new post acute care model, the 
multidisciplinary team specialists assess the patient’s state not 
only using the traditional scales, but also using the ICF domains. 
Such kind of rehabilitation diagnosis allows the specialists 
to distinguish between the measures aimed at the patient’s 
survival (diagnosis and treatment process) and the measures 
aimed at preservation and restoration of vital functions. It is 
extremely important for the future rehabilitation arrangement. 

It should be noted that if patient has undergone surgery for 
the underlying disease, the additional scales should be used. 

Automated rehabilitation diagnosis procedure

The manual assessment, both using the clinical scales and 
the required ICF domains, is time-consuming. Therefore, the 
decision support system element has been developed as an 
algorithm for converting the NIHSS and other clinical evaluation 
tools [5] to ICF score. The algorithm fragment is provided in 
Table.

The algorithm is a matching of the stroke severity scale items 
scores with the corresponding ICF domains. There is no one-
to-one matching in some cases because ICF is a more detailed 
tool than clinical scales. For example, the item№ 2 of ICF (see 
Table 1) includes more gradations for articulation disorders, and 
the NIHSS score 1 may correspond to B320.1 or B320.2 items 
of ICF. The even more ambiguous situation is observed in the 
item № 3: the NIHSS Sensory section corresponds to several 
domains of ICF (“Sensory functions related to stimuli”, “Sensitivity 
to pressure”, “Sensitivity to a noxious stimulus”). The algorithm 

does not offer an unambiguous answer in such "controversial" 
situations and requires correction by the physician.

DISCUSSION

The study provides a systematic approach to the post-stroke 
care informatization. The subject area boundaries had been 
defined, the information model objects (patient, healthcare 
organization, HIS of a healthcare organization, electronic 
document management) and their links and relationships 
analysis has been performed. Only one study of the discussed 
topic has been found in literature [22]. It describes the software 
product in which the patient’s clinical data entry and the 
rehabilitation scales for patient state assessment are partially 
implemented. The diagnosis is supported using ICF, but the 
conversion algorithm is not transparent so the algorithm 
implementation in other systems is impossible. 

The approach proposed in this paper may become the 
ideological and algorithmic basis for the post-stroke patients’ 
management information systems (from hospital to state level).

The obtained results make it possible to determine the 
further strategy of the rehabilitation system information model 
development and to define the following priorities:

1) development of technical specifications for the electronic 
medical record profile documents creation: examination 
protocol by MDT specialists, general MDT protocol, advanced 
medical discharge (post-mortem) summary. The development 
of the standardized electronic medical documents for patient 
transfer to the second and third phases of rehabilitation and 
higher HIS levels (regional, federal) is required for the discharge 
documents and the corresponding implementation guidelines;

2) defining the list of the federal medical references for 
formalization of the clinical data contained in the profile 
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documents: examination protocol by MDT specialist, 
multidisciplinary team protocol, medical discharge summary; 

3) role model development describing the access rights of 
all process participants of the hospital units;

4) PMS development for specialists taking part in the 
rehabilitation process: PM&R physician, physical rehabilitation 
specialist, neuropsychologist, speech therapist, occupational 
therapist, massage therapist, physiologist, healthcare 
assistant;

5) creation of medical decision-support system elements 
making automated diagnosis according to ICF.

The future development directions are the following: creation 
of the administrative PMS, analytical and reference modules, 
patient’s account, PMS modules expansion depending on 
the stroke type and care provided, integration with external 
systems.

CONCLUSION

Currently, the new post-stroke care model described in the 
“Development of the System of Medical Rehabilitation in 
Russia” pilot project protocol is actively implemented both 
in Russia and foreign countries. According to the model, 
rehabilitation is carried out by the new diagnosis and treatment 
process component — the multidisciplinary team using ICF 
for the patient’s condition assessment. This issue should be 
considered when developing an information system.

The basic information model objects are analyzed, the 
differences between existing and new models of post-stroke care 
are identified at this paper. The functions expansion of HIS based on 
the differences revealed is proposed. The main directions of the 
rehabilitation system information model are covered: development of 
profile papers, national references, PMS and HIS additional modules.
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